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Foreword 

In a previous study of the problem of Buddhism and Nature (Schmithausen 
·1985), I already touched upon the question of the sentience of: plants in earliest 
Buddhism. But later I found that this problem requires being dealt with more 
carefully. Between 1987 and 1990, I have reconsidered the matter several times on the· 
occasion of giving lectures on it in various places (Munich, Tiibingen, Vienna, Oslo, 
La Trobe, Canberra, Bangkok, Kyoto and Tokyo), and I take the opportunity to . 
express my sincere thanks to all those who raised objections, made suggestions or 
drew my attention to useful materials. Yet, I am fully aware of the fact that not only 
an earlier and much shorter paper (which is being published as Basham Lecture 1989 
by the A.N.D., Canberra) but even the present study is still merely a preliminary 
attempt, far from being exhaustive. For, firstly a comprehensive treatment of the issue 
should perhaps, with due caution, also investigate similes, poetical imagery,narrative 
literature lind artistic representations, etc., referring to plants; but this would by far 
have exceeded the limits of the present study. Secondly, even within these limits I may 
still have overlooked or misinterpreted important evidence, especially in the field of 
Vinaya in which I am anything but a specialist. In spite of this, I have decided to 
present the essay as it stands, hoping that at any rate it provides a relatively sound 
basis for discussion, and one reason for my decision has been that the problem dealt 
with is of more than merely academic relevance. 

In order to spare the less specialized reader all too many details, I have 
deliberately relegated documentation and discussion of specific matters to the notes. 
. My deepest thanks are due to M. Maithri Murthi and A. Wezler for valuable 

information and advice, to S. A. Srinivasan, who, in addition, also corrected my 
faulty English with untiring patience, to Dr. Akira Yuyama for kindly accepting this 
study for publication, and to B. Quessel for his constant help in preparing the final 
printout. . 
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I. The Problem a;rnd its Context 

1.1 In connection with the requirement of a non-anthropocentric ethics encom
passing all creatures, or nature as a whole,l the Buddhist precept - valid for monks 
and nuns as well as lay followers - to abstain from killing any living, animate being 
(piiJ!iitipiitii veramaJ!l),2 occasionally3 supplanted or supplemented by the injunction 
not to injure them (ahirrzsii) , is no doubt very important. Even though in everyday 
practice the ideal is rarely fulfilled and although the present ecological situation has 
created additional complications,4 the precept does seem to have had some protective 
influence in at least some traditional Buddhist societies.5 

1.2 However, being a living or animate being (e.g. p(r)iiJ!a/p(r)iil}in, satt(v)a, 
jlva,6 bhuta? is, in India, at any rate in theoretical contexts, by and large equated 

! I take the liberty to intuitively pre sup p 0 s e this requirement, without entering into the 
philosophical problems involved. But I find it necessary to disclose the motive that inspired me to 
embark on this subject. One reason is that I cannot of course exclude that my motive may after all 
have influenced the results of my historical investigation, even though I have tried my best to interpret 
the sources as objectively as possible. The second reason is my hope that this article may not only be 
a scholarly contribution to the understanding of the history of Buddhist thought and practice but also 
arouse or strengthen sensitivity and sympathy towards our fellow beings, including plants, which is 
badly needed. 

2 E.g. DN III 235; 269; AN V 274ff; Vin I 83 (siimaT}era); Hartel 1956, p. 54 (upiisaka); the 
earlier, fuller formulation (piiT}iitipiitarrz pahiiyapiiT}iitipiitii parivirato ... sabba-piiT}abhiita-hitiinukampi 
... ) e.g. DN I 4; I 63 (ascetic or monk); AN II 66; III 203; 211f (layman). That in the term 
'p(r)iiT}iitipiita' 'p(r)iiT}a' has, as elsewhere in Buddhist (and Jaina) texts, the same meaning as 
'p(r)iiT}in' is confirmed, e.g., by Siiy 1.8.4 ativiiyiiya piiT}iT}arrz. Cpo also the explicit statement at Sv 
69,2lf: piiT}o ti c' ettha vohiirato satto, paramatthato fivitindriyarrz. The meaning of 'atipiita' is 
corroborated by verbal expressions in the context of the five or ten precepts, e.g. Sn 394 piiT}arrz na 
hane; DN I 123 piiT}arrz pi haneyya; cpo also Hartel, loco cit. (priiT}/ ... jlvitiin na vyaparopayi
tavya(fJ). 

3 E.g. AN III 213: na hirrzse piiT}abhiitiini (versified version of the first precept for lay followers); 
MN I 42 (avihirrzsaka prefixed to the series piiT}iitipiitii parivirato, etc.). 

4 Cpo Add. l.A and LB. 

5 For a detailed and well-balanced description of the situation in the traditional society of Sri 
Lanka, see Maithri Murthi 1986. 

'For 'j/va' in the sense of "living being" in Jaina sources see § 6.2.2 + n. 106 and § 20.1 + ns. 
342 and 344. For an example in a Hindu text, see Ramacandra ad Manu X.84. 

7 In order to distinguish the different terms in translation, I consistently render 'p(r)iiT}a' by 
"animate being", 'jzva' by "living being", 'satt(v)a' by "[sentient] being" or "sentient being", and 
'bhilta' (even if used as a quasi-synonym of 'p(r)iiT}a', etc.) simply by "being". - As far as I can see, 
'jlva', which in some contexts means "soul", is largely avoided in the Early Buddhist texts in the 
sense of "living being" except when the view of "people" or non-Buddhists is referred to, as in the 
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with being sen tie n t 8 «(sa)cetana,9 sacittaka,1O cittamal!lta,lI etc.), with 
being, to a certain extent at least, capable of perception and sensation, and- in 
doctrinally developed Buddhism it is, apart from men and mythological beings, only 
ani mal s that are regarded as sentient beings. 12 Except for certain developments 
in the Far Eastl3 and perhaps Tantric Buddhism (which requires special investiga
tion), pIa n t s are not admitted in Buddhism as sentient beings, let alone 
crystals, stones, earth, water or other inorganic things. These are hence not, at least 
not directly, protected by the precept to abstain from killing/injuring animate beings. 

passages discussed in §§ 5.4-5.5, 8, 9.1-9.2, 10.1 and 15.2, or at MN I 407 (see n. 342). In most of 
these contexts, 'flva' refers to plants or the earth, regarded as living by people or non-Buddhists, or 
is at least interpreted so by post-canonical commentaries (e.g. Ps III 120,l1f [ad MN I 407]). On the 
other hand, the use of 'bhiita' as more or less equivalent to 'piil;a' and/or 'satta' does not seem to be 
problematic from the Buddhist point of view: cp., e.g., Sn 394 (see ns. 348 and 361), or Yin II 110 
= AN II 73 (see n. 341; note that in contrast to MN I 407 'sabbejivii' is missing here). - For 
'p(r)iilJa'/'p(r)iilJin' often denoting only animals, or men and animals (i.e. breathing beings) see §§ 
6.2.2 and 7.3 + n. 116; cpo also n. 107). - For a special use of 'bhiita' see § 4.2.1. 

, Explicitly so: TBV 651,36 (caitanyalalqalJaJ?ljivatvam); cpo also V A.vBh 1753 (j7valJa as one 
of the reasons for sentience; cpo Kir 39,21). 

• E.g. NBi III.59; TBV 651,35; 652,1; Wezler 1986, 431; 436; 440; 442ff. For a more restricted 
use of 'cetana' in the sense of "possessing intellect" see Thieme, KlSchr, 377 (and Wezler 1986,466 
n. 4). Cpo the similar ambiguity of the term 'saJ?7-jllin' in Iainism (Wezler 1987b, 1'25f [fn. 63]). -
Actually, at least five positions may be distinguished: 

a) lifeless and insentient; 
b) living but entirely insentient (rare in Indian thought; but cpo § 30); 
c) living and sentient in the sense of being capable of rudimentary forms of perception or sensation, 

e.g. possessing only the sense of touch (as, e.g., element beings and plants in Iainism); 
d) also possessing higher faculties of perception (as, e.g., lower animals in Iainism); 
e) also possessing intellect. 

In theoretical contexts, '(sa)cetana' etc. are usually employed from" onward, but sometimes they 
seem to imply even II (cp. Thieme, loco cit.; TIv 354b5ff [see n. 493]) or at least Q (as, e.g., at MBh 
12.177.10-18). 

10 E.g. MHrd IX. 14Dff. 

11 E.g. A.yarsp. 41,5; Dasav 4 (p. 5,15ff). 

12 Cpo TRD 159,21f for a statement that sentience of animals is undisputed among the Indian 
systems of thought. 

13 See BN § 30.1-3. 
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2 The question is, however, whether this restriction ofliving, sentient beings, 
in the sphere of nature, to animals only was the position of Buddhism fro m the 
out set. Actually, from what we know about other Indian religions prior to or 
contemporary with earliest Buddhism, such a position would seem to have been 
anything but a matter of course. 

2.1 As for V e d i c religion, thereis sufficient evidence that not only animals 
but also plants as well as seeds and even water and earth were, more or less naively, 
believed to be living and even sentient,14 and fire and wind had at least a personal
ized, divine aspect (viz. the gods Agni on the one hand, and Vayu and Vata on the 
other; cpo also the idea of water and fire as principles of life in late Vedic thought). 
Even in post-Vedic H i n d u ism, at least the view that plants and seeds capable 
of germination are sentient beings is still well documented,15 although some circles 
and authors disagree. 16 Occasionally, even stones, water or the earth are admitted as 
living or sentient. 17 

2.2 In J a i n ism the view that plants and seeds are sentient beings is clearly 
expressed and undisputed,18 and according to the view prevailing In Jaina sources 
even earth, water, wind and fire are alive,19 i.e., consist of minute living beings 

14 E.g., SB 11.6.1 (trees, plants, water); 3.3.1.7 and 6.4.3.1ff (earth); 3.8.5.9f (plants, trees, 
water); 1.2.2.11 (grain); 11.1.2.1 f (grain, plant (soma». [Some of these passages lowe to C. 
Nenninger.] Cpo Schmidt 1968, 644-648. Cpo also ChU VI.11.1-2 (tree as living (jiva». 

15 E.g., MBh 12.177 .10-18; Yogavasi~tha 7.62.7 (tree perceiving its leaves, flowers and fruits 
with the "eye" of self-perception [personal communication from Dr. W. Slaje]). For see d s : 
Gautama-Dharmasiitra 3.22: varjayed bfja-vadham; MBh 3.199.20 (dhii.nyabfjani oo. fivani). Cpo 
Wezler 1986, 432ff and 455ff (plants); 439 and 458f (seeds); id. 1987a, 335ff; id. 1987b, IlIff; 
Halbfass 1980, 29lf and 301; 1991, 317f and 327; Slaje 1989, 151ff. 

16 Cpo Halbfass 1980, 291f and 1991, 317f (prasastapada and others); Wezler 1986, 460f and 476 
n. 74 (pointing out a certain tendency, at least in certain circles, to abandon the idea of the sentience 
of plants in the course of time); Wezler 1987b, 129f; Slaje 1989, 152 (Abhinavagupta). 

17 Slaje 1989, 152 (Saiva author Bhaskara, 18th century: water and earth) and 157 (Yogavasi::;\ha: 
stones but not atoms and elements); cpo also Ramanuja on BhG 14.18 (rebirth as a stone or clod). 
Yogavasi9tha 7,62,8 (ocean perceiving all aquatic animals [personal communication from Dr. W, 
Slaje]). 

18 E.g" Ayars pp. 4,26-31 (cp. Bhatt 1989,136 and 138) and 41,4; Dasav 4 (p. 6,3-8); 8.2 (oo, 
talJa rukkha sablyaga ... jzva ttl ii vutta'!l mahesilJa); 10.3; Siiy I.11.7-8; cp, Schubring 1935, 133ff, 

19 Thus, e.g., Ayars p. 41,3-5; Dasav 4 (p. 5,12-6,3); 8,2 (pu4havi daga agalJi maruya ... fiva 
ttl ii vutta'!l mahesilJa); Siiy I.l1.7-8; 1.7.7a (pu4havl vifiva ail vijiva). - According to B. Bhatt 
(1989, 135ft), in the earliest source (viz. Ayar I.1) the view that the elements themselves are living, 
animate beings is still absent; cpo also § 17.2 and n. 338, but also n, 316. At a later point, the 
sentience of the elements themselves is expressly rejected in the NIlakeci (371), for which see n. 472. 
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possessing, like plants, the sense of touch.20 

3.1 Against this background, it appears natural to raise the question whether in 
ear lie s t Buddhism, too, at least plants and seeds (but perhaps even earth and 
water) may still have been viewed as living, sentient beings, in spite of the later 
rejection of such a view. To be sure, in this case it would be necessary to explain how 
the later view arose. But in the opposite case, too, one would have to search for a 
reason why the Buddhists, or the Buddha, abandoned the view, current at their time, 
that plants are sentient beings. 

3.2 It would be easy to determine the status of plants and seeds in earliest 
Buddhism if the canonical Buddhist texts, and especially such layers as can be 
regarded as comparatively old, did contain fully explicit statements either rejecting or 
asserting the sentience of plants. But there are none, as far as I can see. Hence, the 
matter has to be decided by induction. In view of the later doctrinal position of 
Buddhism that plants (etc.) are not sentient beings, the onus probandi is, of course, 
incumbent on him who maintains that in earliest Buddhism the situation was different. 
Therefore, I shall, in the following chapters (II-IV), discuss passages which may 
indicate that in earliest Buddhism plants were still regarded as living, sentient beings, 
or at least not yet definitely considered to be lifeless and insentient. 

20 Cp., e.g., Schubring 1935, 133; Frauwallner 1956a, 266f. 
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IT. General Prohibition to Injure Seeds and Plants 

II.A. Text and Literal Meaning 

4.1 Let me start with a passage in the Pat i m 0 k k has u t t a, VIZ. 

Pacittiya 11: . 
"If [a monk or nun] is ruthless with regard to plants, this is 
an offence to be atoned" (bhutagiimapiitavyatiiya piicitti
ya1!l). "21 

4.2 Before asking what this rule suggests as regards the status of plants, a few 
philological problems have to be discussed. 

4.2.1 Firstly, in 'bhUta-giima' (Skt. bhuta-griima),22 'giima' originally means 
"multitude", "mass"23 and is little more than a suffix of collectivity. For 'bhuta', the 
special meaning "(sprouted or fully developed green, fresh, uncut and uneradicated, 
'living '24)25 p I ant" 26 is suggested by the fact that in Buddhist texts the term 

21 Vin IV 34; cpo V 38 (bhiitagiimal'{l piitento ... ). Cpo T vol. 24, 905c12 ~rr jlLl1 (Upii.liparipr
ccha; cpo Stache-Rosen 1984,63; for probable affiliation of the text to the Abhayagiri school, ib. 12ff 
and 28ft):; Mi.: T vol. 22, 41c17 and 23f: ~~1fL>~, but 42a6 and 85b24: i:\);jlLl1; Mii.: 339a17 
= 552b6 = 560a6: jlnm -=fitjlL;f:;t; Mii.Lok.: Priit.Mii.Lok. p. 20 (= Pachow/Mishra 1956, p. 22): 
bijagriima-bhiitagriima-piitiipanake (see n. 39) piicattikal'{l; Dh.: 641 c13f = 1 026b8: jill jlL ~~ 11 ; Sa.: 
Finot 1913, 504, and v. Simson 1986, 49 and 88: bijagriima-bhiitagriima-piitaniit piitayantikii (v. 
Simson, p. 88, has °pataniit, which is probably a scribal error or misprint); T vol. 23, 75a22 
[Vin.Sa.] ("" 482c29 [Priit.BhLSa.]): ~JT~ (Ii:\);) jlL113 -=f11 (v.l. om. 11); 474b7 [Priit.Sa.d: 
~l~~*; same text in a Tunhuang fragment ofPriit.BhLSa., probably also by Kumiirajiva (Yuyama 
1979, p. 4, § 1.12.C.2): see upper col.., line 28, of the faes. in Otani Gakuho 9.2/1928, 27ft); vol. 
24 (T 1464, a VinayavibhaIiga of the Sa. transl. by Chu Fo-nien in 383 A.D. acc. to Yuyama 1979, 
p. 7, § l.15.C.l), 879c5: I~Hrrtit~1l!!~JT; Prat.Sa'Th (Yabuki 1930; fol. 40, upper col., line 35; 
Inoguchi 1981, 196 [No. 185]): i»l!~.1t;!\lnlfr~JTfj,tJ~ (Tunhuang ms., dated 405 A.D., of yet 
-another early version ofPrat.Sa.: cpo Yuyama 1979, p. 2, § 1.11.C.2); MiL: GBM(FacEd) I, p. 31, 
fol. 51, line 4, and II, p. 77, fol. 142, line 1: bijagriima-bhiitagriimacpiitana-piitiipaniit piiyattikii; 
Vin.Mii.,je 260a3: sa bon gyi tshogs dan! 'byU/i po 'i gnas 'jig gam/ 'jig tu 'dzud (D,R: 'jud) na /tun 
byed do/I; T vol. 23, 776b5f (= vol. 24, 504aI8):~:liil3 -i-ll'ffil1 z,t4l-'1l!! jill; cpo MVy no. 8431: 
bijagriima-bhiitagriima-viniisanam (cp. Vin.Mii . .je 265a7: sa bon dan skye ba 'jig pa ... ; T vol. 23, 
775c10: jill~fil!); Kii.: T vol. 24, 662b10: :fifil!.:r jlLjj~l1. - Cpo also T vol. 24 (T 1463: *Vinaya
matrka, see § 12.4 + n. 218) , 823b28f (felling of a caitya tree is piicittiya). 

22 Cpo Sugimoto 1978, 623ff. 

23 Cpo Sp 761: riisi; Pa\is-a 690: samiiha; cpo also T vol. 23, 474b7 (see n. 21) ~ and Vin.Mii., 
ce 249b5f (Vin.Mii.) tshags (but je 260a3 and 7 has gnas). Cpo also the analogous cpd. 'bija-g(r)iima' 
(see §§ 4.3-4.4 and 5.2 + ns. 63 and 64). 

24 Cpo Sp 898 (j f v a -rukkha). Cpo also n. 179. 

25 Cpo n. 30. 
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'bhiltag(r)iima' usually and, so it seems, originallf7 occurs in complementary 
opposition to 'bIja-g(r)iima' ("multitude of seeds")Z8 and by the fact that in canoniCal 
Jaina sources we find, in similar contexts, the pair "seeds and green [plants]" 
(bzya/hariya, = bIja/harita).29 It is furthermore confirmed by the commentaries30 
as well as by some Chinese translations,31 and also by some parallel passages,32 and 

26 Cpo also CPD s.v. amulaka-bhutagiima ("plants without root"). - Buddhaghosa's etymological 
remark (Sp 761: jiiyanti va44hanti jiitii va44hitii eii ti attha) may not be far off the mark; cpo M. 
Mayrhofer, KllrzgefaBtes Etymologisches W6rterbuch des Altindischen (Heidelberg 1956-1980), 
mentioning, s.v. bhavati, Armenian bays "Sch611Iing, Pflanze"; cpo also German "Gewachs", mainly 
used for plants. - The phraseology of Pac. 11 does not necessarily presuppose a habitual use of_ 
'bhuta' in the special sense of "plants". It is possible if not probable that 'bhuta(g(r)iima) acquired 
this special meaning only in this special context, viz. by being used, for want of a specific word for 
plants in general, in complementary opposition to bija(g(r)ama) (see §§ 4.3-4.4), i. e. in the sense 
of "what has arisen or grown up [from seeds]", just as 'harita' in the Jaina sources (see n. 29). 

27 See § 4.4. 

28 See §§ 4.3 and 4.4. 

29 Cp., e.g., Ayars p. 41,4; 37,24; Ayar II.l.l.l; Dasav 4.11 (p. 13,11+13); 5.1.3; 5.1.26; 
5.1.29; 5.1.57; 8.11b; 10.3. say 1.7.8-9 even has hariyiilJi b h uy ii IJ i (JAS ed. §§ 388: haritiilJi 
bhutiilJz) besides blya. 

30 E.g., Sp 761 (patifthita-harita-tilJarukkhiidi); Sv I 77 (alla-tilJarukkhiidika); Spk III 134 (pa~lIJa
sampanlla'!lllilabhiivata pa{[hiiya); Mp IV 51 (llikkhanta-mUla-palJlJGf!l haritakaf!l); Tvol. 23, 75a26f. 
- Irrespective of the interpretation of the components, all versions of the Sutta- or Vinayavibhailga 
agree in that the com p 0 U n d 'bhutag(r)iima' as a whole is taken to refer to p I ant s: cpo T 
vol. 22, 339a19 (Yin.Ma.); 641c14f(Vin.Dh.); vol. 23, 75a23 (Yin.Sa.); 776bI9f(Yin.Ma.; Vin.Mat 
je 260a8: gnas [i.e. (bhuta-)grama] ses bya ba ni sift !jan pa la sags pa 'a), and implicitly also 
Vin.Mi. (cp. 42a2f and 7ff). - In the Pilii Suttavibhailga (Yin IV 34f), bhutagiima is explained as 
the "five kinds of seeds (or rather: parts of plants capable of propagation)" (paflca bija-jiitiini), viz. 
mula-bija, etc., which at first glance looks like (and in Vin.Ma. [T vol. 22, 339aI8f], Vin.Sa. [vol. 
23, 75a28f] and Vin.Ma. [776b7ff; Vin.Ma.tje 260a3f] in fact is) an explanation of bija-giima, not' 
bhuta-giima (cp. also the casuistics at Yin IV 35: bije bijasaflfll, etc.). But actually these paflca 
bijoJiitiilli are further explained .as five groups of p I ant s, distinguished according to their way 
of propagation (cp. also T vol. 22, 42a2f; 641c14ff; vol. 23, 75a29ff). Accordingly, Buddhaghosa (Sp 
761) explains bija-jiita as "a r i sen fro m seeds" or "seeds that have developed [into plants]" 
(cp. also his explanation of bija in the casuistics as bijato sClf!lbhuto bhutagiima (Sp 762». At DN I 
5 the same five bijajiitiini are used to explain the com p 0 un d 'bijagiima-bhutagiima', and Bu
ddhaghosa (Sv I 81,22-26) may be right in indicating that in this passage both the propagating parts 
and the plants arising from them are meant, which would be possible if the expressions mula-bija, 
etc., are understood both as karmadhiirayas ("root as a propagating part") and as bahuvrihis 
("propagated from roots"). 

31 See n. 21: T vol. 22, 41c17 (Yin.Mi.): 1:101jt* "fresh/growing/living herbs and trees"; T vol. 
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even by a Jaina commentary33 specifying, in a quite different context, bhiita as 
trees.34 

4.2.2 As for 'patavyata',' its derivation is doubtful,35 and my rendering 
"ruthlessness" is not much more than a guess. In order to cover also other contexts, 
like kiimesu patavyata,36 one could start from a meaning like "lack of restraint". In 
the case of sensual pleasures (kiima), lack of restraint would mean indulging in them. 
In the present case, however, as also when referring to animate beings (pa~lesu 
patavyatii),37 lack of restraint would rather be ruthless, destructive behaviour; and 

23 474b7 (prat.Sa.J: ~** "all herbs and trees"; T vol. 24 (no. 1464), 879c5: #I "trees"; 
Prit.Sa'Th (see n. 21): "fresh/growing/living grass, flowers and leaves" (~1iifb~) and "trees" 

(#1*). 

32 MN I 230: ye kec' ime bijagama-bhutagamii v,uddhi/?l virU4hi/?l vepull~ iipajjanti, sabbe te 
pa{havi/?l nissiiya pa{havi/?l pati{{hiiya; SN V 46; AN IV 100: deve ... avassante ye kec' ime 
bijagiima-bhutagiimii (Be: cpo CPD II 791) osadhi-tiIJa-vanappatayo, te sabbe ussussanti visussallti 
na bhavanti (where osadhi-ti~za-vanappatayo is best taken as a gloss on bhutagiima); similarly SHT 

. IV, 100f; Si~ 206,10: trIJau:jadhi-bhuta-galJa (with galJa for griima, and "grass and herbs" 
concretizing bhuta which otherwise would probably have been misunderstood by the audience); Sad
dharmapul)Qarlkasiitra (ed. Vaidya) 84,20f(where bija-griima is accompanied by o:jadhi-griima instead 
of bhuta-griima). 

33 AyarViv 47,34 and 47,37 (verse quotation: bhutiis tu taravalJ smrtiilJ) (ad Ayars p. 5,6). 

34 In Hindu sources, 'bhutagriima' is mostly used in the less sp'ecific sense of "multitude, or 
totality, of creatures" (cp. PW), including both stationary and mobile beings, thus at any rate plants 
as well as animals and even men; see, e.g., Yaska, Nirukta 14.4; MBh 12.249.6-7; 14.42.19; Sailkara 
on Brahmasiitra 3.1.20 and on BhG 8.19; cpo Sugimoto 1978, 625. A likewise comprehensive use is 
found at Samavaya 14.1 (JAs ed., p. 351);.cp. Avassaya 4.15-16; Utt 5.8; Siiy II.6.21. Occasionally, 
'bhutagriima' means "assemblage of the elements" (e.g., Sailkara on Brahmasiitra 3.3.35 (as one of 
two alternatives»; Sarvatobhadra ad BhG 17.6. 

35 O. von Hiniiber, Das altere Mittelindisch im Uberblick, Wien 1986, § 255. Buddhaghosa takes 
'piitavya' as a gerundivum in the sense of either pivitabba, i.e. (pari)bhulIjitabbalsevitabba (Sp 761; 
Ps II 371; Mp II 369,6; Sv III 869,31) or gha/?lsitabba (Sp 288). But in this case the expression 
'piitavyata/?l ii-pad' would have to be taken to mean "to reg a r d as something to be enjoyed, or 
to be crushed" (cp. Sp 288 [ad Yin III 42, see belowJ: mii pii~le patabbe gh~sitabbe eva 
m a f! f! i ), which is highly improbable since ii-pad rather means "to fall into, undergo, commit" 
(CPD) or, with the acc. of an abstract of x, "to become x". Hence, the explanation of 'piitavyatii' as 
the abstract of a gerundivum is hardly acceptable. 

36 Yin V 123; MN I 305 (eke ... eva/?ldi{thino: "natthi kiimesu doso" ti; te kiimesu piitavyata/?l 
iipajjanti); 307; AN I 266; 295; cpo also DN III 89 (asmi/?l asaddhamme, i.e. methune). 

37 Yin III 42, reporting the case of a monk who had been a potter and had built for himself a hut 
out of clay which he had then baked with fire - an action displaying lack of compassion (anudayii, 
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as the commentaries38 as well as the Sanskrit versions39 and Chinese translations40 

suggest, this would, in the case of plants, consist in cutting, felling, splitting, etc. 

4.3 This is also confirmed by a parallel in the Suttapitaka,41 where a monk's 
morality (sUa) is said to include abstention from killing or injuring seeds and plants 
(bijagiima-bhiltagiima-samiirambha).42 By some later sources43 and by a contem-

anukampa) and of the attitude of not injuring (avihesa). The monk is reproached lest future 
generations might become ruthless towards animate beings (ma pacchima janata palJesu patavyatal!l 
apajji). In this passage, the meaning of patavyata appears to be opposed to "compassion" and come 

close to "injuring" (vihesa '" hil!lsa). 

38 Sp 761: chedanabhedanadzlli; cpo Vin IV 35: chindati ... bhindati ... pacati. Cpo also Vin.MiL, 
je 260a8f (T vol. 23, 776b20f), explaining patana ('jig pa, "to destroy") as "to pull out, throw 
down(?; Ch. break), cut, pierce, and chop" ('by in pa dan/ slloi [P,D,R; read sl1il?) ba daM gcod.pa 
daM 'bigs pa daM 'tshog (R: 'chag) pal. 

39 Prat.Sa. (see n. 21) °patanat "felling" or, in a more general sense "destroying" (cp . .rvrw S.V. 

pat, caus.); Prat.Mii. (see n. 21) °patana-patiipaniit. Prat.Ma.Lok. (see ib.) °patapanake is rather 

obscure. Cpo also patenti at Vin V 38. 

'" See n. 21, e.g. T vol. 22, 41c17: Jiff "chopping"; 42a6: 1~ "felling"; 552b6: 1iit "breaking"; 
641c13: iii "destroying"; vol. 23, 75a22: tit "pulling out"; 474b7: ~ "killing"; Prat.Sa' Th (see n. 
21) iJii. "destroying" and rtrrjjff "cutting and chopping". 

41 DN I 5; 64; MN 1180; 268; III 34; AN II 209; V205; cpo SN V 470. 

42 This (minor) precept is missing in the parallel versions known to me (SaiJghabh II, 233,6ff = 
Vin.MiL, ce 249a2ff; T vol. 1, 83c27ff, 89a5ff, 264c4ff and 273a8ff [Drrghagama); 657b6ff and 
733b20ff [MadhyamagamaJ), some of which have abstention from drinking wine instead. K. Meisig 
(Das Sramal)yaphala-slitra, Wiesbaden 1987, 58) thinks that the latter is the original item and that the 
first part of the series of precepts to which it belongs is modelled on the latter part of the ten 

§ik:fapadas for lay followers practising uposatha. But it is more probable that special uposatha rules 
for lay followers were moulded after the monastic precepts and that in this connection the precept not 
to injure plants and seeds was ignored because it was impracticable for lay people (see § 26.1). On 

the other hand, if the precept not to drink alcohol was originally missing in the monastic precepts, it 

is understandable that it was introduced later on, since monks too should not of course drink wine, 
as is clear from Pac. 51. At any rate, it is quite difficult to see why the Theravada tradition should 
have removed the prohibition to drink alcohol, which has hardly lost its importance in later times, and 
should have replaced it by the archaic rule to abstain from injuring seeds and plants. If, however, we 

start from the assumption that the latter is the original one, it is quite easy to understand that when 
it had become more or less obsolete it came to be replaced by the more topical precept not to drink 
alcohol, which was missed (cp. also SN V 467 where this precept has been incorporated but still 
remains outside the traditional series (ib. 468-474)). This way of looking at things is, by the way, 

supported also by another fact: In some Siitras (DN I 5ff; 64ff) the series of precepts under discussion 
is followed by another one, which Meisig (op. cit., 59) supposes to be a kind of "commentarial 
extension". Now, this latter series, too, starts with a paragraph criticizing ascetics injuring seeds and 
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porary German Buddhist,44 this rule is u~derstood as.aprohibition of agriculture. 45 

Though 'samarambha' can have. the meamng "undertaking" or "effort", Buddhaghosa 
is certainly right in preferring the meaning "injuring".46 At Sn 311, 'samarambha' 
unambiguously means the s 1 aug h t e r i n g of cattle (in a Vedic ritual). In this 
sense, 'samarabhati' as well as 'arabhati'47 continue Vedic 'alabhate' "to seize", 
used as a euphemism for "to kill [a victim in sacrificial ritual]" .48 It seems, however, 
that in Pali 'a-rabh' is also used for profane killing for the sake of food, without 
reference to Vedic ritual,49 and this is perhaps also true of 'a-labhla-rabh' in the 
Asoka inscriptions. 50 In the canonical Jaina sources, 'sam-a-rabh' is preferred and 

plants, and, what is more, this paragraph is found also in some versions where the precept not to 
injure seeds and plants is m iss i n g in the pre c e din g series cr vol. 1, 84a9-11 and 89a17-

19; SaiJghabh II 234,3-7). 

43 Vin.Mu., ce 249b5 and 7: rtsom pa "undertaking". Cpo also T vol. 1, 84a10 and 89a18, 
prohibiting monks from sow i n g or p I ant i n g trees which may become the abode (*grama) 
of demons or spirits (*bhuta) (see § 5.3). - One reason for a reinterpretation may have been that at 
any rate in the case of 'sam-arambha' the meaning "killing", "injuring" had fallen into oblivion in 

. at least some currents of continental Buddhism (cp., e.g., the fact that there is no example for such 
a use in AKBh-I). 

44 Hellmuth Hecker, Die Ethik des Buddha (Hamburg 1976), 218. 

45 In earliest Buddhism, there was hardly any need for such a prohibition since the monks and 

nuns had no fixed residence outside the rainy season. Some Vinaya texts expressly allow sowing/
planting, e.g. T vol. 23, 60la4ff (sowing trees for the sake of shade or flowers). Cpo also T vol. 22, 
496b15ff and 875aI2-14. The matter would seem to require special investigation. 

46 As 146,5f: bijagama-bhutagama-samarambha pativirato hot! ti ettha chedanabhafljanadinaip 
(read °dina) vikopanaip (see § 7.1); Sv I 77 (samarambhti chedana-bhedana-pacanddi-bhavena 
vikopana pa{ivirato hoti). Cpo also Mp II 267 (ad AN I 169): p i{ a - (read °iaO?) -saipkhato 
samarambho. 

47 CPD S.v. 2arabhati. Cpo also SN I 76 and AN II 43: (mahayalillii) mahtirambha ... ajeiakti ca 

gavo ca vividha yattha hQ/iliare (cp. H. Ltiders, Beobachtungen tiber die Sprache des buddhistischen 
Urkanons, Berlin 1954, p. 34; BoBh 82,24f: ... mahtirambhe~u, yqu bahavalJ pra~linalJ ... jivitad 
vyaparopyante) . 

48 H. Oertel, Kasus und Adjektivum des G5tternamens bei den ai. Verb en des Darbringens yap 
+ nis und labh + a, in: Zeitschrift fur Vergleichende Sprachforschung 62/1935, 145ff; id., 
Euphemismen in der vedis chen Prosa und euphemistische Varianten in den Mantras(S itzungsberichte 
der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1942), 7ff. [I have to thank Prof. M. Hara for kindly 
reminding me of Oertel's articles).) Cpo also T. GotO, rabh-, labh- + a in der vedischen Literatur, 

in: IBK XXIV.2 (1976), (29)f. 

49 MN I 368: sama~lQip Gotamaip uddissa pa(lQip arabhanti, taip so ... maipsaip paribhuryati. 

50 RE LB: 110 kichijlveljfvaip alabhitu pajohitaviye (probably referring to Vedic ritual); LF: pule 
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used for any kind of killing or injuring.51 Therefore, this Suttapitaka passage 
refers to the same issue as Pacittiya 11, viz. (abstention from) destroying or injurIng 
plants. 

4.4 The only essential difference is that the Suttapitaka passage speaks of 
see d san d plants, whereas the Patimollia rule mentions only plants. But this 
discrepancy may not be original. For, among the Pratimok~asi1tra versions of other 
Buddhist schools, preserved in Sanskrit and Chinese, a majority speaks not of plants 
only but, just as the Suttapitaka passage, of see d san d plants. 52 In view of 
the Suttapitaka paralleI,s3 this reading is likely to be the original one; the more so 
since the versions containing it stem from schools unrelated to each other,s4 whereas 
the versions omitting the seeds belong, as far as I can see, to closely related 
schools. 55 It would, moreover, seem to be more difficult to conceive of a reason for 

mahtinasasi ... Piyadasine liijine ... ptinasatasahastini tilabhiyisu supa{htiye (for food, without, at least 
without explicit, reference to ritual [but see H.-P. Schmidt, Ahil]lsa und Wiedergeburt (forthcoming), 
ch. II]; cpo also I.G); (not specified:) m.D ptintina'!l antila'!lbhe; IV.AptintiZa'!lbhe; etc. 

51 E.g., Ayars 15,17 (no ptil}ilJa'!l ptil}e samiirabhejjtisi) beside Ja I 168 (na pti(lO pti(lina'!l 
h a f! f! e ) ; Dasav 6.29 (purjhavikaya-samtirambha [comm.: tilekhaniidi]; similarly afterwards: tiu

kiiya-, vQ(wssai- and tasakaya-samiirambha) beside 6.27, etc. (purjhavikaya'!l etc. '" hi'!lsanti); Say 
I.1.2.28 (putta'!l ... samarabbha iihtirejja; text acc. to Bolle 1977); Utt 12.41: chajjlvakae 

asamarabhantii (cp. Alsdorf 1961,604: " ... nicht verletzend"); Viyah VII pb (Deleu 1970, 131): 
tasapti(w-samtirambha; AyarViv 23,7 and 10 (ad AyarN 102): samtirabhate = vyiipiidayati. Cpo also 
Jain 1983, 70f (samarambha = injuring or killing the six classes of living beings). - Evenwhen 
samiirambha or sam-a-rabh is used in the sense of "seizing" or "undertaking/committing [an act]", 
the meaning is in most cases, explicitly or implicitly, that of "seizing awe a p 0 n " or "committing 
vi 0 len c e" (cp., e.g., Ayars pp. 2,10f; 2,3lf; 8,lff; 33,28ft). In all these cases, the connotation 
of injury and violence seems to have become an integral part of the meaning. Nor do I see any reason 
why' (sam-)ii-rabh' should, in J ainism, still have a euphemistic function. Hence Schubring's rendering 
"to have to do with ... " (e.g., Schubring, KISchr 217 [transl. of Dasav 6.29, etc.]) is hardly 

felicitous. 

52 See n. 21 (Ma., Ma.Lok., part of Sa. [cpo also n. 55], Ma., Ka.). 

53 Cpo also the above-mentioned fact (see § 4.2.1 + n. 29) that in Jaina sources, too, the 

combination of green plants Charita) with see d s Cblya, bYja) is not infrequently met with, and in 

similar contexts at that. 

54 There is no special relationship or close connection between the MahasaIighikas, Mulasarvastiva
dins and Kasyapfyas. As for the Sarvastivadins, their Vinaya- and Sutrapi\aka has, to be sure, many 
features in common with that of the MUlasarvastivadins, but this may be due to close contact from a 
certain time onward, and not to original relationship. According to E. Frauwallner (1956b, 24ft), the 

Sarvastivadins originally rather belong to the same group as the Theravadins. Actually, the reading 
of the older versions of their Pratimok~asatra goes with that group (see n. 55). 

55 Viz. Theravadins, MahWisakas, Dharmaguptakas, and Sarvastivadins (see n. 21). As for the 
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a later addition of the seeds than to account for their omission.56 

5. There can thus be hardly any doubt that what the Pa\imokkhasutta declares 
to be apiicittiya offence, just like killing animals (Pac. 61), and that abstention from 
which the Suttapi\aka parallel lists as an element of a monk's morality, is in fact 
injuring or destroying plants, and originally probably even seeds. The question is, 
however, whether destroying plants and seeds was prohibited because in earliest 
Buddhism plants and seeds were still considered as living, maybe even sentient beings, 
just as in Vedic religion and Jainism, or whether there is some other explanation. 

5.1 One might, e.g., suppose that the seeds and plants monks and nuns should 
not injure are c r 0 p sand cuI t i vat e d plants, and that destroying or injuring 
them is interdicted, of course, because of the damage it would inflict upon the 
own e r .57 To be sure, such an argument is in fact occasionally met with in 
s p e c i f i c contexts. 58 But there is no indication of such a restriction in the case 
of the g e n era 1 prohibition under discussion, nor has the latter, as far as I can 
see, ever been understood in such a sense in the exegetic tradition. On the contrary, 
the exegetic tradition defines "(seeds and) plants" by what appears to be meant as a 

. comprehensive classification (viz. mula-bIja, etc.: see n. 30), and occasionally even 

close relationship of these schools, see Frauwallner 1956b, 8fL As regards the Sarvastivadins, it is, 
to be sure, only in some versions that the reference to seeds is missing: viz. in Kumarajfva's 
translation of Prat.Sa. (somewhat after 404 A.D.: Yuyama 1979, p. 1, § 1.11.C.l) and in the 
Tunhuang version of his (?) translation ofPrat.BhI.Sa. (see n. 21), in a Vinayavibhanga of this school 

trans I. in 383 (see ibid.), and in a Tun-huang ms., dated 405 A.D., of yet another version ofPrat.Sa. 
(see ibid.): In view of their early date these documents may well represent an earlier tradition of the 
school; for the SkI. fragments are probably somewhat later, and the "official" Chinese Vin.Sa. has 
been revised (Yuyama 1979, p. 8, § 1.15-19.C.2; cpo also L. Schmithausen in: H. Bechert (ed.), Zur 
Schulzugeh6rigkeit von Werken der HInayana-Literatur, 2. Teil, G6ttingen 1987, 315ft). 

56 One might be tempted to see a connection between the omission of the seeds and the explanation 
of the precept in terms of plants as a habitation of deities or spirits (see below § 5.3), since 'bija
griima' does not allow of a similar reinterpretation. But the problem is that this secondary explanation 

of the sutra is missing in at least one of the Vinayas of those schools which omit the seeds from the 
precept (see § 5.3 + n. 75). Hence, this omission may, in the community from which these schools 
derive (see n. 55), have preceded the attempts to reinterpret it, and may have been motivated by the 
fact that non-injuring of see d s was found too cumbrous and no longer required by society. But 

I admit that the matter requires further investigation. 

57 Cpo Wezler 1986 for this kind of motivation in grammatical literature (436ff: as an alternative 
to that of the sentience of plants; cpo also 451ft) and Dharmasastra (446ft). 

58 E.g., Vin IV 47 (monks destroying the barley field of a brahmin: cpo n< 190); III 51 (vanappati: 
felling a tree owned and used by somebody is "theft", hence a piiriijika offence); T vol. 22, 495c9ff 
(Vin.Ma.: prohibition to fell flower and fruit trees; the 'introductory story stresses the interests of the 

don 0 r ). Cpo also §§ 11.3 and 14.4. 
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explicitly states that any plant is included, 59 provided it is green60 and fresh. And 
when discussing details, some commentaries expressly mention plants that are not 
utilized or owned by man, like moss. 61 Hence, it is not, or at least not primarily, 
human interest that constituted the original motive for tbe prohibition to injure (seeds 
and) plants; the more so as it would be unintelligible that such a motivation, though 
perfectly fitting in with the later view - noticeable, as a tendency at least, already in 
the Suttavibhanga (see § 5.5) - that plants are not sentient beings, is nevertheless 
entirely ignored in our sources. 

5.2 Similar objections would arise against the suggestion that the original 
motive behind the prohibition to destroy or injure plants might have been an 
e colo g i cal one, viz. the fact that plants are the bas i s of ani mal life. 
Actually, there are a few commentarial passages indicating such a motive in that they 
explain' bhilta-griima' as "village" (griima), i.e. abode, of beings (bhilta), i.e. insects' 
and other animals. 62 This is doubtless a secondary jnterpretation of the expression 
'bhilta-g(r)iima' - secondary not only as a kind of interpretatio facilior but also 
because it is either asymmetric to the complementary 'bija-g(r)iima,63 or would 
render the latter redundant. 64 Moreover, in this case, too, it would be difficult to see 

59 Spk III 303 (ad SN V 470): y ass a k ass a ci niia-tilJa-rukkMdikassa bhiita-gamassa. 

ro This explains why m u s h roo m sand m 0 u I d or mildew are border-line cases, and 
injuring them only a minor offence or none at all (cp. Sp 765; T vol. 22, 340a24 [Vin.Ma.]; vol. 23, 
777a8ff [= Vin.Mii,je 265a6t] and 975a4ft). Cpo also the fact that at Ayars p. 41,4 mould (panaga) 
appears as a category of its own between the elements and plants-and-seeds. 

61 E.g., T yol. 23, 777a5ff (= Vin.Mii.,je 264b5ff: sa bal = "moss") and 974c29ff (Vin.Mii.
BhL). 

62 T vol. 23, 75a23ff (Vin.Sa.); 776b18ff (Vin.Mii.; here as well as at 776b5 [= Pac. 11], 
'bhiitagrama' is rendered by 'W''M*1, i.e. "village/abode of sen tie n t beings"); Vin.Ma., je 
260a7f: 'byun po (= bhiita) tes bya ba ni grog sbur (= pipUikG.) dag dan! phye ma leb (= pataliga) 
dag daJi/ sbrali bu dag daJi/ til dan phub ma za ba dag dan! sbrul (= sarpa or ahl) dag daJi/ sdig 
pa (= vrscika) dag daJi/ sbran bu trem[aJ bu ka (= trembukaltryambuka "wasp": see Ch. Lindtner 
in: A Green Leaf, Papers in Honour of Jes P. Asmussen [Acta Iranica 28, Leiden 1988], 440) dag 
daJi/ tre la ta ga (R: tre'i la ta ka, = traila{aka) dag gall; T vol. 24, 577a16-18. Cpo Rosen 1959, 
138. Cpo also Sn-a I 154,23f (seen. 204) and VinMaiij 201, justifying the Patimokkha rule that 
destroying or injuring plants is an offence by (among other things) the need to protect the beings 
dwelling in them (kasma bhiitagamassapatabyataya pacitti icchita ti? ... tannissitasattanurakkhanato), 
though in the context of the PaJi Vinaya (see § 5.3) the [sentient] beings (satta) have perhaps to be 
understood, primarily at least, as deities, not animals. 

63 In fact, as regards the meaning of 'grtima' in t his cpd., the Chinese sources referred to in 
n. 62 do not seem to deviate in their explanation from Buddhaghosa's explanation of 'Ogama' in 
'bhiita-gama'(see § 4.2.1 + n. 23). T vol 24, 577a6 expressly states that 'grtima' in 'bijagrama' 
means "assemblage, multitude" (~). 

64 Viz. if' bijagrama' were interpreted in the sense of "[plants as] the abode of seeds". But I have 
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whY this motive, in harmony as it is with the later view that plants themselves are not 
sentient beings, should have come to be ignored by the majority of the sources. 
Besides, (in case the cpd. 'bija-griima' is not also re-interpreted) this motivation too 
would not easily account for the prohibition to injure seeds, nor would it explain the 
fact that tradition unanimously limits the prohibition to green, unwithered plants65 
(for animals inhabit "dead" plants as well)66 or that the prohibition includes the 
tearing off of single leaves, buds or fruits.67 Hence, it seems that this motivation is 
most likely a later attempt to justify the prohibition to injure plants on the basis of the 
dogmatic denial of their sentience. 

5.3 For all rules of the Piltimbkkha, the canonical commentary (Sutta- or 
Vinayavibhailga) relates an introductory story of the event (or events) supposed to 
have led to the enunciation of the respective rule. In the case of the prohibition to 
injure plants, the Pilli version of this story68 discloses two differ~nt motives, which 
strictly speaking belong to two different stories. 69 One of them relates that a monk 
by felling a tree hit the arm of the child of the d e i t Y inhabiting that tree. 
According to other versions,70 the effect was merely that the deity loses her abode. 
According to this explanation, destroying or injuring plants would have been 
prohibited because they are the abode (g(r)iima) of spirits (bhilta) or deities.71 Hence, 

. this motivation, like the preceding one (§ 5.2), appears to be linked to a secondary 
interpretation of 'bhutag(r)iima'. And similar to the preceding one it can, to be sure, 
explain a prohibition to fell or injure t r e e s, at best plants in general (if, as a few 
passages suggest,72 even grass and herbs are inhabited by deities); but it can hardly 

not found this in any text. 

65 Cpo Sp 761, etc. (see n. 30), and the casuistics in T vol. 22, 42a7ff (Vin.Mr.), 340a12-14 
(Yin.Ma.), 642a2ff (Vin.Dh.; al2f: cutting a withered plant is no offence), vol. 23, 75c7ff (Vin.Sa.), 
and 776b25ff = Vin.Mii.,je 260b3ff. 

66 Cpo Asoka, PE V.E, prohibiting to burn c h a f f containing living beings (tuse safive no 
jhO.payitaviye). 

67 T vol. 22, 340a8ff (Yin.Ma.); vol. 23, 776 c 24-27 (Yin.Mii.). Cpo also n. 76. 

68 Yin IV 34. 

69 As is actually the case in Vin.Sa. (T vol. 23, 74c22ft) and especially in Vin.Mii. (T vol. 23, 
775c11-776a7 and 776a24-b3 (Yin.Mii., je 258a6-259a3 and 259b2-260a2). Cpo also the story 
discussed in § 10.1. 

70 T vol. 23, 75a2ff, esp. 6ff (Yin. Sa.); 775c1lff, esp. 18ff (Vin.Mii.); Vin.Mii.,je 258a6ff, esp. 
b2f. Cpo also n: 149. 

71 Cpo T vol. 23, 75a23f (Yin. Sa.); vol. 24, 577a16 (Mii.). Cpo also the rendering of 
'bhiitagriima' in P~c. 11 by j\ (~~) ;J:1 (see n. 21). 

72 MN I 306; SN IV 302. Cpo also T vol. 24, 879b29ff, esp. c4 ("in a I I her b s (*o~adhi), 
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explain the prohibition to injure see d s. Hence, it too appears to be secondary. 
Actually, it is, in the FilIi version, easily recognizable as intercalated,73 and it is' in 
fact missing in both the Vinaya of the Mahasilnghikas 74 and at least one of the 
Sthavira branch. 75 

5.4 The original motivation as recorded in the Suttavibhanga must hence be 
contained in the other story, which relates that when monks felled a tree76 this action 
was disapproved by people as an act of injuring because they regard t r e e s as 
I i v i n g beings (jfvasaiiJiino ... rukkhasmirrz)77 , more precisely as living beings 
with one sense-faculty (ekindriya }lva)78. In fact, this motivation is, more or less 

g r ass e s and trees, there are spirits/deities"): 

73 Cpo the' rep e tit ion of the act of felling, first ascribed to the monks of AlavI 
( p I u r a I !) and then again to a sin g I e monk. It is with the latter that the story of the tree 
deity (devatii) is connected. After this story, the text returns to the p I u r a I (sama~lii Sakyaputtiyii 
... chindissantf). There is no further mention of the deity, not even in the Buddha's reproof of the 
monks' (pI.!) behaviour. If the "devatii block" is athetized, the remaining text is fuIJy consistent in 
both form and content. Should there still be any doubt, it is removed by a glance at the introductory 
story to Pac. 10 (on digging the earth), the structure of which is exactly the same as that of the one 
under discussion if cleared of the "devatii block".- In Vin.Sa. (T vol. 23, 74c22ff), too, the 
intercalatedness of the "devatii block", though partly disguised by redactional additions (esp. 75a2), 
is still recognizable, for 75a2lf does not fit in with the "devatii story" but resumes the preceding one 

(cp. 75alf). Cpo also n. 148. 

74 T vol. 22, 339a. 

7S Viz. in that of the MahIsasakas (T vol. 22, ,41c), where a similar combination as in Vin I 34 

is, however, found in the introduction to SaIigh. 6 (see n. 148). The devatii story is, in the 
introduction to Pac. 11, also missing in the version of the Dharmaguptakas (T vol. 22, 641c5ff), but 

this version does not offer conclusive evidence since it gives the impression of having a considerable 
lacuna (in line 5). However, when interpreting the w 0 r din g of the sutra it explains bhuta as 
"demon" (*amanu:r;a) (641cI4), which may indicate that this version did contain the devatii story (cp. 

n. 148). 

76 Vin.MI. (T vol. 22, 41c8) adds cutting grass, Vin.Ma (339a7) chopping branches and leaves 
and plucking ±lowers and fruits; Vin.Sa. (T vol. 74c22ff and' 75a19f) has puIJing out grass in the 
cloister walk and plucking flowers but omits feIJing trees; Vin.MG. (776a25f; Vin.MG., je 259b2f): 

feIJing trees, cutting green grass and plucking ±lowers. 

77 Similarly T vol. 22, 41c14f (Vin.MI.: 1f!Jfc;;tIf>A!:t~;ltl) and vol. 23, 74c24 (Vin.Sa".: 

jR1l\:*If>!:tli"ifinlfl,; "grass and trees" = plants); cpo also vol. 22, 339a9f (Vin.Ma.): "although they 

(viz. the Buddhist monks) praise not killing living beings, yet they are now, by their own hands, 

felling trees and plucking flowers, [thereby] injuring and killing living creatures". Cpo also 830b22 
(Vin.Dh., corresponding to the passage discussed in §§ 9.1-9.2). 

78 This specific expression, which reminds one of the terminology of the J ainas, does not seem 
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explicitly,79 found both in the Vinayas of the Sthavira branch80 (except for two 
dubious exceptions)81 and in that of the Mahasanghikas82 as well as in that of the' 
Mulasarvastivadins,83 and it is doubtless applicable to a 1 I plants and seeds and 
hence perfectly suited to explain the prohibition as it stands; for as was stated above84 

at least the Jainas consider all plants as well as seeds to be living beings with one 
sense-faculty, and a similar belief (though not necessarily using the same terminology) 
was probably still widespread in early post-Vedic India,85 perhaps even among 
Buddhist lay followers, For I was told by a Burmese scholar86 that in Burma people 
(i.e. Buddhists) still regard plants as living beings and speak of rukkha-jlva, etc; and 
M, Maithri Murthi87 writes the same about Sri Lanka where, as he states, the idea 
of plants as living beings with one sense-faculty (ekindriya-pii~1in) is still found in 
popular Buddhism. Cp., in this connection, also traditional popular Buddhist texts like 
the Bhaddasalajataka88 where the tree deity shows characteristic features of a tree 
soul since she (or: he?) is so closely connected with the tree she inhabits that she has 
to die when it is felled, and since she even calls it her body and the saplings her 
childre n .89 

to have an equivalent in any of the Chinese and Tibetan versions except Vin.Sa. (T vol. 23, 74c25, 
to be read as Wl-1U~:'::E with v.I.). Cpo also ns. 122, 130, 146 and 281. 

79 As for Vin.Mil. (see n. 83), it contains the story but does not explicitly state the motive why 
people (or rather, in this version, non-Buddhists (see n. 91» object to the monks' felling trees, etc. 

80 I.e., apart from the Pali version, T vol. 22, 41c5ff (Vin.ML); vol. 23, 74c22ff (Vin.Sa.). 

81 T vol. 22, 641c5ff (Vin.Dh.) appears to have a considerable lacuna (see n. 75); T vol. 24, no. 
1464 (Sa., see n. 21), 879b27ff shows no trace of this explanation, but this text may not be a complete 
and literal translation. 

82 T vol. 22, 339a6fL 

83 Tva!. 23, 776a24ff; Vin.Mil. t je 259b2ff. 

84 See ns. 18 and 20. 

85 See n. 15. Cpo also Wezler 1986,461 and 476 n. 72. 

86 In a discussion after a lecture on the present subject which I delivered at the Australian National 
University, Canberra, on Oct. 26, 1989. I cannot but apologize for not having noted down his name. 

87 Maithri Murthi 1986, 62. 

8813. IV 144ff, esp. 153ff; cpo Henrichs 1979, 103; Maithri Murthi 1986, 65. 

89 Cpo also the fact that in some Sri Lankan temple wall paintings trees are represented with a face 
in the branches (Maithri Murthi 1986, 65, referring to A. K. Coomaraswamy, Media:val Sinhalese 

Art, New York 21956, 123). 
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5.5 According to the explanation of the Suttavibhanga under discussion (§ 5.4), 
it would, however, be only in order to allow for such a view of p e 0 pIe. (manu
ssa) , i.e. 0 the r people (be it ordinary, lay people90 or adherents of other 
religions9! like Jainism), that a monk should not injure or destroy plants (and seeds). 
In view of the' fact that, e.g., in the case of killing an animal such a reference to 
people's belief in sentience is missing, its presence in the case of plants seems to 
imply that the monks the m s e 1 v e s do not share the belief in plants (and 
seeds) being living, sentient beings.92 Hence, not to injure plants would not be an 
element of m 0 r a I, or ethically motivated, conduct in the strict sense but, at least 
from the point of view of the monk, rather a matter of a s c e tic dec 0 -

rum. 93 There is no intrinsic contradiction in such a view because one of the main 
purposes of the the Patimokkha (though some of its prohibitions do a 1 s 0 refer to 
morality proper) is no doubt, besides internal harmony, the correct and decorous 
b e h a v i 0 u r of the Order and its members in soc i e t y .94 If - as appears 

90 Cpo T vol. 22, 41c6f (Vin.Mr.): m± (perhaps not Buddhists); 339a7 (Vin.Ma.): i!/:)\; vol. 
23, 74c24 (Vin.Sa.): m±. Cpo also vol. 22, 129a7 (Vin.Mr.), 450c4 (Vin.Ma.) and 830b8 
(Vin.Dh.), in the context of the passage discussed in §§9.1-9.2). 

91 Cpo Vin.Mu., je 259b3 (= T vol. 23, 776a26): giall mu stegs call dag = allyatlrthikii~l. Cpo 
also T vol. 23, 173b5 (Vin.Sa., in the context of the passage discussed in §§ 9.1-9.2). 

92 Thus explicitly T vol. 22, 339a13 (Vin.Ma.). 

93 I.e., a case of paIJIJatti-vajja/praj1iapti~siivadya ("fault because [the Buddha] has declared or 
decided it to be so [for monks]") or pratik~epwza-siivadya and not of loka(/pakati)-vajja or prakrti
siivadya ("fault by nature, or for ordinary people [too]") (Mil 266, 18ff; Sp 228; BoBh 112,20ff and 
113,17; AKBh 21S,15ft). Cpo also Max Weber's (61978, 244) concept of "Anstandsregeln". Actually, 
destroying or injuring plants is explicitly stated to be paIJIJatti-vajja at Mil 266,21 +26f and Sp 769. 
- It may however be necessary to distinguish between various (though sometimes overlapping) types 
or grades of (in)decorum, esp.: (in)decorum because, in the eyes of p e 0 pie, an e t h i c a I 
or religious aspect (e.g. ahif!1sii) is involved; (in)decorum from the point of view of a s c e tic 
standards ("rules of ascetic decorum"); (in)decorum from the point of view of eve r y day 
standards ("rules of mere decorum"). 

94 Cp. the stereotyped formula that the misbehaviour prohibited by the respective Pa\imokkha rule 
does not serve to engender or increase a favourable disposition (/faith) [towards Buddhism, or the 
Buddhist Order, in people] but has the contrary effect (II 'etaT(! appasallniillaT(! vii pasiidiiya, etc.: e.g. 
Vin III 21; cpo T vol. 22, 3b14f [Vin.Mr.], but as far as I ca1.l see missing in the other versions). 
Engendering and increasing a favourable disposition [towards Buddhism in people] (appasallniinaT(! 
pasiidiiya, pasallniinaT(! bhiyyobhiiviiya) are also contained in another, more complex stereotyped 
formula of ten purposes of proclaiming the Priitimok~a rules (also found at Vin III 21; for parallels 
in other versions see Waldschmidt 1926, 49), besides others like excellence, well-being and solidarity 
of the Order. Cpo also Buddhaghosa's (Sp 225) interpretation of the item dirrhadhammikiinaT(! 
iisaviinaf!1 saT(!~ariiya as meaning that following the Pii\imokkha rules protects from trouble in thiS life 
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to have been the case - many people still believed plants and seeds to be sentient 
beings and hence considered not to injure or destroy them as part of the proper 
behaviour of an ascetic (who. in contrast to a layman is expected to practise 
corn pie t e ahb!lsii),95 then it makes good sense that Buddhist monks, too, were 
enjoined not to injure plants and seeds even if they themselves no longer shared this 
belief. As a historian, however, I can not be sur e that this explanation given by 
the Suttavibhailga, doubtless possible, does indeed represent the original situation. 
For, modern scholars have good reasons to consider the Suttavibhailga, as we have it, 
to be of somewhat later origin than the Patimokkhasutta itself, and there is conclusive 
evidence that its explanations and motivations do not always represent the original 
purport of the Patimokkha rules themselves. 96 Hence it cannot be excluded a priori 
that the Suttavibhailga has reduced to a mere rule of decorum what originally had (at 
least also) an ethical dimension;97 for, the Patimok..1d1asutta its elf would make 
equally good sense if originally also the m 0 n k s the m s e I v e s, and even the 
Buddha, still somehow held the view that plants and seeds were living beings. In order 
to decide this fundamental question, I shall first (viz. in ch. n.B) examine more 
closely the terminology and the context of the Pa(imokkha rule on seeds and plants and 
of its parallel in the Suttapitaka (see § 4.3), and then (in chs. III-IV) turn to additional 
textual evidence. 

n.B. Closer Examination of Terminology and Context 
as to their Significance for the Question of Plant Sentience 

6.1 As for the PatimoHha rule on plants (and seeds), viz. Pac. 11, the meaning 
of the term used, in the Pali version, for designating misbehaviour towards plants, viz. 
piitavyatii, is not certain (see § 4.2.2), but at any rate it can be used for 
misbehaviour towards living beings (see ib. + n. 37) Yet, it is a 1 soused with 
other complements (see ib. + n. 36). And even on the (doubtful) condition that in the 
meaning of "ruthless behaviour" the complement is u sua 11 y living beings we 
cannot exclude the possibility that its employment in the case of plants is an extended 
or metaphorical one. As for piitana which replaces piitavyatii in some Skt. versions 
(see n. 39), it appears to be a kind of lectio Jacilior, and no less ambiguous at that, 

like being beaten, mutilated or disgraced, i.e. from coming into conflict with society. Cpo also 
Chatsumarn Kabilsingh, A Comparative Study of BhikkhunfPatimokkha, VaranasiiDelhi 1984, 157f. 

95 Cpo Mil 266,2lff: katamarrz pa!:z(lattivajjarrz (as e.g. destroying or injuring plants: see n. 93)? 
yarrz... sam a !:z ii n a rrz a nan u c c h a vi k a rrz ananulomikarrz, gihinarrz anavajjarrz ... ; 
VinMafij 201: kasma bhiitagiimassa patabyatiiya pacitti icchitii ti. sam a !:z a - a s ii r up pat 0 . 

96 Cp., especially, Schlingloff 1963; v. Hiniiber 1989,40; 53. 

97 In this case, the motivations discussed in §§ 5.2 and 5.3, though doubtless secondary as to their 
specific content, would still have preserved or restored an essential original feature, viz. the ethical 

dimension of the prohibition. 
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since it may mean "felling" or "destroying" as well as "killing".98 

6.2.1 As for the con t ext of Pac. 11, though in the Pratimok~a sometimes 
rules form groups dealing with more or less closely related matters, t ext u a I 
vicinity does not always seem to be grounded on an affinity of content. At any rate, 
the rules following Pac. 11 are concerned with entirely different matters. The rule 
preceding it, viz. not to dig the earth (see § 15.1), points, to be sure, to the same 
sphere of problems but is placed before Pac. 11 only in the Pali version and the 
Closely related one of the Dharmaguptakas, whereas in all the other versions it 
occupies a completely different position. 99 On the other hand, if s y s tern at i -
c a I I y related rules are taken into consideration, one could argue that seeds and 
plants were obviously not regarded as living beings by the Buddhist monks or even 
the Buddha himself since killing an animate being (pa~w) is prohibited in a 
s epa rat e rule, viz. Pac. 61.100 If plants too had been regarded as living beings, 
this latter rule would have included them, and hence it would have been superfluous 
to issue a special rule to prohibit destroying plants (and seeds). 

6.2.2 Yet, one could respond that it is not only seeds and plants that are not 
included among the animate beings (pa~w) at Pac. 61 but a Iso man; for killing 
a man is not a pacittiya but a parajika offence, an offence entailing expulsion from the 
Order. 101 Hence, man, though doubtless an animate being, cannot be comprised in 

98 Cpo PTSD s.v. patana and pateti, Tib. 'jig [pa) (Vin.Mll.,je 260a3) and Ch. i1£ (Vin. Mll.),liJdlt 
(Prat.BhLSa.), ii£ and llfr~rr (prat.Sa.nJ besides ~ (praLSa.J (see n. 21), though we cannot be 
absolutely sure that the two latter sources actually presuppose °patana. 

99 See Rosen 1959,45+48, and Hirakawa 21970,453+456. - The rules preceding Pac. 11 in 
the other versions do not show any affinity of content to it. 

liJO yo pana bhikkhu sat1cicca pal,larrzjfvita voropeyya, pacittiyarrz (Vin IV 124; cpo also Yin I 97). 
Prat.Sa: yaf; punar bhik~uf; sarrzcintya tTryagyonigatarrzpra(zinarrzjivitad vyaparopayet, paD (v. Simson 
1986, esp. 126, 155, 175 and 261). Similarly (with vyavaO instead of vyapaO) Prat.Mll. (kint.lly 

communicated to me by O. v. Hiniiber; the siitra is not preserved in GBM(FacEd)). Prat.Ma.Lok. 
(p. 25): yo puna bhik~uf; sarrzcintya tiryagyonigatarrz prafJinarrzjfvitad vyaparopeya, pacattikarrz. For 
versions of other schools, cpo Rosen 1959, 48. 

101 Parajika 3: yo pan a bhikkhu sandcca manussaviggaharrzjfvita voropeyya ... , ayarrz pi parajiko 
hoti ... (Vin III71). - It would be hardly justified to conclude, from the considerable difference in 
gravity of offence between killing a man and killing an animal in the V ina y a context (cp. also 
Wirtel 1956, 90; T vol. 23, 157a22f), that the difference is equally great from the e t h i c a I point 

of view. If it were, it would be inexplicable that not to kill animals (regardless of their utility to man 
(cp. Add. § 39.3)1) is part of the first moral precept. The reason for the considerable difference of 
gravity in the Vinaya is rather that killing a man was considered by soc i e t y as a criminal act 
and would have entailed public sanctions against the Order, whereas killing an animal was, to be sure, 

judged by society as being discreditable for an ascetic, but (unless the animal was somebody's 
property) not regarded as a crime, especially if the animal belonged to a less appreciated or detested 

species (like crows, which are the example in the introductory story to Pac. 61). 
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the pii~la of Pac. 61. Actually, 'piilJa' appears to be used, quite frequently, in the 
special sense of "aniI?al",lo2:and in .some versions of Pac:61 !03 Y is explicitly 
specified to refer to ammals (tzryagyonzgata) only. Therefore, If at Pac 61 plants are 
not included in the piilJa, this need not necessarily exclude them from the realm of 
living beings, This is confirmed by the fact that in early Jaina sources, too, 'piilJa' is 
not unfrequently reserved for the mob i Ie, breathinglO4 living beings, i.e. 
men lOS and - in the ahirrzsii context - especially ani m a Is, in contrast to 
plants (a~d elements) which ~re nevert~eless ~n the~e contexts expressly d~c~ared to 
be I i v I n g, nay sen tIe n t bemgs VIva, czttamarrzta), toO.106 A SImIlar use 
of 'priilJin' is also found in Brahmanical literature. 107 But although we thus cannot 
derive, from the fact that in the Patimokkhasutta plants are not included in the piilJa, 
that they are not living, still less sentient beings, we do not have any positive clue to 
their sentience either, and we have. to admit that the phraseology of the Patimokkha
sutta is a Iso compatible with an e x c Ius ion of plants (and seeds) from the 

. sphere ofliving beings. At any rate, this phraseology would seem to indicate a certain 
awareness of the difference between animals and plants. This appears to be underlined 
by the fact that the expression used for killing ani m a I s is the same una m -
big U 0 u s one as in the case of killing men (viz. j7vitii voropeti), whereas in 
order to denote destructive behaviour against p I ant s a less unambiguous one (viz. 
piitavyatii: see § 4.2.2) is used. 

7.1 In the case of the Suttapitaka parallel to Pac. 11 (bijagiima-bhutagiima
samiirambhii pativirato hoti), we doubtless have to take' samiirambha' as referring to 
acts of violence, as at Sn 311, where it means "killing" or "slaughtering" cows (see 
§ 4.3). But this does not necessarily imply that in the present passage, too, its 
implication is that seeds and plants are living beings. For we cannot exclude the 
possibility that "killing" is applied to seeds and plants only by way of a metaphor or 
by extension (e.g., for want of a better term), or that a current idiom, or an idiom 
current in a certain group (like ascetics), was kept irrespective of the belief underlying 
it. The more so since in Jaina sources the use of 'samiirambha' and 'sam-ii-rabh' in 

102 Thus, e.g., also at Pac. 20 and 62 (see § 16.3). Cpo also BHSD s.v. priilJa and priilJaka. 

103 See n. 100. 

104 For this connotation of the word 'piilJa/prii(lin' see Thieme, KISchr, 377 n. 5; cpo also Sv-P\ 
I 288: piilJanato assasana-passasana-vasena pavattiyii piilJii. 

lOS Heavenly beings and beings of hell may be· disregarded in the present discussion. 

106 Cp., e.g., Kapp 4.28 '" Ayars p. 37,23f '" Ayar II. 1. l.l (ahi1?lsii context!): app'alJq.e appa
p ii IJ eappa-bie appa-harie app'ose app'udae ... ; Dasav 4 (p. 5,15-6,17); 5.1.3; 6.27ff; 8.2: 
pUifhavi daga agalJi maruya ta(la rullia sa-biyagii I tasii ya p ii IJ ii jiva tti ii VUttal?l mahesi(lii II; 
Say 1.7.1 (see n. 371) + 7 (puq.havi vijivii iiu vijivii, piilJii [animals!] ya sal?lpiitima ... ); 1.11.7-8. 

107 Thieme, KISchr, 377 n. 5; Medhatithi ad Manu 1.49 (cp. Wezler 1987b, 114). 
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the sense of "slaughtering, killing" appears to have coalesced with that of "seizing [a 
weapon]" or "committing [acts of violence]"108 so as to cover both killing and 
injuring or damaging. Such a broader use could of course still more easily be extended 
to insentient objects,109 and it seems to be such an extension that Buddhaghosa has 
in mind when he takes 'samiirambha' in the present passage to mean vikopana, 110 

which may mean "disturbing", 111 but also "destroying"112 and perhaps also "in
juring, damaging" 113. 

7.2 As for the con t ext of the Suttapitaka passage under discussion, it is 
m 0 r a I s (sUa). Therefore, one might think that destroying seeds and plants is a 
m 0 r a II y bad action. This, however, would be hardly intelligible unless seeds and 
plants the m s e 1 v e s are, somehow, a f f e c ted by that action, hence living 
if not sentient beings. But the context is not simply morals, but morals or sUa of a 
m 0 n k, and may hence include matters of ascetic decorum,114 or at least points 
considered as immoral not by the monks themselves but only by (a significant part of) 
society. 

7.3 One could even argue that as in the Patimokkhasutta so in this case too 
abstention from killing animate beings (piilJa) is stated s epa rat ely , viz. in the 
beginning of the list of the primary moral precepts1l5 which precedes the one starting 
with abstention from destroying seeds and plants, and that this means that seeds and 
pIa n t s are not comprised in animate beings. But although in t his context 
the animate beings (piilJa) from killing which a monk abstains no doubt also 

lOS See n. 51. 

109 Thus explicitly Thal!a (lAS, 1985), § 571, where, among other things, violence (samiiral11bha) 
is stated to be sevenfold, viz. referring to any of the six kinds of living beings (those having earth 
bodies, etc.) and to ina n i mat e matter (ajfvakaya) , 

110 See n. 46. 

111 Cpo BHSD s. v, vikopayati. 

112 Cpo PTSD s.v. vikopeti; CPD s.v. avikopana; VisM XXIII,35 (vikuppati == vinassati); 
XXIII,34 avikopana explained as aviniisana by the Paramatthamaiijusa; Mil 266,26 bhiitagiima
vikoPQlwl11 beside MVy 8431 °bhiitagriima-viniisanam, Cpo also the Tibetan rendering by fiams pa 
(MVy 9326 and AKBh-I s,v, vikopana) and the Chinese equivalent (§!'l) :Iii in 'wogihara 41988, 1201, 

113 Cpo PTSD s,v. vikopana and vikopeti, and the Ch. rendering ~1~ for avikopita (Wogihara 
41988, 148). Cpo also Sp 756 (sukhuma-rqjal11) and 759 (pathavil11). 

114 At least later on, sUa is often understood to include piirimokkha-sal11vara (e,g., VisM U8; 

Nidd I 188). 

115 See n, 2. 
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inc 1 u d e man, 116 in view of what was said (in § 6.2.2) about the use of 
'pana'I'prar;in ' we still cannotbe sure that what is not comprised in it is not a living, 
sentient being. Besides, the two precepts belong to different series, which form part 
of a larger literary unit which, albeit, perhaps, fairly old, yet appears to be composed 
of components some of which originally may well have had an independent existence. 
Hence we can hardly a priori be sure that the second series of precepts (the one 
beginning with abstention from destroying seeds and plants) was conceived from its 
very beginning as a supplement to the series of the primary precepts. And even if it 
was,117 the motive for adding, to the precept to abstain from killing animate beings, 
the one not to destroy seeds and plants need not necessarily have been that seeds and 
plants were not considered to be comprised in the animate beings (pa1Ja) and hence 
required a separate precept. The addition could also be accounted for by assuming that 
seeds and plants were felt to be a kind of border-line case, and that in the case of 
monks (in contrast to lay people) it had to be made explicit that they too should not 
be killed or injured. 118 But of course this is nothing but a pas sib iii t Y , 

116 This is made explicit at Dharmaskandha (ed. S. Dietz, Gottingen 1984), 82f. Cpo also AN III 
208f, where pii(liitipiita = itthi'!l vii purisa'!l vii jlvitii voropesi. For 'piir;.a' being used also in the 
sense of "man" cpo also Vin III 52: piir;.o niima manussapiir;.o vuccati. 

117 At any rate the similarity of phraseological structure would fit in quite well with such an 
assumption. 

118 It is, perhaps worth noting that the sequence of the items under discussion in the, Suttapi(aka 
text on sUa (abstention from killing animate beings (piir;.a) in the beginning, abstention from damaging 
seeds and plants I ate r) is the reverse of the sequence in the Pa(imokkhasutta (where the 
prohibition to damage plants pre c e des the prohibition to kill animals (piir;.a». Likewise, in the 
Suttapi(aka text abstention from killing precedes abstention from stealing, which in its turn precedes 
abstention from sexual misbehaviour, whereas in the Parajika section ofthe Pa(imokkhasutta it is just 
the other way round. This may be explained by the assumption that in the Parajika the principle of 
sequence is not moral gravity (nor even gravity of the offence in the eyes of society) but rather the 
greater probability of occurrence of the respective misbehaviour (or even the temporal sequence of' 
actual occurrences of such misbehaviour in the early Order). If this is true [but for a different 
suggestion see: C. Caillat in: Yamamoto 1984, I, 201f], and in, case it could be extended to the 
relation between the prohibition to destroy plants (and seeds) and that to kill animals, this would 
suggest the possibility that in the Pratimok~asiitra (and in all its versions at that) the prohibition to 
destroy plants (and seeds) precedes the prohibition to kill animals because violence against plants (or 
seeds) was more probable or had occurred earlier. In this case, Pac. 61 may (but, of course, need not) 
be a kind of ajortiori e,x ten s ion of Pac. 11, and this would mean that Pac. 61 does not intend 
(and need not even tacitly presuppose) an exclusion of plants (and seeds) from the sphere ofthepiir;.a, 
let alone of living beings as such. - At any rate, the mere fact that there is a separate rule concerning 
plants besides the one concerning the piir;.a does not eo ipso prove that these two rules must 
necessarily refer to mutually exclusive spheres, since this is not true in other cases either, namely in 

the case of the rules prohibiting sprinkling and drinking water containing tiny animals (pac. 20 and 
62: see ns. 311 and 312), which are doubtless nothing but border-line cases falling under the general' 
rule not to kill animals (and, by the way, precede the latter in all or, in the case qf Pac. 62, at least 
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beside the other and perhaps more probable one that seeds and plants were not felt 
to form part of the "animate beings" (Pii~w) (though not necessarily, for that reason, 
entirely insentient).119 Hence, as for the status of seeds and plants, this passage is 
as inconclusive as Pacittiya 11. Therefore, I shall now turn to additional evidence, 
first from Vinaya materials (ch. III), and then from the Suttapitaka (ch. IV), without, 
of course, claiming to be exhaustive. 

in most versions [i.e. all except Pali and Dh.; cpo Rosen 1959,46-48; T 1460: vol. 24, 662b19f + 
c21 + 663bl]). I do not of course want to say that the ref are Pac. 11, too, m u s t be taken 
as an explication of another, still less obvious border-line case of the piil.Ja of Pac 61, but we cannot 
a priori preclude this possibility. And even if we could preclude it, this would, as shown in § 6.2.2, 
not necessarily exclude plants (and seeds) from the sphere of living beings as such. 

119 In this text, too, the fact that different terms for killing/destroying are used (atipiita versus 
samiirambha) may be taken to indicate that there was at any rate a clear feeling of the difference 
between men and animals on the one hand and plants on the other. 
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TIl. Further Vinaya Material 

As for the evidence from Vinaya materials (including, to be sure, a few 
related Suttapitaka passages), I shall first (ch. IILA) discuss additional evidence 
concerning pIa n t s, and then (ch. III.B), for the sake of comparison or contrast, 
some materials concerning ear t h, w ate rand fir e . 

Ill.A. Plants 

§ Apart from the general prohibition to destroy or injure plants (and seeds), 
the Vinaya materials contain several more s p e c i f i c rules concerning seeds and 
plants. Some of them are motivated in a way similar to the original motivation of the 
general rule in the Suttavibhanga (see § 5.4). E.g., in the Khandhaka section of the 
Vinayapitaka monks are blamed by the Buddha because they had young palmyra 
(Borassus flabellifer)I2O leaves (tala-tarwJa, tala-patta) or bamboo leaves (ve!u
tarulJa, velu-patta) cut off in order to wear them as sandals. 121 Here, too, the reason 
adduced is that p e 0 pIe consider trees to be living beings (jlvasaiiJ1ino hi manussa 
rukkhasmirrz), more precisely: living beings with one sense-faculty (ekindriyajIva)122, 
and hence object to the monks cutting off shoots - which wither, i.e. die, after 
having been cut off123 ~ as an act of injuring (vi-herh) a living being. Here, too, the 
implication seems to be that the Buddhist monks themselves do not believe in the 
sentience of the plants concerned, but once again this need not have been the position 
of earliest Buddhism since the Khandhaka, like the Suttavibhanga, was composed at 
a somewhat later date. 124 

9 An interesting case is the motivation of the prescription to have a fixed 
residence during the rainy season without wandering around. This rule is not contained 
in the Pratimok~asiitra except as a rule for nun s ;125 as age n era 1 rule valid 

120 Syed 1990, 308ff. 

121 Yin I 189. Cpo T vol. 22, 847b12ff (Vin.Dh.). - Vin.Dh. (T vol. 22, 693b12) seems to be 

the only version to motivate also the rule not to upholster a couch with cotton (pac. 88) by the view 
of people that such an act would disclose lack of pity since it involves killing living beings. 

122 No corresponding expression in Vin.Dh. (which merely reports people saying that the monks 

destroy life: lWiifelt:J:$ [T vol. 22, 847bI4]). Cpo ns. 130 and 146, but also ns. 78 and 281. 

123 Ace. to Vin.Dh. 847b13 and 16 it is the tree that withers. 

124 Cpo Frauwallner 1956b, 67; v. Hiniiber 1989, 24; 42. - Besides, as far as I can see after an 

admittedly cursory investigation, the episode under discussion does not seem to form part of all the 

transmitted Vinayas. 

125 Pac.BhI. 39 (Vin IV 296f): ya palla bhikkhullf antovassal!l carikal!l careyya, pao. For parallels, 

cpo Hirakawa 1982, 359 n. 179; Waldschmidt 1926, 124f (= 1979, 128f); PraLBhT.Mu., the 20b6f. 
- I for one do not know why the rule is found only in the Pa(imokkha for nuns. Vin.MT. (T vol. 22, 
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for monks (too), it is, however, found in the Khandhaka. 126 

9.1 In the latter passage and - probably secondarilyl27 - also in some 
versions of the VinayavibhaiIga on the former,128 the .rule is motivated by the fact 
that p e 0 pIe disapprove of the monks wandering around during the rainy season 
(i.e. during the vegetation period) because thereby they crush g r e eng r ass e s 
(haritiini ti1:ziini sammadantii) , 129 injure a living being with one sense-faculty 
(ekindriyarrz fivarrz vihethentii) , 130 and kill many tiny animals (bahil khuddake pii~le 

89b4) suggests problems with robbers or fire(!), but at T vol. 22, 542bl2f (Vin.Ma.; cpo Hirakawa 
1982,360; Roth 1970, p. 283t) fear of robbers, etc., or anything menacing life or chastity, is, on the 
contrary, adduced as a legitimate reason for moving to another place. 

126 Vin I 137: anujiiniirni, bhikkhave, vassalfl upagantulfl; for parallels, see Frauwallner 1956b, 
82; Vin.Ma. t khe 223b3ff. 

121 Cpo O. v. Hiniiber, Sprachliche Beobachtungen zum Autbau des Pali-Kanons, in: StH 2/1976, 

34. 

128 Viz. Yin IV 296; Vin.Dh. (T vol. 22, 746a13ft), Vin.Sa. (T vol. 23, 322b24ft) and Vin.Ma .• 
(1003blOft), but not in Vin.Bhl. t (the 244b6~8). 

129 In the Skandhaka passage (T vol. 22, 450c4), Vin.Ma. does not specify what is injured by 
trampling; in its comm. on Pilc.Bhi 39 (in Vin.Mil.: 134), it does not mention injuring beings by 
trampling on them at all (Hirakawa 1982, 359; Roth 1970, p. 283); in Vin.Ma .• , at both places (T 
vol. 23, 1041b3 and 4f, and 1003b13, respectively), only injuring or killing tiny ani m a I s 
(1003b15 has "sentient [beings]" (1)m) instead) is mentioned; similarly Vin.Ma. t khe 223b5: srog 
chags phra rna dmUin tu phra rna man pa 'i tshags rnams brdzis (R) nas srag dan bral bar byas sa. 

130 Not in any of the other versions (cp. ns. 122 and 146, but also ns. 78 and 281). But Vin.Dh. 
(830b22) explicitly states that householders consider plants to have life-force ('$'*, *jlvitendriya; in 
its structure and purport, the sentence seems to correspond to the Pilli expression jlvasalllliiza hi 
rnanussii rukkhasmilfl of Vin IV 34 and I 189, but on the other hand the occurrence of *indriya in 
connection with "life" reminds one of the expression ek i n d r i y a j f va). Besides, several 
versions speak of "growing or living or fresh (i.e. unwithered and not eradicated) plants" (~:Ijr (*): 
T vol. 22, 830b7f etc. and 746a16 etc. [Vin.Dh.]; vol. 23, 173b5 etc. and 322b27 etc. [Vin.Sa.]) or 
seem to refer to them, too, as "living beings" (T vol. 22, 129alOf [Vin.Mi.]; T voL 23, 173b9f 
[Vin.Sa.]). 
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sanghiita7!l iipiidentii).13l Even non-Buddhist ascetics132 - so the people's com
plaint - do not leave their residence during this season, and even small birds build 
nests and stay there .. 

9.2 It is probable that, just as in the motivation of Pac. 11 (see § 5.4), so in the 
prese~t pas~age, too, the ~xpress.ion "living being with one sense-fa~ulty". (ekindriya 
jiva), In spIte of ~he surpnsmg smgular,.1~3 refers to the plants. mentIoned Just befo~e 
and is hence a kind of explanatory addItlOn. 134 At the same time, here too, what IS 

described in this way is only what p e 0 pIe think (and in the present passage 
surely: common people,135 not non-Buddhist ascetics, since the latter are expressly 
referred to as another group (see § 9.1)). But in the present case there is an important 
difference in so far as not only plants but also tiny ani m a I s are referred to, and 
these are at any rate regarded as living beings by the Buddhist monks and nuns too. 
Hence, if it were the mere fact of killing that constituted an offence, this would hold 
good for the Buddhist monks and nuns as well, irrespective of whether they regarded 
plants too as living beings or not. If, then, as the text in fact appears to suggest, 
wandering around during the rainy season was prohibited in order not to scandalize 
people, i.e. as a rule of decorum, the decisive difference of view must, in the present 
case, have consisted in something else. In fact, for the Buddhist monks and nuns it is 
only i n ten t ion a I killing of a living being - whatever its size136 - that 

131 In Vin.Dh., at both places animals are not mentioned at all (T vol. 22, 830b7f and 9 
ra~~.*, and 746alSf and 23f Jffl~1:.., respectively); consequently, when this version, 
somewhat later (830bl2; 14f; 17f; 746a17 and 20), adds, after having mentioned the crushing-killing 
of growing/living/fresh plants, the phrase "destroying the life-force of others / of living beings", this 
phrase, too, must refer to plants and cannot but be an explication of the former, the more so since this 
version explicitly states that people consider plants to be living beings (see n. 130). 

132 Cpo Kapp 1.36; Ayar II.3.1.1 (JAS ed. § 464). 

133 Perhaps the expression was mechanically taken over from another context like Vin IV 34 (see 
§ S.4) where the sg. fits the context, referring as it does to rukkha/fl, or even Vin IV 32 (see § IS.2) 
where it refers to the earth (pathavf). 

134 As for the fact that there is, in this passage, no (at least no reliable) equivalent for this sentence 
in any of the Chinese translations, see n. 130. 

135 Thus all Ch. versions except Vin.Sa. and Vin.Mii., but even these have "non-Buddhist 
(ascetics)" only in the Skandhaka passage (T vol. 23, 173bS and 1041b3; Vin.Mii.t khe 223b3f: niu 

stegs can rnams), whereas in the comm. on Pac.BhL 39 Vin.Sa. has "householders" (322b27), and 
Vin.Mii. has both "householders" and "non-Buddhists" (1003blJf). 

136 Cpo Sp 864 (taf!! khuddaka.r[1 pi mahantQ1f1 pi mlirentassa IipattinlinlikaralJa/fl. natthi; cpo also 
the sentence next but one stating that eve!) the conscious crushing of the egg of a bug, due to lack of 
compassion, is aplicittiya offence. From the m 0 r a I point of view, however, there is a difference 
since in the case of a larger animals the aggressive act is usually more complex. Cpo Add. n. 93. 
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constitutes an offence (both from the ethical and from the disciplinary point of 
view) 137. But destroying or killing plants and tiny animals while walking around 
during the rainy season is, of course, unintentional, and hence, from the Buddhist 
point of view, not by itself an offence, not even in the' case of animals. 138 From the 
point of view of people, on the other hand, it is, as in Jainism, obviously the fact of 
killing as such that counts, irrespective of the intention. The more so since in the case 
of wandering around in'the rainy season such killing is inevitable and hence forseeable 
- an aspect which the Buddhists too could not easily ignore. 139 At any rate, since 
animals are also involved, it would not, in the present case, make a difference, and 
hence it cannot be decided from the present context, whether also the Buddhist monks 
and nuns themselves regarded plants, too, as living beings or not. It is, at best (i.e. 
provided that we can exclude mere stylistic reasons), the phraseology of the text, viz. 
the fact that it uses "killiI)g" (sal'{lghiital'{l iipiidentii)l40 only with regard to the tiny 
animals but prefers "crushing" (sal'{lmaddantii) in the case of the grasses, 141 that 
may, perhaps, be taken to indicate that at any rate the (Buddhist) author or redactor 
of the text on his part advocated an essential difference of status between animals and 
plants. But even if this is correct, it would not, in view of the somewhat later date of 
the Khandhaka,142 be evidential of the situation in earliest Buddhism. 

10 In the rules regulating how a monk has a hut or a larger building con
structed for himself (Sangh. 6 and 7)143 i.t is specified that the site (vatthu) where the 

137 For the latter, Pac 61 (see n. 100). ' 

138 Cpo T vol. 22, 677a21ff and b6ff. Accordingly, Pac'.BhI. 39 is, according to Buddhaghosa (Sp 
933), merely paIJIJatti-vajja (see n. 93). 

139 Cpo Sp 865, enjoining carefulness based on compassion even in the case of tiny animals o~ even 
eggs of animals: tasmii evariipesu rhiinesu kiirufllla'!l uparrhapetvii a p pam a t ten a vatta'!l 
kiitabba'!l. 

140 An intr. pendant to this expression also Ayars p. 4,11, obviously, here too, with reference to 
tiny animals. Cpo also § 16.4. 

141 In the Chinese versions, this distinction is preserved only at T vol. 23, 173b4f, [Vin.Sa.], 
whereas in other passages both "crushing" and "killing" (vol. 22, 129a7 [Vin.MI.]) or "killing" alone 
(vol. 23, 322b27 [Vin.Sa.]) are connected with both grasses and tiny animals. At T vol. 22, 830b7f 
and 746a15f tVin.Dh., see n. 131] "crushing-killing" even refers to plants/grasses only. 

142 See n. 124. 

143 Yin III 149 and 156 ( ... vatthu desetabba'!l aniirambha'!l saparikkamana'!l ... ); Prat.Ma.Lok. 
p. 9 ( ... vastu defayitaVYarrt aniiral'[lbha'!l sapariA.7amalJa'!l .. .); Prat.Sa. (v. Simson 1986), pp. 81, 
101, 130, 150f: ... viistu defayitavyam aniirarrtbhal'[l, sapariiA.7ama'!l ... ; cpo Rosen 1959, 63f); 
Prat.Mii. (GBM(FacEd) I, p. 19, fol. 28,6: ... viistu dra~tavyam aniirambha'!l sapariikrama'!l ... ); 
Vin.Mii. t che 221b4f and 229a2 (gii run b a daM rtsod pa med pa daM brtsamdu run bar blta 
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hut may be erected must be "free from damage or trouble"l44 (anarambha). 

10.1 The second of these rules is motivated in the Pali version145 by the story 
of a monk who in order to clear the ground for his building had a holy tree (cetiya
rukkha) felled - an act which people (manllssa), who regard the tree as a living being 
(jfvasal1J1ino ... rllkkhasmiTf1), mind as an act of injuring (vi-herh) a living being with 
one sense-faculty (ekindriya }Iva). 146 Here, too, the fact that what is reported is only 
the belief of p e 0 pie suggests that the monks themselves do not share this 
belief, but once again we have to bear in mind that the Suttavibhanga does not belong 
to the oldest stratum of Buddhist literature. 147 Besides, the fact that the tree felled 
is not just a tree148 but a cetiya-rllkkha would seem to indicate that it is, in this case, 
not so much the felling of any tree as a living being but rather the felling of this 
s p e cia I tree as an object ofreligious veneration (-pujita) that upsets people, and 

bar bya'oll) has an additional adjective (*kalpika?); cpo T vol. 23, 688bl5f and 691a19f (Vin.MO.); 
other versions: T vol. 22, 14al7f and c28f (Vin.MI.); 277c17f and 280a4 (Vin.Ma.); 550a17f and 
550a2lf (prat.Ma.); 585b15 and 586b29 (Vin.Dh.); I024a6f and II (prat.Dh.); T vol. 23, 20c8 and 
21b24f(Vin.Sa.); 471b17 and 22 (prat.Sa. K); Tvol. 24, 660a28fand b4 (Prat.Ka.); cpo 866b27 (Sa.?; 

see n. 21) and Prat.Sa'Th (Inoguchi 1981, 191 Nos. 23-25). 

144 Thus CPD s.v. lanarambha; cpo Schlingloff 1963, 543 + n. 40. 

145 Vin III 155f. 

146 The only versions in which we find at least the idea that householders disapprove of the felling 

of the caitya tree as an act of killing a living being are Vin.Dh. (T vol. 22, 586b 10f: 1Wi:Jt!t W") and 
T vol. 24, 823b26 (*Vinayamatrka: see n. 218): ... ijtA ii 8 Jitm'N-$z ~" As for the lack of an 

equivalent of ekindriyajlva, see ns. 122 and 130, but also ns. 78 and 281. 

147 See § 5.5 + n. 96. 

148 As in the original introductory story to Pac. II (see § 5.4). Cpo also the introduction to Sangh. 
6 in Vin.ML (T vol. 22, 13 a l2ff) , reporting that the monks, after having strained, by excessive 

begging for building materials, the nerves of lay people who start clearing off as soon as the monks 
show up, began to cut grass, fell trees and dig the earth by themselves (aI5). - By the way, the 
reaction of the monks, though not ununderstandable, is, in this context, not confirmed by the majority 
of the other versions (it is found only in Vin.Dh. and T 1463 (*Vinayamatrka: see n. 218». It is 
indeed, at least in Vin.My. and Vin.Dh., supertluous in the wider context (relating how Mahakassapa, 
entering the place for alms, is astonished at the unusual behaviour of lay people and, after learning 
the reason, reports the matter to the Buddha), and may hence to be an intrusion. Interestingly enough, 
it is followed (15aI5-24) by another intrusive element which is almost the same as the intercalated 
story in the Pali version of the introduction to Pac. 11 (see § 5.3). In Vin.Dh. (T vol. 22, 584a24-b7), 
it is only this story (but without the incident of hurting the deity's child) that has been inserted into 

the introduction to Sangh. 6. This is also true of T vol. 24, 823b13ff (*Vinayamatrka), where it has 
entirely supplanted the continuation of what appears to have been the original introductory story to 
Sangh. p. 
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this is actually what we find in the versions of some other schools. 149 

10.2 On the other hand, one cannot but note that both forms of the introductory 
story do not easily fit in with the wording of the Pratimok~a rule itself.150 For 
according to the story it would be the pro c e d u r e of constructing the building 
that should be free from damage, i.e. not involve injuring or damaging the holy tree 
or other living beings151 or highly esteemed objects.152 According to the wording 
of thePratimok~asutra, however, it is the sit e that should be "free from damage 
or trouble". To be sure, it may not be impossible to take the attribute to mean that the 
site should be one the choice of which as a site for the building would not e n t ail 
damaging a caitya tree (as the introductory story takes it) or small animals dwelling 
there (as Buddhaghosa suggests)153. But the Suttavibhailga proper, i.e. the word-by
word explanation of the Pratimok~a rule under discussion, suggests an entirely 
different explanation. According to it,154 the site should not contain a nest of ants, 
termites, rats, snakes, scorpions or centipedes155 nor the lair of animals like 

149 T vol. 22, 14b28ff, esp. c16ff (Vin.Mr., expressly mentioning the existence of a deity in the 

tree, and stating that felling the tree means injuring a heavenly being (or gods and men?) (5fA )); 
279bl0ff (Vin.Ma.: felled tree inhabited by a deity whose family is deprived of its shelter); T·vol. 

24, 866c2ff (T 1464, Sa. [see n. 21]: felled tree inhabited by a deity); T vol. 23, 21b9ff (Vin.Sa., 

only mentioning the felling of a caitya tree); 690b19ff, esp. c15f (= Vin.MiL, che 227a8ff, esp. 
228a4: only reporting the felling of a large tree under which a brahmin had taught his students). In 

most versions, it is people who are upset, but in Vin.Ma. and T 1464 it is the deity that complains 

to the Buddha, just as in the story intercalated into the introduction to Pac 11 (see § 5.3) and into 

some versions of the introduction to Sangh. 6 (see n. 148). But in the present context, we do not read 

that one of the deity's children is hurt by the blow. It is only into one version of the introduction to 

Sangh. 6 that this form of the story has found its way (cp. n. 148). 

150 Cp., in this connection, the fact that the *Vinayamatrka (T vol. 24, 823b28f) inserts, before 

the rule concerning the construction of a building, another one declaring the felling of a caitya tree 

to be a piicittiya offence. 

151 Cpo CPD s.v. 'aniirambha, supplementing "(sci!. to different living creatures)". 

!52 Cp., in this connection, Pac. 19 (difficult rule, cpo Schlingloff 1963,542, and, for the pertinent 

words, esp. v. Hinliber 1968, p. 164 n. 4), perhaps stating that a monk who has a large hut 

constructed may supervise (?) a part of the construction work while standing at a spot where there are, 

if possible, no green plants (appaharite, cpo § 11.1 + n. 171): surely in order not to injure or destroy 

them; but cpo also n. 190. 

!53 See below + n. 163. 

154 Vin III 151. 

155 Similar list T vo!. 23, 20cl7f (Vin.Sa.); cpo T vol. 22, 276b9 (Vin.Ma., only insects and 

snakes); 585b22 (Vin.Dh., abbreviated list, ending with ants); cpo also Vin.MiL, che 222a3f = 229b5f 

(T vo!. 23, 688b29f; in connection not with anarambha but with *kalpika (see n. 143)). 
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elephants, lions, tigers, etc.,156 nor should it be situated near157 a field of cereals 
Of vegetables,158 or near a slaughtering-place, place of execution, prison, cemetery, 
king's estate, public park, tavern, carriage road, crossroad or the like.159 One of the 
other versions states that there should not be trees bearing flowers or fruits either, 160 
and others even exclude the presence of a large or excellent tree161 or a· caitya 
tree l62 • But it is not probable that the purport is that these items should be absent 
because the m 0 n k might injure or damage them by building his hut (though this 
is in fact what Buddhaghosa suggests in the case of the first series of animals, viz. 
ants, etc.)163. On the contrary, one version expressly enjoins the monk to have trees 
or thorny shrubs rem 0 v e d . 164 The damage or trouble from which the site 
should be free is rather, as the list of animals, which are all animals troublesome or 
dangerous 165 to man, and especially the last group of items,166 viz. slaughter
house, etc., 167 indicate, the trouble they would all create for the m 0 n k , 

156 Similar list T vol. 22, 14a25f (Vin.ML) and 585b21f (Vin.Dh.). 

157 Thus CPD s.v. apara~l~za-nissita, following Sp 570,lf. 

158 Cpo also T vol. 22, 14a27. 

159 Similar lists: T vol. 22, 14a24f (Vin.ML); vol. 23, 20c21-23 (Vin.Sa., though not in 
connection with alliirambha but with saparakrama); Vin.Mii. t che 222a4f = 229b6f (= T vol. 23, 
688c2f); cpo also vol. 22, 585b25f(Vin.Dh.). 

160 T vol. 22, 278b8f (Vin.Ma.). 

161 T vol. 22, 14a26 (Vin.MI.); Vin.Mii. t che 222a5 = 229b7 (= T vol. 23, 688c3f): tree that 
would have to be felled; T vol. 23, 20c20 (Vin.Sa., in connection with saparakrama (see n. 159». 

162 T vol. 22, 14a26 (Vin.ML). 

163 Sp 569: imani tava cha rhaniini (viz. from ants to centipedes) sat t a n.u d day ii y a 
parikkhittani. 

164 T vol. 22, 585b23f (Vin.Dh.). 

165 Thus Buddhaghosa with reference to elephants, etc. (Sp 569: imani satta rhaniini s a -
p pat i b hay ani ... ). 

166 Some versions have still another series, viz. dangerous or uncomfortable forms of nature, like 
cliffs, stones, pits, dangerous rivers or ponds, or thorny shrubs: T vol. 22, 14a26 (Vin.MI.); 585b24 
(Vin.Dh.); cpo also vol. 23, 20c20 (Vin.Sa.) and Vin.Mii. t che 222a6 = 229b7f (T vol. 688c5f: in 
connection with saparakrama: cpo n. 159). 

167 With reference to these, Buddhaghosa says: "The rest entails trouble in the form of several 
kinds of trouble" (Sp 569: sesani niina-upaddavehi sa-upaddavani). 
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as is, once again, made explicit by one of the other versions:!68 trouble in the for~ 
of danger or nuisance, or merely - as in the case of cultivated fields, a public park, 
trees bearing flowers or fruits or a caitya tree - by attracting people disturbing his 
solitude and meditation. If such was in fact the original purport of the expression "free 
from damage" in the Pratimok~a rule under discussion, it would seem to have little if 
any evidential value for the problem of the status of plants in earliest Buddhism. 

11.1 In the Khandhaka!69 as well as in a few passages of theSuttapitaka!70 
it is stated that remnants of food should be either thrown away [at a spot of the 
ground] where there are, if possible, no green plants (appaharite) , 171 or dropped into 
water free from animate beings, i.e. tiny animals (appalJake172 udake). At least the 
latter alternative is hardly intelligible unless one supposes that throwing remnants of 
food into water containing tiny animals is conceived of as i n j uri n g these 
animals. This becomes clear from other passages!73 where it is not just remnants of 
food but remnants of a dan g e r 0 u s dish indigestible for any being except the 
Buddha and his followers that are ordered to be either thrown away at a spot free from 
green plants or dropped into water free of tiny animals. In view of the par a I -

16' T vol. 22, 585b22f; cpo also the. fact that most Chinese translations render arambha in this 
context by n (jj/£) ("difficulties"). 

169 Vin I 157; 352; II 216; I have, so far, found parallels only in Vin.Dh. (T vol. 22, 802blf; 
835c26-28; 904c2lf;933b26f; 934c6-8) and Vin.Sa. (T vol. 23, 165a14f; 187a8t); but cpo also n. 173 
(Vin.MI). 

170 MN 113 (T vol. I, 570allf [MA,], with "clean (i.e. bare) ground" for appaharite); cpo also 
n. 173 (Sn and SN). - Completely different view AN I 161: throwing the water with which a 
cooking-pot or dish has been washed into a dirty village pool as food for the animals living in it is 
meritorious). 

171 For appao coming close to aO or /lisa see CPD s.v. appa and appa-harita; v. Hiniiber 1968, 
p. 273f. Cpo Spk I 236,3: appa-harite ti aharite. Sn-a I 154,20f says that appao may eith~r be 
understood as "few" or in a privative sense: appa-harite ti paritta·harita-tilJe a-pparit4ha-harita-tilJe 
va pasiilJa-pirrhi-sadise; but Ps I 94,19ff, though giving only the explanation apparzlI!haharite, does 
not understand it as "where no green grass grows, as on the surface of a stone", but rather as "where 
there is no [freshly] grown (i.e. young, tender) grass", in opposition to both a place free of grass 
and one where the grass is so strong that it is not destroyed by any amount of remnants of food. 
- For harita in Jaina sources see § 4.2.1 + n. 29. 

172 It appears difticult to decide whether aka is bahuvrIhi-marker or (as BHSD s. v. priilJaka 
suggests) diminutive-suffix (as it is, e.g., taken at Sn-a I 154 [see n. 204]). 

173 Vin I 225 (with parallels in T vol. 22, 149bl7 [Vin.Mi.!; Jaworski 1931, 70], 627b28f 
[Vin.Dh., Siitravibhailga!!]; 870alO [Vin.Dh.]; vol. 23, 189bll [Vin.Sa.]); Sn p. 14; SN 1169 ('" 
T vol. 2, 320dl [SA,]; 409b6f [sA,,,] has only an equivalent for appiilJake udake but not for 
appaharite). 
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1 eli s m between (tiny) animals and green plants, however, the latter, too, are 
obviously regarded as being damaged by the food remnants. 174 Since in the case of 
the tiny animals no human interests are involved, there is good reason to assume that 
this holds good also in the case of the green plants, and that it is these plants 
themselves that would suffer injury; but this, in its turn, would, in the Indian context, . 
hardly make good sense unless they are regarded as living, sentient beings. 175 To be 
sure, at least in the Khandhaka (Le. Vinaya) passages this may not be the view of the 
Buddhist monks. themselves but rather the belief of p e 0 pIe, which has to be 
taken into account by them, just as in the case of the prohibition to wander about 
during the rainy season (see § 9(1-2)); but in the Suttapitaka passage we can hardly 
be sure of this. 

11.2 Yet, the situation is more complicated. For there is a similar rule (more 
precisely: a pair of rules) in the Pratimok~asutra.176 To be sure, it primarily deals 

174 This is expressly corroborated by the post-canonical commentaries: Sn-a I 154,23f ( ... 
t ilJ ii n a T(l piilJakiinail ca a n u r a k k han a tthiiya); Spk I 236,3f (sace hi haritesu ti~lesu 
pakkhipeyya, ... tilJiini putin! (C") bhaveyyul?1); Ps I 94,20f (yasmiT(l thiine pi(ujapiitottharalJena 
vinassanadhammiini ti(liini n 'atthi) and 23f (bhutagiima-sikkhiipadassa [i.e. Pac. 11] hi avikopana
ttham etal?1 vuttal?1). Cpo also Vidyasagara ad MBh 12.177 .15: vyadhlniil?1 (sc. of plants) naramutTelJa 
muladattena janitiiniiT(l darsaniit. 

175 Cpo Wezler 1986, 455 and 457f. 

176 A) Bhik~u-Vinaya/Pratimok~a, Sekhiya/Saik~a: Pali: Yin IV 205f, Sekh. 74: na harite agiliino 
ucciiraT(l vii passiivaT(l vii kheiaT(l vii karissiimiti sikkhii karalJlyii and 75: na udake ... ; Upaliparipr
ccha (see n. 21): T vol. 24, 910a28 and bI (Stache-Rosen 1984, 110); Mi.: T vol. 22, 76c5 and 12f; 
MiL: T vol. 22, 411c25f and 555a18f; Mii.Lok.: PraLMa.Lok. p. 34, nos. 65: na harite trlJe 
ucciiraT(l vii prasriivaT(l vii kheraT(l (Pachow/Mishra 1956: kheq.q.aT(l) vii sil?1hii(wT(l vii agiliino 
kariJ)'iimlti sik~ii kara~llyii and 66: na udake ... ; Dh.: T vol. 22, 709b12f and c5f; 1029a22f; Sa.: T 
vol. 23, 140c4 and 141a6f; 478a24f (praLSa.J; cpo also T vol. 24, 899a12 and 15 and Prat.Sa' Th 

(Inoguchi 1981) 202, Nos. 392-393; the reconstructed Skt. version in Rosen 1959,225 and 228 (taken 
from Finot 1913, 537) looks like Mii.(see below), not Sa., for fragments of which see v. Simson 
1986, 59 (suggesting a restoration to na ... < udake piiribho > glye ucciiraprasrii < vaT(l > ... ); 95; 
169 (lllharita ucciiraprasr< ii> va <1?1 > khlll and lllraprasriivaT(l khetaT(l siizghiil,lakaT(lII/); 224 
(lllharitaT(l trlJa .. gliina (em. to °ta- or °te t!,~la agliina?) ucciiraprasriivaT(l khelll, suggesting a 
different version); Mii.: GBM(FacEd) I, p. 33, fol. 56, L 2-4: niigliina udake ucciiraprasriivaT(l 
khetaT(l siizghiilJakaT(l viintal?1 viriktal?1 chorayiJ)'iimlti sik~ii karalJlyii and niigliinas saharite 
prthivlpradese ... ; cpo MVy nos. 8627f; Prat.Mii., che 17a3f; Vin.Mii., te 251a4f; T vol. 23, 904 a 
17f and 22 (Vin.); vol. 24, 507a26-29 (prat.); Ka.: T vol. 24, 664c25-27. - ID Bhik~ul).r

Vinaya/Pratimok~a, Pacittiya: Pali: Yin IV 266, Pac.BhL 9: yii pana bhikkhunz ucciiral?1 vii passiivaT(l 
vii saizkiiraT(l vii vighiisaT(l vii harite chaq.q.eyya ... ; Mi.: T vol. 22, 94a21f and 27f (two rules, one 
concerning excrements, etc., and another one concerning rubbish and food remnants); Ma.: 543a28f; 
563a29f; Hirakawa 1982, 366f; Ma.Lok.: Roth 1970, p. 290: yii puna bhik~u(ll harite trlJe ucciiram 
vii prasriivam vii khetam vii sil?1ghii(wkam vii kuryiit, piicattikaT(l and: yii puna ... udake ... ); Dh.: 
739c9f; Sa.: T vol. 23, 319blf (throwing excrements and urine on plants) and 344b9 (defecating and 
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with evacuating or pouring out excrements, urine, phlegm and snot,177 and only 
some of its versions 178 mention food remnants (vighiisa) and other rubbish (sairz
kiira) , but this does not seem to make an essential difference. What does make a 
difference is that in the Pratimok~a passages we find, as the places where one should 
not drop the above-mentioned substances, not [ground] where there are green plants 
and water containing ani mal s but green plants (harita)179 and jus t water 
(udaka) ISO. Thus, in these passages, there is no parallelism between green plants and 
animals but one between green plants and w ate r. This evidence would not 
hence favour the assumption that at that time Buddhists too stiJI regarded plants as 
sentient beings. For as far as I can see, in the case of w ate r the evidence of the 
early Buddhist texts rather suggests that sentience was n 0 longer accepted or was 
at least largely ignored (see §§ 16.3f). Therefore, it is not improbable that the 
Pratimok~a rule against dropping excrements, etc., into water is a mere rule of 
decorum. Actually, it is, in the case of monks181 and in most versions182 also in 

urinating on plants); Mii.: Prat.Bhl.Ma.t the 21a1f: ymi dge slOli ma gan rtswa snon po 'j sten du Man 
gci 'dor na ItU/i byed do; cpo Vin.Bhl.t 238a1f: .,. ni'u bsin (R: ne'u gsiti) slionpo la bsmi ba 'dor 
na ... ; T vol. 998c28f (Vin.Bhl.); vol. 24, 514al5f (prat.Bhl.); - Q Bhik~uI).i-Vinaya/Priitimok~a, 
Saik~a: Mi.: 100c20f (Yin.: two rules, concerning water and p I ant s, respectively; but v.l. 
omits the one concerning plants); 213a29f (priit.Bhi.: water and p I ant s ); Dh.: 1039b26f 
(prat.Bhl.: water and p-I ant s ); Sa.: T vol. 23, 487c7f (prat.BhI.: water and p I ant s , 
but in the case of plants only mentioning phlegm and snot, dropping of excrements and urine being 
pocittiya (see B»; MO.: Prat.Bhl.Ma.t the 23a8: ... chu'i nan du Man gci daM mchil ma daM snabs 
daM skyugs pa daM rlugs pa mi dor bar ... ; T vol. 23, 1019b23 (Yin.) and vol. 24, 516c8f 
(prat.Bhi.) (water only; but Vin.Bhl.t includes, before the saik:fa rule for nuns concerning water, 
another one concerning plants (the 288al and 3f), which is, however, missing in R (fta 440a5». 

177 The versions of Pac.Bhi. 9 (see n. 176, B) except those of Ma./Ma.Lok. (and the Chin. 
version ofMa.) omit phlegm (kheta) and snot (si~lghlina(ka). In the saik:fa rules, the Pali version (n. 
176, A) lacks snot (but cpo Sp 898: khe[ena c'ettha singholJikiipi sangahito), and the Ml. version (n. 
176, A and C) both snot and phlegm, whereas the Skt. Ma. version and Priit.Ka. add vomit (vanta) 
and excretions through purging (virikta; Prat.Ka.: " ... (?) blood"); for the special case of the Sa. 
version of the saik:fa rule for nuns concerning plants, see n. 176, C. - The tetrad uccara, passava, 
khe[a and silighlina is also found in Jaina sources: cp., e.g., Kapp 1.19; Dasav 8.18; Utt 24.15. 

178 Viz. the Pali and Ml. versions of pac.BhL 9 (see n. 176, B). 

179 The variants "on green grass" (harite trlJe, esp. Ma.Lok., see n. 176) and "on a spot of the 
ground where there are green plants" (saharite prthiviprade&e, Prat.Ma., see ib.) look explicative; cpo 
T vol. 23, 999al f, explaining "fresh grass(/plants)" as "a place where green, living (liS) grass(/plants) 
grow(s)". - That harite in this strand is the positive pendant to appaharite in the other strand'(§ 9.1) 
is also evident from Sp 898 where both terms are used in a complementary way. 

180 Some Ch. versions (esp. most Ml. and Dh. witnesses as well as T 1465 (Sa.?) and Priit.Sa'Th 
(see n. 176, A) have "pure water". For paribhogika udaka, see n. 200. 

181 See n. 176, A. 
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the case of nuns, merely considered as a sekhiya or saik:ja rule, i.e. a mere pattern of 
decorous behaviour breaking which is no offence, or at least not an offence requiring 
atonement. 183 Likewise, the rule· not to evacuate or drop excrements, etc., on green 
plants is, in the case of monks, merely a sekhiya/saik:ja rule. l84 In the case of nuns, 
however, it is reckoned among the piicittiya offences. 18s This may indicate that this 
rille was taken slightly more seriously than the one concerning water,186 and this 
may (but of course need not) mean that the sentience of plants was, in earliest 
Buddhism, or at least among the "people" whose opinion had to be respected, less 
obsolete than the sentience of water. 

11.3 It is only in the canonical commentary on the Pratimok~aslltra of the 
MahasaiJghikas that plants and water where excrements, etc., should not be dropped 
are explained as including all [green] plantsl87 and all kinds of waterl88 . And it is 
only in a few passages that one or the other version of the canonical commentary 
points out that throwing excrements, etc., on plants may injure or kill them. 189 But 

182 I.e. except in the Ma.lM1LLok. tradition (see n. 176, B), where defecating, etc., into water, 

too, is, in the case of nuns, regarded as a piicittiya offence. 

183 In the terminology of the Suttavibhanga, it is a dukkata offence (Vin IV 206; T vol. 23, 141a7f 
[Vin.Sa.]; with some differentiation: T vol. 22, 709c6ff [Vin.Dh.]). 

184 See n. 176, A. 

185 Cpo n. 176, B. Strangely enough (perhaps due to inadvertency when supplementing the special 
Pratimok~a rules for nuns by those they had in common with the monks?), in some schools (Mi., Dh., 
Sa.: see n. 176, C) it occurs a Iso among the sailqa rules for nuns, which of course constitutes a 
contradiction. It is only in the Sa. version that this contradiction has been resolved by referring the 

two rules concerning the pollution of plants by nuns to different polluting substances (see n. 176, C). 

186 This does not, however, explain why defecating, etc., on green plal1ts was considered a more 
serious offence in the case of nuns than in the case of monks. I have not been able to decide so far 
whether the different grouping of the rule is merely the effect of a certain heterogeneity in the 

formation of the. two sets (viz. the rules for monks and the special rules' for nuns), and of lack of 
harmonization, or an expression of a general view that in the case of nuns stricter rules of decorous 
behaviour have to be applied, or whether there is any other reason. 

187 T vol. 22, 543bl: ~1B-'wr~; but Vin.Ma.Lok. (Roth 1970,. p. 290,23) explains green plants 

as "green grass (siidvaZa) not cut or mowed (a-cchinna-Ziina)". Cp., however, also Sp 898 where 
Buddhaghosa includes, into harita, the roots of "living" trees (fiva-rukkha) in the ground as far as they 
are perceived, as well as branches hanging down to the ground; cpo T vol. 24, 788a14f (Ch. version 

of Sp). 

188 Roth 1970, p. 290,23ff (ten kinds of water, including even that of the ocean). 

189 T vol. 22, 739b21 and 29f (Vin.Dh.); T vol. 23, 140b26 and 319a22f (Vin.Sa.). Cpo also T 
vol. 24, 829c22ff (*Vinayamatrka: see n. 218), where the tree d e i t y becomes annoyed because 
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on the whole the explanation and motivation offered by the canonical commentary for 
the rules under discussion is decidedly ant h r 0 p 0 c e 11 t ric. In the 
introductory stories, what is spoilt by some nasty monks or nuns is cereals in a 
field l90 or vegetables in a garden, 191 or the grass of a lawn where people meet l92 

or of a park where the harem of a king enjoy themselves,193 and water used by 
people for bathing or washing themselves,194 drinking,195 or washing clothes; 196 
and what is violated by such acts is the interest of the hum a n owner or 
user(s).!97 Accordingly, in the Pali Suttavibhanga the plants concerned are expressly 

a monk defecates on a tree. 

190 Vin IV 266. Cpo in this connection also the way appaharite at Pac. 19 (see n. 152) is 
understood in the introductory story: here, too, the green plants that are (but ought not to be) injured 
by the monk are taken to be barley on a field belonging to a brahmin (Vin IV 47; cpo also T vol. 22, 
44c11 [Vin.ML]); hence, here too it seems to be primarily human interests that are at stake; but T 
vol. 22, 345b24f (Vin.Ma.) merely states that people, being upset and flocking together around the 
building under construction, "injur and kill fresh grass/plants", with no sign of human interest being 
involved. 

191 T vol. 23, 140b22ff (Vin.Sa.; cpo Rosen 1959, 224); Vin.Ma., te 250b3ff (= T vol. 23, 

904a13ft); vol. 24, 899a11f(Sa.?). All these passages introduce the saik~a rule for m 0 n k s . The 
saik~a rule for nun s concerning plants in Vin.BhL, (the 288a4ff; only in P, not in Rl) has a 
somewhat different introduction. 

[92 T vol. 22, 94a13ff (Yin.ML); 739b15ff (Vin.Dh.); vol. 23, 319a16ff (Vin.Sa.); 998c15ff 

(Vin.Mii.); Vin.BhL, the 237b5ff. All these passages introduce the piicittiya rule for nun s (cp. 

Waldschmidt 1926, 163 (= 1979, 167». 

[93 T vol. 22, 411c4ff and 543a15ff (cp. Hirakawa 1982, 366); Roth 1970, p. 289f. -
Ma./Ma.Lok. tradition, introductory story to both the pacittiya rule for nuns and the saik~a rule for 
monks. 

[94 Ibid. 

195 T vol. 24, 899a13 (Sa.?); cpo also T vol. 23, 140c22ff (Yin.Sa.), reporting that monks 

defecated, etc., into a large pond used by people; it is not quite clear for what purpose, but Skt. 
(Rosen 1959,226 § 4) has udapiina "well", which would seem to suggest drinking water. - Both 

passages introduce the sai~a rule for monks. 

1% T vol. 23, 140b7ff (Vin.Sa.; see Rosen 1959, 225t); Vin.Ma., te 250a4ff (= T vol. 23, 

904a19ft). Both passages introduce the sai~a rule for m 0 n k s. Similar story at Vin.Bhi; the 
288b4ff and T vol. 23, 1019b21f (introducing the sai~a rule for nun s ). 

197 Cp., for the same tendency, also §§ 12.1, 13.3, 14.4 and 17.1; cpo also Schlingloff 1963, 539. 
I wonder whether this development may have been influenced by Hindu Dharmasastra, where the 

same tendency can be observed (cp. Wezler 1986, 446ft). 
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defined as cultivated plants - cereals and vegetables _,]98 and in Buddhaghosa's 
commentary]99 and even in one. version of the Pratimok9asOtra2OO water is specified 
as water used [for drinking, etc.] (paribhoga-udaka). 

11.4 It would exceed the limits of this paper to investigate in detail the situation 
in Jainism and early Hinduism (where comparable regulations can be found). But it 
seems that in Hinduism, too, aspects of decorum, hygiene and human interests 
intermingle with motives of ahiJ?lsa (and also such of various kinds of religious belief 
and awe).20] In Jainism, the ahiJ?lsa motive is naturally prominent, but aspects of 
decorum, public hygiene and human interests are by no means absent. 202 It would 

198 Vin IV 267: harital[l niima pubbal}(lGl[l aparal}l}al[l, yal[l man us s ii n a I[l upabhoga
paribhogal[l Topimal[l. Sp 924 includes cocoanut groves, etc. - As for the terms upabhoga and 
paribhoga, cpo their use in Jaina texts (Williams 1983, 102). 

199 Sp 898, as against toilet water and water of the ocean; cpo T vol. 24, 787a26f (Ch. version of 

Sp). 

2iJ() T vol. 23, 141a6f (Vin.Sa.) and 478a25 (prat.Sa.,J: I$Jl17Jc'; cpo Rosen 1959, 226 (udake 
piiribho gike). 

201 Cp., e.g., Manu IVA5cd-52, esp. 46a (not urinating on a cultivated field or into water); 56 

(not dropping urine, excrements, spittle, etc., into water). In the case of water, the motive appears 
to be complex (cp. in this connection, H. P. Duerr, Nacktheit und Scham, Frankfurt 1988,216: the 
Dhodia avoiding defecating and urinating in a river or pond because it would offend the water-spirits; 
cpo T vol. 23, 604c4-6: water deity may be irritated at washing after easing nature). In the case of 
cultivated fields, human interests would seem to overweigh. Decorum is probably a major motive 
when it is, e.g., prohibited to urinate while standing (47b; cpo Vin IV 205: Sekh. 73); ahil[lsii: 47a, 

interdicting urinating into pits containing living beings (na sasattve~u garte~u; cpo Uttar 24.18: 
bilavajjie, and Ayar 11.10.11 (lAs § 656): pagattiil}i); special religious belief (and fear) is certainly 

involved when, e.g., urinating into an ant-hill is prohibited (46d; cpo D. Konig, Das Tor zur 
Unterwe1t: Mythologie und Kult des Termitenhiigels in der schriftlichen und miindlichen Tradition 
Indiens, Wiesbaden 1984, esp. p. 148 + n. 57). 

202 Cp., e.g., Utt 24.15-18 (decorum: that the place should not be frequented nor seen by others; 
ahil[lsii: e.g., that it should be free from animals and seeds and - as follows from acirakiiZakayal[lmi 
- green plants); Ayar n.IO (JAs §§ 645-668; decorum: e.g. not to ease nature on a pillar or roof, 
etc. [10.7 = § 652], or on pathways, entrances or courtyards [10.15-16 = § 660f]; human interests: 
not where people have sown or will sow rice, etc. [10.10 = § 655], not in gardens, parks or into 

wells [10.14 = § 659] or in a vegetable field [10.20 = § 665]; ahil[lsii: in a place where there are, 
if possible; no eggs or animals (app '-G(u!e appa-piil}e), no seeds or green plants (appa-bze a p p a -
h a r i e), no dewar water (app'-ose app'-u d a e) [10.1 = § 647; full wording see § 324], not 
on animate (cittamaJ?1ta, i.e. still living) stones or clods, not on (dead) wood inhabitated by living 

beings [10.8 = § 653]). - As for not spoiling (or injuring?) w ate r , cpo Kapp 1.19 (excrements, 
etc., should not be deposited on the bank of water (daga-tzral[lsi». As for not injuring the ear t h 

by excrements, etc., see n. 298. 
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explain the existence of the two different strands discussed above (§§ 11.1 and 11.3) 
if we suppose that in earliest Buddhism, too, the rule not to drop excrements, etc., on 
green plants and into water had such a mixed motivation, in the sense that the Buddha, 
or the Buddhist monks and nuns, were aware of, and .made allowance for, both the 
ahirrzsii and the decorum or hygiene motive, although they themselves may not have 
shared the belief in the sentience of plants, let alone water, anymore, or may not have 
regarded pollution by excrements, etc., as a serious (or at least not an intentional: cpo 
§ 9.2) form of injuring them. Later on, the two above-mentioned strands of (re-) 
interpretation developed: the purely anthropocentric one of the Pratimok~a exegesis 
(§ 11.3), and the ahirrzsii-orientated one of the Suttapitaka and Khandaka materials (§ 
11.1). In both of them, the rule concerning water is (re-)motivated in a way consonant 
with the view of the insentience of water by basing its protection on the interests 
of man and tiny animals, respectively. In the anthropocentric strand, the same 
procedure has been applied to the rule concerning p I ant s , but even here, a few 
sources still testify to the idea that the plants the m se I v e s are injured by the 
excrements, etc. In the ahirrzsii-orientated strand, however, there is n 0 re-motiv&.tion 
in the case of plants, except, though only indirectly, in a few Chinese translations203 
and in a post-canonical source.204 This difference of treatment may indicate a certain 
difference in the status of water and of plants, though, it is true, perhaps onlY in the 
eyes of "people" and not necessarily of the Buddhist monks and nuns themselves. 

m.B. Fruits, Raw Grain and Garlic 

In the following paragraphs (§§ 12.1-14.5), I shall discuss some rules concerning food 
plants, though, once again, anything but exhaustively. 

12.1 In a passage of the Khandhaka,205 the Buddha is stated to have prohibited 
monks to eat man g 0 f r u its . The preceding story motivates the prohibition 
by the fact that some monks misused the permission to gather mangos in the king's 
park to the extent that no fruits were left, and thereby violated the kin g , s inter-

'2!J3 T vol. 22, 627b28f [Vin.Dh.] has "clean (i.~. bare) ground"(i$;lJi!) instead, but cpo 835c27(t) 

[Vin.Dh.] where tois is combined with ~1j'i~ to render appa-o/alpa-harite. 

204 Sn-a I 154,23f states that the injunction to drop the remnants of the dangerous dish either at 
a spot where there'are only few green plants or into water without tiny animals has the purpose to 
protect the grasses a Ion g wit h the ani m a I s d wei lin gin the m and the tiny 
animals [in water], respectively (saha tilJa-nissitehi palJehi ti~lana7(l palJakana7(l ca allurakkhana
tthaya). Even this explanation does not necessarily imply that plants do not deserve protection f0r their 
own sake, but by referring a Iso to the ani m a I s dwelling in them it indicates how this part 
of the injunction makes sense even when this is denied because of the view that plants are insentient 
(cp. § 5.2). 

'2!J5 Yin II 108f; cpo T vol. 22, 170c24ff (Yin.Mi.); 478a20ff (Yin.Ma.); 953b 11ff (Yin.Dh.); vol. 
23, 268a22ff (Vin.Sa.); Vin.Miit de Sblff = T vol. 24, 209c18ff. 
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ests.206 But why should the Buddha have prohibited the monks to eat mangos merely 
because some of them had, on one occasion, eaten too many? It would have been 
sufficient to blame unseemly greed. Hence, the motive for the prohibition must have 
been a different one. 

12.2 One could imagine that eating mangos was prohibited because they were 
probably the most del i cia u s fruit available, and might hence not have been 
regarded as suitable for ascetics who have renounced worldly pleasures.207 But on 
the whole Buddhism does not prohibit monks to accept delicious food when it is 
spontaneously offered to them; what is considered detrimental is only g r e e d for 
such food. In fact, in the next paragraph of the text the Buddha does allow the 
acceptance of mango s 1 ice s ,208 Hence, it is hardly a matter of delicious taste 
either. 

12.3 The fact that mango s 1 ice s 0 f fer e d by a layman are allowed 
rather points to another direction. What is prohibited is that the monks eat fruits which 
they have plucked the m s e 1 v e s 209 and which have not been rendered fit [for 

. ascetics] (kappiya/kalpika: kosher, so to speak) by a layman.210 This point is made 
explicit by the third paragraph of the text, stating that monks are allowed to accept 
even whole mango fruits under the pro v i so that these fruits satisfy the five 
requirements [of food] for ascetics211 (pai'icahi samQl.wkappehi), viz. that they have 
been injured212 (parijita) by fire, or a knife, etc., or finger-nails, orZ 13 that they 

206 The monks eat all fruits (Vin.Dh.); they eat some fruits, throwaway some half-eaten and take 

the rest home (Vin.MI., Vin.Ma.); they finish them while they are young (pali; cpo Vin.Ma., de 8b5f 
= T vol. 24, 209c29f, where however the mango grove has been donated to tbe Order); in Vin.Sa., 
the story has been remodeled so as to show the monks in a less unfavourable light. 

W7 ·Cp. tbe scruples of tbe monks expressed at T vol. 23, 268clf. 

Wi Vin II 109: anujiiniimi ... ambapesikal?!. T vol. 23, 268b29-c3 (Vin.Sa.): mango soup (allowed 
if offered spontaneously); T vol. 22, 953b21-25 (Vin.Dh.): mango juice, fried mangos, thick mango 

juice. The remaining versions seem to lack a corresponding paragraph. 

2D9 Cpo T vol. 23, 268a28ff and b6f (Vin.Sa.): prohibition to eat a mango fruit which one has 
received from a layman after having first touched it with one's own hand; cpo T vol. 22, 875b18 
(Yin.Dh., general formulation). Ace. to Vin I 212, such a procedure is allowed only in case of need. 

210 In fact, inT vol. 22, 171a6 (Vin.MI.) already the initial prohibition interdicts the consumption 

of fruits t hat h a v e not yet bee n "p uri fie d" (i,e. rendered suitable for 
ascetics). 

211 Or: "[have undergone] the five treatments [that make food fit] for ascetics". This rendering of 

the term would not, it is true, fit in with ablJa nor with nibbatta-blJa, but the former is missing and 

the latter seems to have a causative equivalent in at least most of tbe other versions (cp. n, 215), 

212 Cpo CPD s,v. aggi-parijita. 
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are free from seeds (abija) or have discharged their seeds214 (nibbatta-bija).215 At 
the same time, this rule is stated in age n era I form, valid for a I I kinds of 
fruits,216 and in other texts it is even applied to seeds and other edible parts of plants 
capable of propagation.217 

12.4 On the doctrinal background of the prescription to eat only fruits conform
ing to the requirements of suitability for ascetics all versions of the passage under 
discussion remain silent, but it is made fully explicit in a *Vinaya"m,atrka of doubtful 
affiliation,218 where it is stated that when monks ate fruits although these had not 
been rendered pure they were reproached by non-Buddhist ascetics with lack of 
compassion; for - so these ascetics (who may well be Jainas?19 - f r u its are 

213 The last two items of the Pali version of the list seem to refer not to human activity but to 
natural events (cp. Sp 767: ablja-nibbarrabljiini sayam eva kappiyiini), as is confirmed by Yin I 215 
(cp. also n. 225), where the Buddha allows, under certain circumstances at least, to eat fruits that are 
free from seeds or have discharged their seeds even when they have not been rendered "suitahle" [by 
a lay person] (akatakappaJ?l). 

214 Thus PTC s.v. nibbatta-blja; Sp 1093 (ad Yin I 215): "which can 'be eaten after [somebody] 
has removed (nibbattetvii apanetvii) the seed". 

215 Yin II 109: amljiiniimi ... paflcahi sama/}akappehi phala1[l paribhuiijitu1[l: aggi-parijita1[l, 
sattha-parijitG1[l, nakha-parijitG1[l, ablja1[l, nibbattabljaflfleva (v.1. nibbarraO) paflcama1[l. Cpo T vol. 
22, 171allf (Vin.Mr.): fire, knife, birds, injury [suffered by some accident], no seeds having 
developed; 478blOff (Vin.Ma.): peeling, or at least scratching with a finger-nail; having been pecked 
by birds; having been injured in a vessel; removal of the kernel; fire; 875a18f (Vin.Dh., different 
context): fire, knife, wound, birds, con.taining no seeds; vol. 23, 268c4f (Vin.Sa.): fire, knife, finger
nail or claw, parrots, no seeds having developed; 826a20f (Vin.Mii., different context): fire, knife, 
finger-nail or claw, decaying or drying up, pecking by birds; cpo also vol. 24, 817b2lf (*Vinaya
matrka, see n. 218): fire, knife, birds, spontaneous damage on the fruit, removal of the seeds. There 
is more material, and there are also other lists of methods for making edible plants suitable for 
ascetics, with some variation according to the type of vegetable food concerned (e.g., T vol. 22, 
171a12ff; 339a21ff; 875a2lf; vol. 24, 817b23f). 

216 The word used is now phala, not amba 1;IS in the preceding lines. Cpo also T vol. 22, 171a6; 
478blOf; vol. 23, 268c3, and esp. b7f expressly stating that the rule concerning mangos has to be 
extended to all fruits. Cpo also T vol. 22, 875a17ff (Vin.Dh.), and vol. 23, 275c8-11 (Vin.Sa.). 

211 Cp., e.g., T vol. 22, 171a12-15; 339a21ff and c23-25; Sp 767f. 

218 Cpo Yuyama 1979, 44 (§ 1.05); Hirakawa 21970, 262-264, according to whom hoth the 
ascription of the text, by some scholars like A. Bareau (Les sectes bouddhiques du Petit Vehicule, 
SaYgon 1955, 112); to the Haimavata school is not sufficiently established, nor affiliation, proposed 
by others on the basis of a certain doctrinal affinity, to the Dharmaguptakas. Cpo also de Jong 1979, 
289 n. 6. 

219 Cp., e.g., Dasav 5.2.21, 23 and 24; Ayar II. 1.8.4 and 6 (JAs"ed. §§ 377 and 379). 
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1 i v i n g beings, and hence eating them (unless they have already been killed by 
someone else) means eating (and killing) a living being.220 According to the *Vi
nayamiitrkii,221 it is on account of such censure that the Buddha established the above 
restriction, allowing acceptance and consumption only under condition that they had 
already been injured by somebody else (or had at least burst or begun to rot by 
themselves) and had their seeds removed (since these were, in view of their 
germinative vitality, likewise considered to be living beings). It hence seems that this 
passage of the *Vinayamiitrkii, similar to other passages of the Khandhaka/Skandhaka 
and the Sutta- or Vinayavibhailga (see §§ 5.4-5.5; 8; 9.1; 10.1), presupposes that it 
is only out of respect for the belief of 0 the r s in the sentience of fruits (lseeds, 
plants) that the Buddhist monks are enjoined to abstain from injuring them, and that 
they themselves rather did not share this belief. But once again we cannot be sure that 
this was the original situation. 

12.5 It may be worth noting that in the Piili version of the Khandhaka and in at 
least one other version222 a transgression of the prohibition to eat mango fruits 
(which have not been offered and made suitable for ascetics) is expressly stated to be 
a dukkata offence, whereas injuring the plant itself or the seeds is, according to Piic. 
11, apacittiya offence. At least according to the relation of these terms established in 
the Suttavibhailga, injuring a fruit is thus considered less grave. Cp., perhaps/23 
also the rule, found in the Khandhaka, that fruits may, in case of need,224 be eaten 
without having been rendered "suitable" if only they lack seeds or have discharged 
them,225 or have had their kernel removed.226 We can hardly be sure that such a 
different evaluation goes back to the earliest days of Buddhism and perhaps even 
indicates that if plants were indeed regarded as sentient the sentience of .fruits was 
from the outset taken somewhat less seriously than that of plants proper and of seeds; 

220 T vol. 24, 817b18-20. Cpo also Tvol. 22, 875bll-16 (Vin.Dh.) where we read that lay people, 
seeing monks eating v e get a b I e s that had not been rendered "pure" (i.e. suitable for ascetics), 
resented it as kill ing a I i v i n g b e i n g, the final effect being that the Buddha prescribes that 
vegetables have to be "purified" before they may be eaten by monks. . 

221 T vol. 24, 817b20ff. 

222 T vol. 22, 171a6 (Vin.MI.); cpo T vol. 23, 268b7 (Vin.Sa.). 

223 The problem is whether the kernel or the seeds have to be absent or removed because their 
destruction is u nne c e s s a r y or because they are, due to their sprouting capacity (which is 
absent in the rest of the fruit!) felt to have a higher degree of vitality. 

224 I.e., if there is nobody to render it suitable, and, acc. to Vin.MI., only in time of famine (T 
vol. 22, 148a12; cpo Jaworski 1931, 61); the rule is expressly declared not to be applicable under 
normal conditions (b4-9). 

225 Vin I 215 (see n. 213). 

226 T 22, 148i\2S-27. 
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but at least it would show a d eve lop men t in the direction of reducing the· 
seriousness of injury inflicted upon fruits, and this means a decreasing significance of 
their sentience (or people's belief in it). This may have something to do with their 
importance for nutrition, as is confirmed by the fact that at least in the Theravada 
tradition injuring seeds too - in the wider sense including all parts of plants separated 
from the mother plant and still capable of propagation, and hence a considerable part 
of vegetable food - has come to be regarded as being merely dukkata.227 Finally, 
the act of rendering fruits, seeds, etc., suitable for ascetics by cutting them with a 
knife, etc., becomes a mere formality, cutting or scratching one item being sufficient 
to render a whole heap of fruits, seeds, etc., suitable.228 At this stage, at the latest, 
the idea that even seeds and fruits are, somehow, living; sentient beings would seem 
to have definitely become obsolete in Buddhism, to say the least. 

.13.1 Among the minor moral precepts for monks in the Suttapitaka (cp. §§ 4.3 
and 7.3), we find abstention from accepting raw g r a i n (amaka-dhafifia
pa{iggaha(1a pa{ivirato).229 This might be taken to aim at preventing the acceptance 
of an article of food especially suitable for storing or bargain, both of which are 
interdicted by other items of the same series of precepts. But a similar rule in the 
Patimokkhasutta points to another direction. There, it is stated that a nun commits a 
pacittiya offence if she orders, or [expressly] begs for, raw grain, r a a s t s , 
pounds or cooks it or has others do so, and finally eat s it. 230 This would seem 
to suggest that the primary motive is, in both cases, rather the fact that in order to use 
raw grain (i.e. seeds capable of germination) for food, the monk or nun has to destroy 

227 Sp 762; Sv 81,26. 

228 Cp., e.g., T vol. 22, 171a15f (Vin.Mr.); 339c25ff (Vin.Ma.); vol. 24, 577bI3f; Sp 767f. -
It would seem that this procedure was developed in connection with edible seeds or small fruits since 
rendering them kappiya one by one was extremely time-consuming if not impracticable (hence 
originally raw grain was unacceptable for monks: cpo § 13.1). 

229 See n. 41. Cp. also Sanghabh II 233, 17 (iimadhiillyapratigrahiit prativirato bhavati) and T vol. 
I, 657bl6 (MA, Sa.: IIj!H'!:~;m?ifQ). Cpo also T vol. 22, 431al and 478al4ff (Vin.Ma.); vol. 24, 

558bl1 (Vin.MO.). 

230 Pac.Bhr. 7 (Vin IV 264): ya palla bhikkhulll amakadha!l!1al'(l vi!l!1atva (v.lI. viJ1!litvii and 
vi!1lldpetva) vii villlliipetvii (v.l. viJ1!liipapetva) va bhajjitvii vii bhajjiipetvii vii kotrhetva (v.1. °itvii) 
vii kO(thiipetvii vii pacitvii va paciipetva vii bhulljeyya, piicittiyal'(l); Mi.: T vol. 22, 96c3f (preparing 
food by cooking raw stuff herself); Mii.: 530al0-12 (eating food after cooking, frying or stewing it 
again, or having others do so; cpo Hirakawa 1982, 263f); Mii.Lok.: Roth 1970, p. 215 ( ... parahrtal'(l 
khiidalllyal'(l va bhojallzyal'(l vii PUIlO PUIlO pacitvii va paciipetva va bhdjitvii va ... karhitva vii ... 
khiidaye (216: khiideya) vii bhufljeya vii ... ); Dh.: 739b8 (begging raw grain); Sa.: vol. 23, 318bl0 

(like ML); Mil.: PraLBhL, the 20a1 (. .. rjell pa 'tshod Ila ... ; cpo Vin.BhL, the 237a6: ... rjell pa 
'tshed par byed na ... ) = T vol. 24, 998b 17 (cooking raw food herself). Cpo Waldschmidt 1926, 155 
(= 1979, 159). 
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them by roasting, etc.,231 and that this was regarded as an act of killini32 a living, 
. sentient being,233 though, once again, the belief in the sentience of seeds need not 
have been shared by the Buddhist monks and nuns themselves; they may only have 
been ordered to adjust their behaviour to common standards of ascetic decorum.234 

231 This is surely the normal way of preparing cereals like rice or barley for food. Hence, the 
prohibition is hardly an implicit per m iss ion to eat them in a raw state. - (Raw) grain is 
defined by the Suttavibhaflga (cp. also Sv I 78) as rice, barley, etc., i.e. as what in other places (e.g. 
Sp 340) is equated with "primary food" (pubbaJgza), as opposed to sesame seed, beans, etc., called 
"secondary food" (aparaJPJa). I do not, however, understand Vogel's statement (IIJ 13/1971,20) that 
pubbaJPJa, hence iimakadhaffffll, is food eat e n in the natural (= raw) state, whereas aparaJpJa 
. is eaten in the cooked state. Who eats rice in the natural state? If the distinction between pubba- and 
aparaJPJa has anything at all to do with the state in which food-stuffs are usually consumed, it would 
rather be sesame or beans (at least as longs as they are young) and other vegetables that are often 
eaten in the raw state. - At any rate, as long as the rule not to accept raw grain is primarily 
motivated by considerations of seed ahirrzsii, it is difficult to see why it should not hold good also for 
b e a n s, etc., and it would not matter whether they have to be cooked or may be eaten in the raw 
state. In fact, at T vol. 22, 739a22f (Vin.Dh.) beans are explicitly inc Iud e d among the things 
for begging which in a raw state the nuns are reproached. Cpo also the addition of "beans" (:2) in the 
translationof iimakadhiinya at T vol. 1, 657b16, and T vol. 24, 558bll (Vin.Mii.; but cpo also, for 
possible counter-evidence, Vin IV 265 and (?) T vol. 22, 478a18t). The reason why only the 
acceptance of raw g r a i n is prohibited and not that of raw vegetables is probably that, roughly 
speaking, vegetables are big enough to be rendered "suitable" for ascetics (kappiya) one by one by 
the lay person, whereas grains are too small for such a procedure (a problem which was, later on, 
solved by making them "suitable" in a lump (see § 12.5)). Besides, when the main motive of the 
prohibition to accept (or beg and prepare) raw grain came to be seen in the cooking activity (see § 
13.2.2), vegetables to be eaten in the raw state could be exempted, as is perhaps the intention of the 
aniipatti formula of the Suttavibhanga (Vin IV 265: ana patti ... aparalJlJarrz viflf!iipeti). Interestingly 
enough, Buddhaghosa (Sp 924) suggests, besides the usual explanation as beans, etc: (muggamiisiidi), 
an alternative interpretation of aparaIJIJa as bottle-gourds, etc., which hardly require cooking (and, 
by the way, can easily be made "suitable"). But the whole matter surely requires more careful 

, investigation. 

232 The association of iima(ka)" with killing is also evoked by the fact that side by side with 
abstention from accepting raw grain (iimaka-dhaflffa).the Suttapi\aka list of minor moral precepts (see 
n. 229) enjoins abstention from raw mea t (iimakacmiirrzsa); cpo also T vol. 22, 478a2ff. For the 
association of iima with injury cpo also Seyfort Ruegg 1980, 240. 

233 As is, of course, the Jaina point of view: cp., e.g., Dasav'3.7 (it is forbidden to eat raw seeds 
(hie amage) since they, too, are sentient (saccitta); cpo also DasavViv 235,5) and 8.10 (ahirrzsii 
context: a monk should not even think of obtaining raw seeds, expressly declared to be living beings 
viva) at 8.2). 

234 This is, of course, the view of later sources: cpo Sp 924 classifying the matter as paIJIJatti-vajja 
(see n. 93), or T vol 23, 998b20 (Vin.Mii.) stating that if the cooking is done for the monks in a 
hidden house where no outsider can see it, it is no offence (cp. also Vin.BhL, the 237a7). 
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13.2 It is, however, worth noting that there are some interesting differences 
between the Patimokkha rule and the Suttapita..\:a passage. ' 

13.2.1 Firstly, the Patimokkha rule prohibits [express] beg gin g (vififiatti) for 
raw grain, whereas according to the Suttapitaka passage even a c c e pta n c e 
(patiggahar;a), which doubtless includes acceptance even of spontaneously given raw 
grain, has to be abandoned. Hence, the Suttapitaka rule is obviously the stricter one, 
coming close to the corresponding regulation for Jaina monks.235 Does this mean 
that it is more archaic, perhaps adopted from some pre-existing, non-Buddhist codex 
of ascetic behaviour? But it is also possible that the Patimokkha rule was not meant 
to tacitly sanction acceptance of spontaneously offered raw grain236 but rather limited 
itself to stigmatize such forms of behaviour as were likely to scandalize lay people 
most, in that they disclosed a deliberate intention237 to violate or disregard accepted 
principles of ascetic life. 

13.2.2 Such a consideration would seem to be corroborated by the second 
difference between the Patimokkha and the Suttapitaka rule, namely that in the 
Patimokka the rule declaring begging, preparation and consumption of raw grain to 
be a piicittiya offence is found only among the (additional) monastic precepts for 
nun s. It is, to be sure, not allowed to monks either,238 but in their case it is, 
according to the terminology of the Suttavibhailga and Khandhaka, merely duk
kata.239 The reason suggesting itself is that for a nun the temptation to ask for raw 
grain in order to prepare a delicious dish was much greater, since cooking was, of 
course, a typically female activity. But what was natural for housewives was utterly 
unbecoming for a female ascetic,240 obliged to live on alms not only in order to 
avoid destruction of living beings (or of what was regarded so by people) but also 
because she had to be indifferent towards the quality of food. In the Mahiisailghika 
version of the Pratimoksa rule under discussion, which omits the reference to raw 
food-stuff,241 it even se~ms to be 0 n I y the effort to improve the quality of food 
that is reproved, as is made fully explicit in the Mahasailghika(l-Lokottaravadin) 

23S Cp., e.g., Dasav 8.10cd (see n. 233); Ayar 11.1.8.11 (JAS ed. § 384). 

236 Though T vol. 22, 739b12f (Vin.Dh.) understands the rule to do precisely this. 

237 Cpo Vin IV 264f: b h u t!j iss ii mit i parigalJhiiti, iipatti dukkarassa. 

238 Vin I 21Of: ... Anando ... siimaJ?l tilaJ?l pi talJ4ularrz pi muggarrz pi vit!t!iipetvii ... siimarrt 
pacitvii ... and na ... siimaJ?l pakkarrz paribhuffjitabbarrz; yo paribhut!jeyya, iipatti dukkarassa; cpo T 
vol. 22, 148a28ff (Vin.Mr.). Cpo also 477c20f (Vin.Ma.) and n. 239. ' 

239 Vin I 211 (see n. 238); T vol. 22, 739b1O (Vin.Dh.); cpo Roth 1970, p. 216,12f (vinayiiti
krama). 

2<0 Cpo T vol 22, 96b29f. 

241 See n. 230. 
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version of the introductory story.242 

13.3 Thus, the Pratimok~a rule under discussion shows a clear tendency towards 
shifting emphasis from the ahiT(lsii aspect towards matters of ascetic decorum. In some 
versions of the introductory story,24l a nun's (or nuns') cooking is even taken to 
infringe upon the e con 0 m i c interests of people,244 viz. the interests of the 
kitchen personnel or of a professional cook. But such an interpretation is doubtless 
rather far-fetched. Nor is it probable that the inappropriateness, for an ascetic, of 

c cooking as such, though explaining well why the prohibition is stricter in the case of 
nuns, was the primary reason from the outset. For as the Mahasailghika(l-Lokottara
vadin) version of the introductory story shows,245 even ready-made (alms-)food may 
be done up to make it more. savoury. But apart from the Mahiisailghika(l-Lokottara
vadin) version of the Pratimok~a rule246 (which seems to be adapted to the case of 
doing up alms-food) all versions speak of cooking (or even only begging) raw food
stuff or raw grain,247 and in the Vinayavibhailga and Skandhaka re-cooking is 
occasionally expressly allowed,248 and this suggests that also in Buddhism· the 
primary motive for the prohibition was that ascetics were expected not to injure intact 
seeds, which were believed to be living beings by people and other ascetics though, 
as stated above, not necessarily also by the Buddhist monks and nuns. 

14.1 In the Khandhaka,249 the Buddhist monks are prohibited from eating 
gar I i c (except for medical purposes), transgression being a dukkata offence, and 
in the Pa(imokkhasutta for nuns250 consumption of garlic is declared to be a piicittiya 

242 T :vol. 22, 529c23ff (Hirakawa 1982, 262f); Roth 1970, 214f. 

243 T vol. 22, 529c23ff, esp. 28ff (Hirakawa 1982, 263); Roth 1970, p. 214f (cp. de Jong 1979, 
. 301), esp. 214,20ff (where one should probably read pa£itavyarrt in I. 21); vol. 23, 318a21ff,. esp. 

29ff (Vin.Sa.); 998a27ff, esp. b11ff (Vin.Mii.; cpo also Vin.BhL, the 236b1ft); in the Sa. and Mii. 
versions, the nun(s) cook(s) for other people. 

244 Cpo also §§ 11.3, 12.1, 14.4 and ? 

245 See n. 242. 

246 Cpo n. 230 (... par ii h r t a rrt khiidanlyarrt vii bhojanlyarrt vii pun 0 pun 0 pacitvii 
... ). 

247 See n. 230. 

24. E.g., T vol. 23, 318b13 (Vin.Sa.); Vin I 211: anujiiniimi ... puna-piikarrt paciturrt. 

249 Vin II 140: na, bhikkhave, lasul}arrt khiiditabbarrt; yo khiideyya, iipatti dukkatassa; T vol. 22, 
176a14f (Vin.ML); 483blOf (Vin.Ma.); 956b18 (Vin.Dh.); vol. 23, 275b23f (Vin.Sa.); Vin.Mii., de 
61b5 (cp. aSf) = T vol. 24, 230b2f (cp. a18f); T vol. 24, 826c10 (*Vinaya-matrka, see n. 218). 

250 Prat.BhL, Pac. 1 (Vin IV 259): yii pana bhikkhunllasul}Q1!l khiideyya, piicittiya1!l; Mi.: T vol. 
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offence. In view of the preceding paragraphs (especially §§ 12.4, 13.1 and 13.3) one 
might be inclined to assume, in this case, too, that the motive for the prohibition was, 
originally, the idea, at least of "people", that garlic is ali v i n g, sentient being 
that ought not to be injured. 

14.2 In fact, in J a i n ism monks and nuns are not allowed to accept any 
bulbs, bulbous roots or other pieces of plants (like sugar-cane) capable of sprouting 
as long as they are not fully deprived of life by means of cutting or cooking.251 This 
holds, of course, good also for garlic.252 The reason is that they are animate, 
sentient beings,253 most of them containing, at least according to later canonical 
texts, even a plurality of souls.254 In Bud d his t texts, too, such bulbs and 
rhizomes capable of germination are occasionally declared to require being rendered 
fit for ascetics (kappiya) before monks or nuns are allowed to eat them,255 and this 
surely presupposes the idea that such vegetables are living beings. But as in the case 
of fruits (§ 12.4) we cannot be sure whether the Buddhist monks and nuns still shared 
this belief since no explicit statement to this effect seems to occur. 

14.3 The prohibition to eat gar 1 i c, however, does not seem to be motivated 
by this idea, not even in the sense that one had to show regard for the belief of others. 
For in this case one would have to assume that in these passages garlic stands for 
a 11 kinds of edible bulbs Gust as in the passage treated in § 12.1ff the mango 
represents fruits in general), but there is no indication of this.256 Besides, in this case 

22, 86c20; Mii.: 530b22f (Hirakawa 1982, 267); Mii.Lok.: Roth 1970, p. 218,6; Dh.: 737b9f; Sa.: 
vol. 23, 317b19f ("If a nun eats raw garlic or cooked garlic, ... "); Mil.: Prat.BhLMii.,the 20a3 ( ... 
sgog s!..ya za na ... ) == Vin.BhL, the 234b6; T vol. 23, 997a25f. Cpo Waldschmidt 1926, 153 (= 
1979, 157). 

251 Dasav 3.7; 5,1.70; 5.2.18(f); Ayar II.1.8.3 (lAS ed. § 375). 

252 Ayar II.1.8.14 (JAs ed. § 386). 

253 Cp., e.g., Dasav 3.7: kande mule ya sac cit t e . 

254 Viyah VII.3.3 (Deleu 1970, 135; JAS ed., p. 285,16ff); Schubring 1935, 134f; Williams 1983, 
113ff; 1. F. Kohl, Pflanzen mit gemeinsamem Karper nach der Lehre der Jainas, in: Zeitschrift fiir 
Ethnologie 78/1953, 91ff. - For this reason, even Jaina lay people should not eat such plants. 

255 E.g., T vol. 22, i71aI2-15 (Vin.ML); 339a21ff (Vin.Ma.). 

256 Only the Skandhaka passage in Vin.Mii. (Vin.Mii., de 61aSf: ... sgog skya dan sku don (MVy 
5734: paliiryJu) dan ld'u (MVy 5733: grfljanaka) ... ; T vol. 24, 230a18f) includes eating of 
o n ion s and lee k in the prohibition. But in their case too it is bad smell (cp. § 14.5) that is 
the motive. This is confirmed by the fact that the isolation prescribed in case of eating them lasts 
shorter than in the case of having eaten garlic (Vin.Mii., de 62a7f = T vol. 24, 230bI9ff), which 
makes good sense if bad small (which is less penetrating in the case of onions and leek) is the motive, 
but not if the reason were sentience, which would be the same in all the three. 
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the prohibition ought to refer to raw garlic only, but it is only in Buddhaghosa257 
that such a qualification is found. As against this, several versions of the Vinayavi
bhariga and/or Skandhaka passage concerned258 and one Chinese version of the 
Priitimok~a rule itself59 are unambiguous in stating that both raw and coo k -
e d garlic are included in the prohibition. 

14.4 Yet, the motivation for the prohibition to eat garlic, reported in the 
introductory story to the Priitimok~a rule for nuns, by the e con 0 m i c interest of 

. the 0 w n e r 260 is not the original one either. The story adduces the case of nuns 
who, being offered, or allowed to collect, garlic, misbehaved by taking too 
m u c h or spoiling the rest, thereby impairing or even ruining the owner.261 But, 
as has already been noted by Waldschmidt,262 this explanation does not at all fit in 
with the precept itself; for just as in the case of the story meant to motivate the 
prohibition to eat mango fruits (§ 12.1) it would have been sufficient to recommend 
careful behaviour and condemn unseemly greed263 but not the very eating of garlic 
as such. 

14.5 On the other hand, the introductory story to the Khandhaka passage264 

257 KaIikhavitaral)J 172,9: 6. m a k a -bha1Jqika-Iasuna. 

25' T vol. 22, 86c7 and 176a11 (Yin. MI.); 483b25, 487a25 and 530b24 (Vin.Ma.); Roth 1970, 
. 218,9f: 6.man na lqamati, pakvan na lqamati; T vol. 22, 737b10f (Vin.Dh.). At T vol. 22, 86c21 
(Vin.MI.) it is stated that for a nun only eating raw garlic is a p6.cittiya offence, whereas eating 
cooked garlic is merely dukkara. But even this much would not make much sense if it were motivated 
by the sentience of garlic. On the other hand, it would seem to support bad smell (see § 14.5) as a 
motive since the effect of raw garlic is, as far as I know, significantly stronger. - I refrain from 
entering into a discussion of further sophistications of the rule found in some VinayavibhaIigas and 
subcommentaries. 

259 Viz. the one in Vin.Sa. (see n. 250). 

200 Cpo §§ 11.3 and 12.1; cpo also § 13.3. 

261 Yin IV 25Sf; T vol. 22, 86c11ff (Yin. Mi.); 530b14ff (Yin.Ma.; cpo Hirakawa 1982, 266t); 
Roth 1970, p. 217f; T vol. 22, 736c4ff (Yin.Dh.); vol. 23, 317a28ff (Vin.Sa.; in this version, the 
garlic is spontaneously given to the nuns by the cultivator, but it seems that their unrestrained 
acceptance is the cause of the ruin of his business: cpo b2 and b8); 997a6ff (Vin.Mii. c (cp. Vin.BhI.,· 
the 234aSft); in this version, a nun takes garlic although only allowed to gatIier (other) vegetables). 
Cpo also T vol. 24, 826c1Sff (Vin.matrka), and T vol. 22, 483b5-10 (see n. 264). See also 
Waldschmidt 1926, 153f, and, for Vin.Mu" Panglung 1981, 166f. 

262 Waldschmidt 1926, 153. 

263 As is actually done in the inserted tale of the golden goose (Waldschmidt 1926, 153-155). 

264 There are two types of stories: one according to which the monks have continually been eating 
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motivates the prohibition to eat garlic explicitly265 or implicitly266 by the bad' 
s mel I annoying other people. This sounds plausible, and it would also be' a 
plausible motive for the prohibition to eat garlic in the case of nun s .267 Yet, here 
too the question remains whether there is any specific reason why in the case of nuns 
a transgression of the rule was regarded to be a more serious offence (sc. piicittiya) 
than in the case of monks esc. dukkara)?68 Perhaps the real reason for this is that 
garlic is considered to be sex u a I I y s tim u I a tin g ;269 and since it is a 
truism in the Indian ascetic tradition that women are by nature particularly inclined to 
lasciviousness, this reason would best explain why in the Patimokkhasutta eating garlic 
is prohibited for nun s only. At any rate, there is, in this case, no indication that 
the prohibition has any connection with the view that plants, and especially bulbous 
plants, are living, sentient beings. 

III.C. JEarth, Water and Fire 

15 As for the status of the e 1 erne n t s in terms of being alive or sentient, 
let us start with the ear t h . 

15,j1. In Pac. 10, the Patimok,\hasutta states that dig gin g the earth 1S a 

garlic and scandalize the lay followers by the bad smell spreading wherever they stay or move around 
(T voL 22, 176al1-14 [Vin.MI.]; vol. 24, 230b7ff [Vin.Ma.]; cpo also n. 267), and another one 
according to which a monk (or a group of monks) who has eaten garlic does not come to the Buddha's 
preaching (T vol. 22, 176aI6-20 [Vin.MI.]) or stands aside (Vin II 140; T vol. 22, 483bllff 

[Vin.Dh.]; 956b14ff. [Vin.Dh.]; vol. 23, 275b12ff [Vin.Sa.]; vol. 24, 826c11ff [Vin.matrka]) or is 
unconcentrated (Vin.Ma., de 60b6ff, esp. Sff; T vol. 24, 230a6ff, esp. 9ft) because he fears that the 
bad smell may annoy others. - Vin.Ma. (T vol. 22, 483b5ft) has, in addition, adapted, to the present 
context, the introductory story to the Pratimok~a rule for nuns (see n. 261). 

265 E.g. T vol. 22, 176a12f; 483b15; vol. 23, 27Sb14; Vin.Ma., de 61al and 62a3 = T vol. 24, 

230al0 and b12f. 

266 E.g., Vin II 140 (rna bhikkhu vyabiidhiJ?1su); T vol. 22, 956b15ff; vol. 24, 826c11ff. 

267 In the Vinayavibhanga of the Mahfsasakas there are three introductory stories to the Pratimok~a 

rule for nuns not to eat garlic, according to the first two of which the reason for the prohibition was 
in fact that the nuns had continually eaten garlic and scandalized the lay followers by the bad smell 
resulting therefrom (T vol. 22, 86c7-11; corresponding to the first type of the Khandhaka stories (see 
n. 264». . 

268 See § 14.1 and ns. 249 and 250. Cpo also T vol. 22, 737bll. 

269 Oral communication by M. Maithri Murthi. There is, however, to my knowledge no explicit 

statement to this effect in the sources; but cp., perhaps, the critical remark, by lay people, that the 
nuns eat garlic like lay women (T vol. 23, 317bl1f). 
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piicittiya offence.270 The question is whether this rule has to be understood, like the 
rule not to injure or destroy plants (and seeds) which it in fact precedes in some 
versions,271 as an expression of not injuring (ahif!tsii) the ear t hit s elf, -
as is doubtless the primary purport of the almost identical rule for Jaina monks272 

and as was also a reason for reserves against agriculture in Hindu Dhirrmasastra273 

_ and what consequences this would have for the question of sentience, both of the 
earth itself and of plants (and seeds). . 

15.2 From the later Buddhist point of view, it might suggest itself to understand 
the ruie as referring to not injuring small ani mal s living in the soil, like dew
worms. But although this aspectis clearly expressed (as an additional one) even in 
early Jaina274 and in Hindu275 sources, it is not even hinted at in any of the Vi
nayavibhaftgas on the rule under discussion, except, perhaps, the Chinese translation 
of the Miilasarvastivada version.276 Nor is it probable that the main motive for the 

210 Vin IV 33: yo pana bhikkhu pathavirrz kha/Jeyya va kha/Japeyya va, pacittiyarrz; Mi.: T vol. 
22, 60c9; 15f; 2lf; Ma.: 384c20f; 553c2f; 561b3f; Ma.Lok.: Prat.Ma.Lok. p. 26, No. 73: yo puna 
bhilquJ; svahastarrzprthivlrrz khaneya va khanapeya va antamasato iha khanehiti va (Fachow/Mishra 
1956,31: evarrz) vadeya, pacatti/wtl; Dh.: T vol. 22, 641a26; bl2f; 1026b7; Sa.: v. Simson 1986, 
pp. 68, 262 and 264: yal] punar bhilqul] svahastarrz prthiv1rrz khanyat khanayed va i11llirrz khanaivarrz 
vailet, pac; on p. 221 a version omitting the boldfaced words; T vol. 23, 117b26f; 476a9f (Frat.Sa.J; 
vol. 24, 891alOf; Prat.Sa.Th: Yabuki 1930, p. 40, 3rd col., line 34; Inoguchi 1981, 199, No. 287; 
Mii.: Lokesh Chandra 1960, p. 8: yal]punar bhilqul] svahastarrzprthMrrz[tj khanet khanayed va, pac; 
Prat.Mii., che 13b8 = Vin.Mii., te 2a5; T vol. 23, 854a14. 

271 See § 6.2.1 + n. 99. 

272 Dasav 1O.2a: pUi/havirrz na khalJe na khalJavae; 8.4 (pw!havi ... silarrzlelurrz neva bhinde na 
sarrzlihe). The latter passage follows shortly after a verse (8.2) which expressly states that earth itself 
is a living being (jiva) and therefore must not be injured, at least primarily, in its 0 w n right (Le. 
even when free of other living beings); cpo also Dasav 5.1.68c (pw!havi-jive vi hirrzsejja); 4, opening 
portion (p. 5,15f + 6,20ft); 6.27. Williams 1983, 118; cpo ibid. 68 and 124f. 

273 E.g., Manu X.83f; cpo also IV.70a. 

274 Dasav 6.28: puqhavikiiyarrz vihirrzsanto hirrzsai uta y ass i e / t a s e y a v i v i h e 
p a lJ e cakkhuse ya acakkhuse//; 5.1.68: pw!havi-j7ve vi hirrzsejja j e y a t a rrz - n iss i y a 
jag a; cpo Ayars p. 2,9~11: pw!havi-kammasamarambhelJarrz ... aline v' alJega-ruve pal]e vihirrzsai 
(cp. also Bhatt 1989, 135). Vi yah VIII" (Deleu 1970,131; JAS ed. p. 274,13-19) expressly mentions 
hurting animals and cutting the roots of p I ant s while digging. 

275 Manu X.84cd = MBh 12.254.44: bhUmirrz b hum is a y a rrz s caiva hanti ka~rham 
ayomukham); MBh 3.199.19. 

276 Cpo the fact that according to this version the monks also damage ant-hills (T vol. 23, 854a8). 
But there is no equivalent in Vin.Mti." which has "digging [irrigation] channels" (yur ba 'dren pa) 
instead (te la2t). 
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prohibition to dig the earth was that bodily toil or peasants' activity was considerf-d 
inappropriate for monks by the society of those days. For although such an idea is 
expressed in a few versions of the story introducing the rule,277 it would not explain 
the fact that the monk is also prohibited from ordering somebody e 1 s e to dig the 
earth. 278 Actually, the majority of the versions understand the rule as prohibiting 
digging the earth as an act of i n ju r y inflicted upon the ear t h her s elf, 
regarded as a living being. Yet, as in the case of plants (cp. § 5.5), it is only 
p e 0 pIe (manussa)279 who are reported to have such a view Vlva-saiiiiino hi '" 
manussa pathaviya?80 and hence to mind the monks digging the earth as an act of 
injuring a living being with one sense-faculty (kathaf!l hi nama ... ekindriyaf!l jlvaf!l 
vihethessanti).28I Here too it seems to be implied that the monks themselves do 
not share this belief82 but are nevertheless enjoined to b e h a v e as if they did 

277 T vol. 24, 891a7-9 (Sa.; " ... how are they different from peasants?!"); vol. 23, 854a9f 

(Vin.Mil.J: "How [is it possible that] the monks, [although being] ascetics, do ordinary work?"; cpo 
Vin.Mil., te la4-7 (see n. 281). Cpo also vol. 24, 600b29 ("by dedicating themselves to vulgar work, 
they obstruct the correct [spiritual] practice"). 

278 See n. 270 (kJzaniipeyya vii, etc.). 

279 Similarly most of the other versions (T vol. 22, 384cl1 [Vin.Ma.] i!!:)\; 641a12 [Vin.Dh.] 
~'§; vol. 23, 117b17 [Vin.Sa.] E±). In the latter source, the lay people are, however, explicitly 
characterized as followers of non-Buddhist religious groups. In Vin.Mil. (Vin.Mil., te la3 = T vol. 
23, 854a9), too, it is non-Buddhists (gian mu stegs can = *anyatirthika) who blame the monks. -

As regards the belief that earth is living or even sentient in Jainism and in the Vedic religion, see ns. 
14 and 20. For the idea that earth is animate in tribal religion see, e.g., C. P. Zoller in: Rustomji/
Randle 1990, 166f (Bangan; ploughing is, however, regarded by the agricultural Banganis as a 
pur i f i cat i o.n of the earth, by means of killing demons, cobras and rats: ibid., 168). - I 

disregard, in the present context, the fact that there are at least two different forms of belief in the 
animateness or sentience of the earth: one according to which earth as a whole is an animate being 
(thus the Bangani: Zoller, op. cit., 166; cpo also DasavViv 280,9: iyal?l ca (i.e. Prthivl) ... anekajivii, 

na punar ekajlvii, yathii va i d i k ii n ii I?l ... ), and one according to which the earth consists of 
a plurality or infinitude of minute living beings (as in Jainism). 

280 'lin IV 32f; cpo T vol. 23, 117b18 (;lll!)J-'llifi;';fJl). 

281 Explicitly so 'lin IV 32; T vol. 22, 384c13 (with v.I.): {Ij}-;fJlifi;' (Vin.Ma.), and vol. 23, 
l17bI9f: !(i,i:-;fJl~~{,jJ. At Vin.Dh. (voL 22, 641a13) people only state that by digging the earth 

the monks destroy life or life-force (*jivitendriya, but cpo n. 130), and that this shows lack of pity 
(641bl). Similarly Vin.Mil., (T vol. 23, 854al0), but there is no corresponding phrase.in Vin.Mil.,. 
Here (te la3-8), the non-Buddhists merely wonder if there is, in view of the monks' behaviour, any 
difference between them and "brahmins and householders". Similarly, in the old Sa. Vinaya T 1464 

(vol. 24, 89Ia6ff), the householders only blame the monks for behaving like peasants (see n. 277) but 

do not mention destruction of life. 

282 Explicitly so T voL 22, 384c16f (Vin.Ma.). 
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because this is what people, or soc i e t y, expects from ascetics. 

15.3 There is no reason to doubt that the (majority of the versions of the) 
introductory story is correct in so far as it regards the rule not to dig the earth to be, 
if only indirectly, motivated by the belief that earth should not be injured because she 
her s elf is I i v i n g, sentient. This is confirmed also by the fact that according 
to the Suttavibhanga it is not only digging but also other kinds of hurting the earth, 
like splitting, burning/83 scratching up,2il4 planting in a post or peg285 or causing 
a landslide on a steep river bank?86 Yet, in view of the fact that the Suttavibhaflga 
does not belong to the earliest stratum of Buddhist texts287 we cannot be sure that 
the introductory story is also right in attributing the belief in the sentience of earth to 
people only. Without additional evidence, we may not be able to exclude the 
possibility that in the very earliest days the Buddhist monks and nuns, too, still shared 
this belief. And even if they did not, this would not necessarily imply that they had 
a I s a abandoned, already at the very beginning, the belief in the sentience of 
p I ant s and seeds. The mere fact that the Suttavibhaflga motivates both rules - the 
prohibition to dig the earth and the prohibition to injure (seeds and) plants - by 
means of the same pattern is hardly sufficient to prove that in terms of being alive and 
sentient the status of earth and plants must have been the same from the outset. Even 
in case the belief that earth is a living being had already been abandoned, belief in the 
sentience of plants may still have continued. Or there may at least have been a 
difference in the ext e n t to which the sentience of the two had become 
a b sol e t e. Without additional evidence, this is difficult to decide. 

15.4 In this connection, it is interesting that the canonical word commentary on 
the rule not to dig the earth distinguishes two kinds of earth or soil, viz. }iita and 
ajiita,288 and some versions make explicit that it is only in the case of the former 
kind that digging or injuring constitutes a piicittiya offence.289 It is not easy to say 

283 Yin IV 33 (khar;ati ... bhindati '" dahati ... ); burning also T vol. 22, 641b17 (Vin.Dh.), and 
esp. 495a1ff (Yin.Ma., see § 17.1 + n. 332). 

284 E.g. T vol. 22, 641b15f (Yin.Dh.); 385a4f (Yin.Ma.): if a monk sweeps the ground with the 
intention to level it, already a scratch of the size of a mosquito's leg constitutes a piicittiya offence. 

285 T vol. 22, 385a16f; vol. 23, 854a27f = Vin.Ma., te 2b2 C ... sa fa phur pa 'debs na ... ). 

286 T vol. 22, 385a10f; vol. 23, 854b2f = Vin.Ma., te 2b3 ("0 nogs rtib par byed na ... ). 

287 Cpo § 5.5 + n. 96. 

288 Yin IV 33. 

289 According to T vol. 23, 117c4-6 (Yin.Sa.) and Vin.Ma., te 2bl (= T vol. 23, 854a25t), only 
diggingjilta earth is, to be sure, piiyattikii, but digging ajiita earth is stili dUlkrta. On the other hand, 
Vin.Ma., te 2b7ff (= T vol. 23, 854b 10-12) states that digging soil containing much earth (clay, loam) 
but few stones or little sand (i.e. jiitii pathavl ace. to Yin IV 33) is pilyattikii, digging soil containing 
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what, precisely, "born" (jiita) and "not born" (ajiita) mean in this context; but it seems 
that two aspects intermingle: on the one hand the aspect of fertility (as of mould qr 
clay) and barrenness (as of stones or sand),z90 and on the other the aspect of 
"living", natural soil and of soil that is "d e ad" - as it is actually called in one 
Chinese version291 - because it has been worked by digging292 or ploughing293 
or burnt by fire294 (until, after a certain time, it becomes "living" soil again)Z95. 
Unfortunately, the texts do not at all make clear what, precisely, the being "alive" of 
earth or soil means. But it would seem that the distinction is comparable to that of 
"living" (green, lush) and "dead" (withered) plants, and hence could be retained even 
when the belief in the sentience of the earth or of plants had been abandoned. 

15.5' One might suggest that the rule not to dig the earth is of lesser significance 
than the rule not to injure plants (and seeds) because in contrast to the latter it has no 
counterpart in the list of minor moral precepts for monks in the Suttapitaka (see §§ 

little earth but many stones or much sand (i.e. ajata pathavl acc. to Vin IV 33) is du~krta, whereas 
digging soil consisting of nothing but stones or sand is no offence. Similarly T vol. 22, 385b17f 
(Vin.Ma.). Cpo also T vol. 23, 117cll-15, where also digging in metalliferous mines, jewei- and salt
mines is stated to be no offence. 

290 Cpo the Ch. rendering ~ / ;r.;~ ("producing / not producing": T vol. 23, 117b28 [Vin.Sa.]): 
and the explanation (b29t) that in areas with much rain the soil is productive for eight months, in areas 
with little rain for four months (cp. also Rosen 1959, 200t). It seems that Vin.Sa. regards ruined 
walls, stony ground, ant-hills and heaps of [dry?] earth (b28t) as similar to "not producing" soil (cp. 
c4-6). 

291 T vol. 22, 385a16, 19 and b3 (~) [Vin.Ma.]; at 384c26ff, the renderings ~ andfj; 
(something like "unworked" or "natural" and "cultivated" or "artificial") are used. T vol. 23, 854a16 
(Vin.Mii.c) says ~ and ~~, i.e., "living" and "not living", whereas Vin.Mii., (te 2a6) has "[soil] 
in its natural state" (ran biin can, cpo the explanation tE at T vol. 23, 854a17) and "[soil] that is not 
in his natural state" (ran biin call rna yin pa), the former kind including also such soil as has 
recovered after having been dug, etc. (see n. 295); cpo also T vol. 24, 600c3ff. Finally, T vol. 22,' 
641b13f (Vin.Dh.) calls the two types of earth simply "dug" and "not yet dug". 

292 See n. 291. 

.• 293 Cpo T vol. 24, 600c7. 

294 Vin IV 33 (darJ4ha pi vuccati ajata pathavf). Cpo also T vol. 24, 600c7. 

295 Acc. to Vin.Dh. (T vol. 22, 641bI4t), earth that has been dug is restored to its original state 
(of "living" earth) when soaked by rain for four months. Cpo Vin IV 33: ya pi ... rnattikiipullja ... 
atirekacatumaSa1t1 avattha, ayarrt pi vuccatijata pathavi. Acc. to Vin.Mii., the same happens after 
three months in case it rains sufficiently, and without rain after six months (T vol. 23, 854a17f; 
Vin.Mii., te 2a6f: char chu iad na zla gsurn gyis sa (R) 'thas (R: rnthas) par gyur pa 'all c(zar chu rna 
iad (R) na zla ba 4rug gis sa'thas par gyur pa'all; solid ('thas pa = sra ba) soil seems to be 
"living" soil, as against crumbled (grugs pa) soil: cpo Vin.Mii., te 2b2 and 3t). 
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4.3, 7.3 and 13.1). But we do find a counterpart in a sermon296 where a pious 
layman, who is a potter, is said to fulfil not only the five;: precepts for lay followers 
but also some of the minor precepts for monks, viz. eating only once a day and 
renouncing gold and silver;297 and in addition, thus the text, he does not dig 
the ear t h with his own hands (na sahatthii pathavirrz khalJatl) for the sake of 
getting clay for his pottery, but uses what has broken off from a bank or has been 
thrown up by mice. 

15.6 , One might furthermore argue that in Jaina sources monks and nuns are 
enjoined to deposit remnants of food or excrements, etc., at a Ii f e I e s s spot of 
the ground,298 not on a sentient (cittamarrzta) rock or clod,299 and that they are 
ordered to walk on paths that have been made lifeless by chariots, beasts of burden, 
etc., or other people,3°O not on (moist, living) clay,30! whereas in the Pratimok~a
sutra no such restrictions are Jo be found. 302 But on the one hand the Jaina evidence 
would seem to require more careful sifting from the chronological point of view, 303 
and on the other disregarding the earth in such contexts may also mean that the 
Buddhists simply did not consider such superficial operations to injure her, in contrast 
to an operation like digging which wounds the surface (her skin, so to speak), and 
which is hence unambiguously prohibited in the Pratimok~asutra as well as in Qne of 
the earliest J aina sources304 . 

296 MN II 51; Sa. version: T vol. 1, 501bllff, esp. 502a5f (MA,). 

297 Acc. to the Sa. version (see n. 296), the potter fulfils all the ten main moral precepts and also 
all the minor moral precepts for monks. 

298 E.g., Va(!akera, Millacara V.124f (Okuda 1975, 63 and 130), prescribing that excrements, 
urine, phlegm and snot should be got rid of [only] at an inanimate spot of the ground, i.e. where the 
earth has been made [lifeless] by forest conflagration, agriculture or crushing to powder. Cpo also 
Ayar II. 1. 1.2 (JAs ed., p. 104,8t), where it is stated that rem nan t s 0 f f 00 d shouldbe 
deposited on a burnt (Le. lifeless) spot of the ground, etc.; cpo Dasav 5.1.81. As for excrements 
considered to be a "weapon" against (Le. to injure) the earth-beings, see AyarN 95 (p. 22). 

299 Ayar IUO.8 (JAs ed. § 653). 

:lOO Va(!akera, MUlacara 1.11 and 5.107-109 (Okuda 1975, 59 and 125). 

/ 

301 Ayar II.3.1.7 (JAs § 470): se bhikkhii ... giimiilJugiimal'!'l diiijjamiilJe, antarii se... udae vii 
m a ! ! i y ii vii a v i d d hat t h ii , ... lJo ujjuyal'!'l gacchejjii ... ; cpo Dasav 5.1.3 ( ... care vajjanto 
... daga- m a U i y a I'!'I ). 

302 For regulations concerning deposition of food remnants and excrements, etc., in early 

Buddhism see §§ 11.1-11.4. 

303 Cpo C. CailIat, Deux etudes de moyen-indien, in: Journal Asiatique 1960, 50ff. 

304 See n. 272. 
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16.1 As for w ate r, there is no rule similar to that prohibiting monks from 
digging the earth and explicitly connected, by the SuttavibhaIiga, with the belief in the' 
sentience of the elements. As mentioned in § 11.2, the rule not to pollute water with 
remnants of food or excrements, etc., is already there in "the Pratimok~asfitra, in the 
case of monks and, except for the MahasaIighikas, also in the case of nuns, grouped 
with the rules of mere decorum (sekhiya-dhamma, saik~a-dharma); hence, such 
pollution was obviously not understood any longer as an act of injuring water itself as 
a living being, even though such an idea would seem to have been, originally, part of 
the conceptual background from which the standard of decorum underlying the rule 
derived (cp. § 11.4). 

16.2 There are some more Pratimoksa rules which have to do with water. One 
of them declares, exceptions apart, bathing more than once in a fortnight,30S another 
one sporting or splashing in the water,306 to be a pacittiya offence. In Jainism, 
bathing (except in case of illness),307 and, a fortiori, water-splashing,308 is entirely 
prohibited, and one of the reasons may be not to injure water.309 But at the same 
time, refraining from bathing or at least bathing as rarely as possible is, like fasting 
or at least restricting food to one meal a day, an element of a s c e tic practice, 
showing detachment from one's body and from external comfort; and the same w"ould 
be true of wanton sporting in water, quite apart from the fact that it does not fit in 
with the sedate demeanour expected of an ascetic. In the case of Buddhism, there is, 
in the absence of evidence to the contrary, good reason to assume that these rules 
were motivated by nothing but this.310 

305 Pac. 57 (Yin IV 117): yo pana bhikkhu oren' a44hamasa,!! nahayeyya, pacittiya'!!, followed 
by enlarged formulas making allowance for special situations. There is no need, in this and most of 
the following cases, to refer to the versions of other schools. 

306 Pac. 53 (Yin IV 112): udake hiisadhamme pao. 

307 E.g., Dasav 3.2; 4.26; 6.61-64; Ayars p. 43,24f. 

308 Alsdorf 1961, 570f. Cpo Dasav 4.viii (p. 11, esp. 11,1Of). Cpo also Apastamba-dharmasiitra 
2.9.22.13 for similar rules for Brahmanic.al hermits (H.-P. Schmidt, Ahhp.sa und Wiedergeburt 
[forthcoming], ch. II.5). 

309 Alsdorf 1961, 570f. Williams 1983, 129. Cpo Ayars p. 3,23 ( ... vibhusae ... satthehi'!! 
viurtanti), where "adorning oneself" may, first of all, mean bathing; more explicit: AyarN 111f (p. 
28,3ff). - For the idea that bathing and esp. water-splashing may injure tiny ani m a I s living in 
the water cpo Dasav 6.62 and, implicitly, 6.31; cpo also Williams, loc. cit. Also in the Chinese 
translation of the Mii. version of the Vinayavibhailga on the Pratimok~a rule prohibiting sporting in 
water, the playful, uncaring behaviour of the monks .is said to have included striking water-frogs, 
hence injuring ani m a I s (T vol. 23, 849a17, but not confirmed by Vin.Mii., (fie 239b6f». 

310 Cpo the first introductory story to the rule not to bathe more often than necessary in Vin.Mi. 
(T vol. 22, 65c29-66a4). But as a second introductory story in Vin.Mi. as well as in all other versions 
we find the rather implausible (Schlingloff 1963, 539) motivation by the story that by using the private 
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16.3 Of considerable importance in connection with the question of the sentience 
of water in. earliest Buddhism are two other Prii.timok~a rules, stating that s p r i n -
k lin g water containing tiny· animate beings (i.e. small animals) (sappiilJakaf!l 
udakaf!l) on grass or clafll as well as d r ink i n g such water 12 is a piicittiya 
offence. The motive for these two rules is clearly to abstain from injuring living 
beings (or to come up to what society expected, in this regard, from ascetics). But the 
res t ric t ion of water not to be poured out or drunk to water containing tiny 
ani m a I s makes it perfectly clear that the living beings injuring which constitutes 
the offence (both ethically and in the eyes of people) are the tiny animals, -not water 
itself. Drinking of w ate r ass u c h, provided that it is free from tiny animals, 
is no offence.313 The monks are even allowed to drink water without having 
received it from a lay person,314 in contrast to fruits or other vegetable food which, 

bath of the king too frequently the monks hindered the king from bathing himself (human interests as 
the motive, instead of ascetic decorum!). 

311 Pac. 20 (Vin N 49): yo pana bhikkhu jiinal!l sappiilJakal!l udakal!l tilJal!l vii mattikal!l vii 
sitlceyya vii sitlciipeyya vii, piio; Prat.Ma.Lok. (p. 20, No. 19): yo puna bhilqur jiinan sa
priilJakenodakena (text °pramiilJao, but see Pachow/Mishra 1956, 23) trlJal!l vii mrttikiil!l vii siflceya 
vii sitlciipeya vii, piio; Prat.Sa. (v. Simson 1986, pp. 124 and 177): yalJ punar bhilqulJ sa
priilJakenodakena trlJaf!l vii mrttikiil!l vii sitlcet secayed vii, piio; some mss. (pp. 49, 108 and 256) 
seem to omit vii mrttikiil!l vii but seem to have an equivalent expression upon secayed vii (cp. p. 256); 
Prat.Mii. (GBM(FacEd) I p. 32 fol. 53,1 and ,lIp. 76 fol. 139,2): yalJ punar bhilqur jiinan 
sapriilJakenodakena trlJal!l vii gomayaf!l vii mrttikiil!l vii sil!lcet sil!lcayed vii, piio; the first ms. 'has a 
gap and seems to read sil!ll/kaf!lpayed, °pao being added below the line. 

312 Pac. 62 (Vin IV 125): yo pana bhikkhujiinal!l sappiilJakal!l udakal!l paribhur7jeyya, piio. Other 
versions practically identical. Cpo also the prescription to carry a strainer (parissiivana) while 
travelling (Vin II 118f; T vol. 22, 173a21ff; 954blOff; vol. 23, 273a3ff; vol. 24, 224c24ff; cpo also 
vol. 22, 373a23t). - Similar rules for Brahmanical renouncers: Manu 6.46; cpo Baudhayana
dharmasiitra 2.6.11.24 (H.-P. Schmidt, op. cit. [see n. 308], ch. II.5). 

313 Cpo Vin IV 125: applilJake appiilJaka-satltll, aniipatti, i.e. if the water is free from animals 
and the monk knows it to be so, no offence. [Of course, if it is free but he thinks it is not and still 
drinks it, this is problematic (dukkata according to the Suttavibhailga) since his intention is wrong.] 
- As for drinking cold = unboiled water, see also Mil 259,5ff, where non-Buddhists (doubtless Jaina 
ascetics) object to the Buddhist practice by asserting Gust as "people" do in the Vinayavibhailga with 
reference to plants and earth) that drinking unboiled water means injuring a living being with one 
sense-faculty (ekindriya jlva). In this case, however, the Buddhist reaction is to present a set of 
arguments ref uti n g the sentience of water (see § 38.3). 

314 Pac. 40 (Vin N 90): yo pana bhikkhu adinnal!l mukhadviiral!l iihiiral!l iihareyya a tlff a t r a 
u d a k a -dantaponii, piio; Prat.Ma.Lok. (p. 22, No. 35): yo puna bhilqur adinnam apratigriihital!l 
mukhadviirikam ahliram lihlireya anyatrodakadantapolJe, pliO; Prat.Sa. (v. Simson 1986, pp. 7: 10; 
167; 258; 277): yalJ punar bhilqur aparigrhltam iihiiraf!l mukhadviirelJlihared (p. 7: °iibhyavahared) 
anyatrodakadantakii:rthlibhyiil!l, piio; Prat.Mii. (Lokesh Chandra 1960, 3; GBM(FacEd) II p. 78, fol. 
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as stated above (§ 12.3), may be eaten by them only when received from a lay person 
who has rendered them "suitable" for ascetics. By Jaina monks, on the other hand,' 
water, too, may not be consumed unless a lay person has rendered it "suitable" by 
boiling, drinking cold (i.e. unboiled) water being strictly prohibited.315 The fact that, 
in contrast to this, the Pratimok~asiitra has no objection at all to drinking fresh water 
as such clearly shows that already in earliest Buddhism, in contradistinction to 
Jainism,316 the sentience of water has, to say the least, become more or· less 
irrelevant. 

16.4 This seems to be confirmed by a passage from the Suttapitaka, where in the 
context of describing his earlier, futile attempts at severe asceticism, the Buddha also 
mentions extreme mindfulness in walking, aiming at not killing (sanghiitarrz iipiide
Si(rrz)?17 any tiny animate beings (khuddake piilJe) in uneven spotS/IS to the extent 
of having pity even with a d r 0 p 0 f w ate r .319 This passage does not 
expressly deny the drop of water sentience, nor does it necessarily imply such a 
denial. But what it does imply is that from the Buddhist point of view the sentience 
of water is, or would be, a matter to be i g nor e d in practical life, even in that 
of an ascetic. 

17.1 There is also a Pratimok~a rule concerning fir e, prohibiting monks 
from kindling fire in order to warm themselves (except in case of illness· or for some 
other strong reason).320 As D. Schlingloff321 has rightly pointed out, the original 

143, I. 1 t): yalJ punar bhilqur adattal'!! mukhiibhyavahiiryam iihiiram iihared anyatrodakadi:zntalai~thiit, 
piio. 

m Dasav 8.6; 10.2; 3.6; Schubring 1935, 173; Alsdorf 1961,571. 

316 According to Bhatt 1989, 136 and 138, in the oldest source, viz. Ayar 1.1, water is not yet 
conceived of as a living being. But though agreeing with his reserves in the case of fire (see § 17.2 
and n. 338), my impression is that as regards water and earth his arguments need reconsideration. 

317 Cpo n. 140. 

318 Or: in his way, across his path? Cpo AN V 33, stating that a lion roars thrice before going 
forth for his hunt, thinking miihal'!! khuddake piil)e visamagate saizghiital'!! iipiidesil'!! ti. 

319 MN I 78 ( ... yiiva udakabindumhi pi me dayii paccupatthitii hoti - "miiha1!l khuddake piil)e 
visamagate saizghiital'!! iipiidesil'!!" ti). Cpo SHT V, Kat.-Nr. 1102 R2ff. Cpo also MN I 377, where 
the reference to the water drop is, however, missing. J a ina monks and nuns are expressly 
enjoined to be careful not to injure even water while walking; cp., e.g., Ayar 11.3.1.7 (see n. 301: 
udae); Dasav 5.1.3 (see ibid.: dagaO). Cpo also Dasav 8.13 (dayiihigiiri bhuesu) + 15 (sil)eha 
"moisture") and, as regards ahil'!!siiwith regard to drops of water, Kapp 5.12 and Ayar II.1.U (JAS 

ed., p. 103,10f: siyodael)a vii osittal'!!). 

320 PaIi: Pac. 56 (Vin IV lISt): yo pana bhikkhu (agiliino) visibbaniipekkho jotil'!! samiidaheyya 
vii samiidahiipeyya vii (atltlatra tathiirupapaccayii), piio; Upaliparipfccha: T vol. 24, 907b4 (Stache-
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motive is probably not, as is - once again322 - suggested by the introductory 
story of the Suttavibhailga, hum a n interests (e.g. the apprehension that the monks 
might be bitten by poisonous animals, like snakes, disturbed by the fire,323 or even 
that they might cause damage324 or disturb others325 by becoming nervous on that 
account). Schlingloffl26 suggests, instead, that the original motive - of which the 
fleeing snake may still be a last trace - was that by kindling fire one easily endangers 
small ani m a I s living in the dry grass or wood used as fuel or insects flying into 
the fire (or at least - so I should add - that people mind ascetics performing such 
a potentially though unintentionally harmful act). However, the words "in order to 
warm themselves" would rather seem to point to an as c e tic motive, viz. to the 
fact that people expected ascetics to endure bodily hardship like cold. On the other 
hand, in a few versions of the rule there is either no such restriction,327 or the 
restricted formulation is introduced as having supplanted an earlier, unrestricted 
one.328 Such an unrestricted329 formulation of the rule not to kindle a fire is also 

Rosen 1984, 79); Mi.: see n. 328; MiL: see ns. 327 and 328; Mii.l.ok.: Prat.Ma.Lok. p. 23, No. 
41: yo puna bhik~ur atmarthiiya ... jyotismil!1 vitapanaprek~o t!lJal!1 va kiiNhal!1 va ... iidaheya va 
iidahdpeya va ... , paD; Dh.: T vol. 22, 675bllf, 15f and 19-21; 1027b5f; Sa.: Prat.Sa. (v. Simson 
pp. 14, 125 and 168): yalJ punar bhik~UT ... vitapanaprek~l abhyavakiise (see p. 247) jyotilJ 
samindhyat samedhayed va ... , pac; on p. 247 we find lllkiiie jyoti~alJ tTlJal!11 I I, which indicates a 
different version; T vol. 23, 104c15-17 (Vin.Sa.); 475blf (prat.Sa.,u; Inoguchi 1981, 197, Nos. 240-
241 (praLSa,nJ; for T 1464 see n, 327; Mii.: PraLMii, (Lokesh Chandra 1960, 5): yalJ pu < naT 
bhi~ur atmartham agiano vitapana > prek~fjyotilJ samavadadhyiit samavadhapayedva, paD; Prat. Mii" 
che 12a5f = Vin.Ma., fie 188b! (yan dge sloli gati mt na bar bdag t!id J...yi phy!r me fa reg gaml reg 
tu 'jug na, ... ) and PraLMa., (T vol. 24, 505a15f = T 23, 837c15f: ... ~m~:!it~~!~;k ... ) 
confirm *atmartham and *agiano but not <vitapana> pre~l (Opre D is damaged in the ms,); Kli.: see 
n,327. 

321 Schlingloff 1963, 539, 

322 Cpo §§ 11.3, 12.1, 13,3, and 14.4, 

323 Yin IV 115; T vol. 22, 64b14ff (Vin,ML); 364c12ff (Vin.Ma,); vol. 24, 887c29ff (Sa. (?)). 

324 T vol. 22, 675a17ff, esp. 27f (Vin,Dh.), 

325 T voL 23, 104b29ff, esp. c6ff (Vin, Sa.; cpo Rosen 1959, 177; cpo also T voL 24, 888al); vol. 
23, 835c10ff (Vin,Ma,), 

326 See n. 321. 

327 T vol. 24, 663a7 (PraLKa,); 888a2-4 (T 1464 (Sa.?)), T voL 22, 365a7-9 (Vin.Ma,) and at 
least the Tibetan and Chinese versions ofPraLMa. (see n, 320) have "for himself" (cp, Prat.Ma.Lok, 
iitmarthiiya: see n, 320) ins tea d of "in order to warm himself". 

328 T voL 22, 64b25 [Vin.Mi.] (beside c13f); 364c23 [Vin.Ma,] (beside 365a7-9, for which see 
n, 327). 
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found in the Skandhaka;330 and in the Sarvastivada version33 ! of this unrestricted 
rule in the Skandhaka the ahirrzsa motive is expressly confirmed, the prohibition being' 
motivated by an introductory story relating that a monk who had set fire to grass and 
trees had killed, thereby, many ins e c t s, In the Mahasailghika version of this 
passage,332 we even find the prohibition to kindle a fire motivated by the protest of 
p e 0 p 1 e who regard burning the ear t h as an act of killing or injuring a 
I i v i n g being with one sense-faculty (*ekendriya)333 y4 

17.2 There is, however, noway to deduce, from the rule not to kindle a fire, 
any evidence in favour of a belief in the sentience of fir e its elf .335 On the 
contrary, in this case one would expect the rule to prohibit monks not so much from 
kindling as from ext i n g u ish i n g fire/36 as some Jaina texts actually 
do. 337 But even in the early Jaina sources there are passages where - in the context 

329 I.e., not restricted by the qualification "in order to warm himself". 

3:-0 CorrespondIng to Vin II 138, prohibiting monks from setting fire to a forest (except counter
fire in case of emergency), Here, the reason adduced is that people (manuss5) object to it as being 

like the behaviour of "forest-conflagrators" (dava-qahalw: slash-and-burn tribes??). It is, however, 
not clear whether this refers merely to undignified deportment or (also) to the fact that setting fire to 
a forest, even when not a conscious and intentional act of injuring and hence only dukka[a, still in fact 
endangers the animals living there. At T vol. 24, 232c18ff (Vin.Mil,), the reason for the prohibition 
is clearly indecorous behaviour only, some monks having set fire to a forest in order to frighten and 
ridicule others who had been meditating there, 

331 T vol. 23, 274blO-13. Cpo the parallel passage in Vin.Dh. (960a7ft), where the motive for the 
prohibition is, however, that pea pIe are irritated at the monk's setting fire to grass (which then 

spreads to the king's deer-park) as an act of destroying the life of sentient beings. - Cpo also Asoka, 
PE V.E-F (tuse sajlve no jhapayitaviye; dave ana[haye va vihisaye va no jhapayitaviye), addressing, 
of course, primarily lay people. 

332 T vol. 22, 49Sal ff. 

333 Provided that the expression mi9J(?; read 1#J??) -:tit (T vol. 22, 49Sa4) corresponds to the 

Pali phrase ekindriyal!ljlval!l vi-heth- (see §§ S.4, 8,9.1 and IS.2). 

334 Accordingly, in this version the rule merely prohibits monks from kindling fire on an 
u n bur n t spot (T vol. 22, 49Sa6 and 10). 

335 To be distinguished from the concept of fire deities (*agni-devata), as in the Mr. version of 
the Skandhaka passage on kindling a fire or setting fire to a forest (see § 17.1 and ns. 330-332) where. 
a fire deity is ordered by the Buddha to extinguish a bush fire threatening to burn the monks' 
hermitage (T vol. 22, 17Sc19ft) , 

336 Thus actually T vol. 23, 837c22 (Vin.Mil,), though surely not implying sentience of fire (cp. 

Vin.Mil" fie 188bS). 

337 E.g., Dasav 8.8 ( ... agaJJil!l ... no , .. nivviivae mUiJ/), in a context where it is expressly stated 
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of an' otherwise comprehensive treatment of o,hirrzsii - it is only kin d 1 i n g or 
a p P 1 i cat ion of fire that is prohibited because it is dangerous for 0 the r 
living beings,338 without any evidence for fire itself being regarded as sentient. 
Hence, even in lainism the sentience of fire does not seem to have been, from the 
outset, a matter of general recognition. 

18 To sum up, it seems that among the elements it is only earth with regard 
to which monks and nuns have to behave in a way which appears to be based, as in 
the case of plants and seeds, on the belief that earth is by itself a kind of living, 
sentient being (or aggregate of such beings). But the source material investigated so 
far does not allow to decide, in the case of earth no more than in the case of seeds and 
plants, whether this belief was, as the Suttavibhailga puts it, only the belief of 
"people" which the Buddhist monks and.nuns were enjoined to take into account in 
their behaviour, or whether it was, in the earliest period, still shared by the Buddhist 
monks and nuns themselves, or had at least not yet been abandoned by them on a 
conscious or theoretical level. As for earth, I cannot so far present any additional 
evidence. But as far as pIa n t s are concerned, the S u t tap ita k a contains 
some interesting passages to be discussed in the following chapter (IV). 

(8.2) that fire, too, falls under the category "living being" (iiva); Suy I.7.6b (JAS § 386): niwiivao 
aga/;i tiviitaijjii. 

338 Ayars p. 4,6ff (cp. also Ayars p. 58, and Bhatt 1989, 136); Dasav 6.33-36; lO.2cd. 
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IV. Fu.rther Su.ttapi¥ika Material 

19.1 Among the materials from the Suttapitaka the K 11 tad an ta Sermon 
is of special interest because it is not concerned with monks' morals but with that of 
a I a y man. In this sermon, the sacrifice of a great king of the past is described. 
This sacrifice is characterized as superior to the traditional ones because the only 
offerings were things like butter, curds and molasses, but no cows, goats, sheep, etc., 
were killed (hannirrzsu) [as sacrificial victims], no animate beings (piiiJa) suffered 
death (sanghiitarrz iipajjirrzsu), not r e e s were felled (chijjirrzsu) for being used as 
sacrificial posts, and n a darbha g r ass was cut (liiyirrzsu) to strew it over the 
sacrificial ground.339 This clearly presupposes that felling trees and cutting grass are 
acts of hirrzsii, of injuring or killing, and that plants, too, are living beings. 

19.2 However, in this case one might argue that the text, dealing with the pre
Buddhist past, presupposes not the - in a sense "modern" - Buddhist point of view 
but rather the older, Vedic belief. Besides, one might argue that the divergence of the 
Buddhist view from this older belief is signalized by the fact that the text uses the 
word 'piilJa', i.e., "animate beings",- a n I y with regard to ani m a I s (either 
summing up or supplementing the preceding statement), and hence virtually 
e x c Iud e s p I ant s from this category. On the other hand, as pointed out 
above (§ 6.2.2) the use of 'piilJa' for animals only, or animals and men, is not 
specifically Buddhist; and although this use (as well as the use of different verbs for 
killing/destroying?40 may, to be sure, indicate an awareness of some difference 
between plants and animals, it does not necessarily imply an exclusion of plants from 
the realm of living or sentient beings. 

20.1 On the other hand, 'piilJa' is, both in Buddhist and Jaina sources, also used 
in a way which suggests com pre hen s i v e n e s s , e.g. in phrases like 
" all sattas, piilJas, bhutas" (BuddhistY41 or "a 11 piilJas, bhutas, }7vas, sattas" 
(Jaina).342 There is no reason to accept the differentiating interpretation of later 

339 DN I 141. The corresponding passage in the Chinese DTrghagama (T vol. I, 100b5ft) lacks 
the reference to trees and plants, stating only that no cows and sheep nor any other sentient beings 
were killed, the only offerings being butter, etc. 

340 Viz. haflflbpsu and salightltalfl iipajjilflsu in the case of animals but chijjilflsu and li1yilflsu in 
the case of plants. Cpo also § 6.2.2 (end) and n. 119, and the fact that SB 11.1.2.1 uses han in 
connection with both animals and pIa n t s and grains. 

341 E.g. Vin II 110 = AN II 73: sabbe sattii sabbe piiTJii sabbe bhiitii. Cpo n. 7! 

342 ,E.g., Ayars p. 5,6: sawesilfl piiTJiiTJalfl, sawesilfl bhiiyiiTJaIfl, sawesilfl jlviiTJalfl, sawesilfl 
sattiiTJalfl; Say II.7.13 and IS (lAS ed. §§ 852 and 854). Cpo also MN I 407 andDN I 53: sabbe sattii 
sabbe piiTJii sabbe bhiitii sabbe jlvii (in the description of Ajivika doctrines; the Ma. version has 
omitted 'fiva' even in this context: Vin.Ma. t ce 241b3; che 236b7; ke 24b6 [cpo Vogel 1970,12 and 
24; H. Eimer, Rab tu 'byUl\ ba'i gii, Wiesbaden 1983, pt. 2, 63]; T vol. 23, 1025a27f [at T vol. 23, 
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commentators.343 It is much more probable that originally in these phrases the terms 
are used as quasi-synonyms, with a tendency towards co-extensiveness,344 or at least 
no stress on specific delimitations. This would mean that for the Jainas in such a 
context 'piil)a' would tend to include even the element-beings, and at any rate plants 
(and seeds).345 However, the crucial question for the problem under discussion is 
whether there are any materials proving or at least indicating that in earliest 
Buddhism, too, such comprehensive formulas may include even p I ant s, and, 
what is more, that even the unambiguous term 'piilJa' may comprise them. Actually, 
the Suttapitaka does contain some passages using 'piilJa' in a broader sense which are 
of greatest importance in this connection. 

20.2 Especially in old verse texts, but occasionally also in prose suttas,346 we 
find references to the mob i I e (tasa) and s tat ion a r y (thiivara),347 or 
to the mobile and stationary beings (bhuta).348 The context is always349 that a 

693a2f, there are only two terms, and the SkI. at Sanghabh II 222,7 has only sarve bhiitiiJ;.]). 

343 E.g., AyarViv 47,33ff (ad Ayars p. 5,6t); PS.III 120 (ad MN I 407); Sv 1161 (ad DN I 53). 
Cpo Schubring 1935, 133; Vogel 1970, 24 n. 25. 

344 Cpo Dasav 6.10-11, where 'pii~la' and )zva' are obviously used coextensively (jiivanti loe 
p ii IJ ii ... , te ... na haIJe ... ; savva- j z v ii vi icchanti jlviurrz ... " tamhii p a IJ a -vaharrz ... 
vajjayarrzti ... ). 

345 Cpo also Bhatt i989, 138. 

346 SN IV 351 (see n. 347, Q); SN V 393 (see ib., f); SHT V Kat.-Nr. 1103 (see ib., g). 

347 ~) Sn 967: mettaya phasse tasa-thiivarani; 12) SN I 141: nikkhittadaIJifo tasa-thiivaresu; line 
seems to be missing in SA, (T vol. 2, 27c); £) SN IV 117: kodhabhibhiitaputhu-attada~lifa vira
jjhilmana tasa-thCivaresu(Nal.-ed.: virajjamana sataIJhCita~lhesu); line seems to be missing in sA, (T 
vol. 2, 63c); Q) SN IV 351 (after metta-bhavana): so (sc. ariyasava/w) itt pa{isarrzcikkhati: ... na 
kirrzci vyabadhemt tasarrz va thavararrz va; cpo T vol. 1, 447b20f (MA., [Sa.]): :f!tT-11! i!!: fiti,W;;r:;fiti, 
~'i&'l!ffi~--Wi!!:ml; f) SN V 393 (so (sc. ariyasava/w) evarrzpajanati: avyapajjhaparame (v.l. 
'bajjha') khvaharrz deve sUIJami; na ca kho panaharrz kiflci vyabadhemi tasarrz va thavararrz val; cpo 
T vol. 2, 216b14f and c27f (SA, [MiL]): :m ... tt: (~) i!!:rJl~'Mf~:1i, T-ilgllil\j'[;; f) MN II 105 = 
Th 876: na hi jatu so mamarrz hirrzse aflflarrz va pana kaflcinarrz, ... rakkheyya tasathCivare; g) SHT 
V, Kat.-Nr. 1103 R2+4: avyavaddhyarama viharataJ;. (read 'ta) ("delight always in [the attitude of] 
not doing harm! ") ... < I> .,. anena ... I I lei! (restore to na kil]1lkaifcil?) lake vyapadayi~atha trasQrrz 
vii sthlivaral!l val. 

348 Sn 394 (see n. 428); Sn 629 = Dhp 405 (see n. 357, also for parallels). Needless to say that 
'bhiita' is used in these passages in a wider sense than at Pac. 11. 

349 For an exception in a different genre see Ja V 221, 7f (gathil 527.91), where a person states that 
he is ready to accept (paccupadissiimi; 225,15f: = sampaticchissiimi) all suffering, etc., just as the 
earth [accepts, or endures, everything] from the mobile and stationary (pathavz yatha thiivarallarrz 
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Buddhist - not only a monk350 but according to some passages also a pious 
layman351 - should not kill or injure352 or oppress353 them, but should rather' 
protect them354 and suffuse them with friendship and benevolence (mettii). 355 

20.3 It would seem that at kast oppressing and suffusing with benevolence do 
not make sense except with regard to living, nay sentient beings,356 and that hence 
both the mobile and the s tat ion a r y beings must be living, sen tie n t 
beings. But Prajfiavarman, in his commentary on one of the~ verses concerned/57 
takes only the mobile beings to be the living beings, whereas the stationary" beings are 
for himi n sen tie n t things (*acetana).358 And he adds a quotation according 
to which one should not harbour injurious thoughts even towards a burnt stump of a 

tasanalfl; for the gen. - unless elliptic - cpo v. Hiniiber 1968, § 262). 

350 Sn 967 (cp. Sn 964b and 975b: bhikkhu); SN I 141 (cp. the 2nd and the 5th verse: bhikkhu); 
Sn 704 (cp. 703d: muni); SHT V, Kat.-Nr. 1103 (see n. 347) (instruction to monks, cpo Rl: 
bhik~avo). 

351 Sn 394 (see 393a: g a hat t h a -vattalfl pana vo vadami); at SN IV 351 (see n. 347), the 
person to whom spiritual advise is given is a layman (viz. a gamaIJi); cpo also IV 350 ktimesu 
micchacaralfl pahtiya (not abrahmacariyalfl, as in the case of monks). 

352 Sn 394 (Ila hfilne, etc.: see n. 428); 629 (nidhaya 4aIJ4alfl, -na hanti: see n. 357); SN I 141 
(nikkhittadaIJ40: see n. 347); SN IV 117'(virajjhamana [reproved behaviour]: see n. 347). 

353 SN IV 351 and V 393 (vyabtidhemi: see n. 347). 

354 MN II 105 = Th 876 (see n. 347). 

355 Sn 967 (see n. 347); 146f (see n. 362). Cpo also SN IV 351 (see n. 347). 

356 Cpo Wezler 1986, 455 ("hilflsa, taken to mean injury done to a I i v i n g b e i n g 
[spacing mine)); cpo also ib. 464. Cpo also Paramattbamafijusa on VisM IX.7, stating that metta- or 
karuIJa-bhavana do not succeed if a d e a d person is taken as their object, because such a person 
cannot be procured well-being (na hi mata-puggalo hit{tpasalflhararaho) nor be freed from suffering. 

357 Viz. Uv,33.47: 'gro ba dan ni gnas pa yil I'byun po chad pas mi gcod cin! Igsod med (v.1. 
byed) gsod du mi 'jug del Ibram ze yin par nas gsuns soil. The Central Asian Skt. version reads (UV 

33.36:) nik~iptadaIJ4alfl bhilte~u trase~u sthtivare~u cal yo na hand hi bhiltani bravlmi brtihmalJalfl 
hi tamll. Cpo also Dhp 405 = Sn 629 (nidhaya daiJ4alfl bhiltesu tasesu thavaresu calyo na hanti na 
ghateti, tam ahalfl brilmi brahmalJalfll/) and GandharY Dharmapada (ed. Brough) 1.18 (similar). Ace. 
to M. Balk, Untersuchungen zum Udiinavarga, diss. Bonn 1988,487, the Skt. on which Uv, is based 
read nidhaya in pacta a, and in pada c, like Bernhard's old ms. NF, na hilflsayati na ghtitayati (though 
gsod is more likely to correspond to han than to hiIflS). 

358 UvViv II, 1020,18: gaJi la ie na I 'gro ba dan (= trase~u) ies bya ba smos te < I> srog dan 
bcas pa dag la'o II-gnas pa'i (= sthtivare~u) ies bya ba ni sems med pa'o II. . 
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tree, let alone embodied beings endowed with mind (*savijfiiinaka-dehin).359 To be 
sure, this interpretation fits in quite well with the fact that in Buddhism malevolent 
thoughts are evil, it is true, because they may lead to injuring others, but no less 
because of their negative s p i r i t u a I effect on the very person who nourishes 
feelings of hatred - poisoning his heart, so to speak -, and under this aspect"it does 
not matter much whether the object of malevolent thoughts is sentient or insen
tient. 360 Nevertheless, PrajfHivarman's interpretation, though reasonable if the verse 
commented upon by him is seen in isolation, is not acceptable. For in the Pilli 
tradition, the mobile and stationary beings are, in similar contexts, occasionally 
expressly called "a n i mat e beings" (p ii IJ a 361 or piilJabhu(tar2).Hence, 
not only the mobile but a Iso the s tat ion a r y beings must be understood as 
I i v i n g, hence probably sentient beings. This is in fact supported by the 
commentators of the Pilii tradition, who take the tasa and thiivara to comprise all 
sentient beings (satta),363 and this is corroborated even by one of the occurrences in 
the Sanskrit tradition. 364 

20.4 But then the problem arises how to c h a r act e r i z e these two classes 
of animate beings, especially the stationary ones. 

20.4.1 According to the Pilii commentaries, the tasa are those animate beings who 
are still under the sway of Thirst or Desire (tasilJii, talJhii) and offear (bhayabherava), 
i.e., 0 r din a r y beings, whereas the thiivara, the stationary ones, are those who 
are free from thirst and fear, i.e., the s a i n t s .365 This means that 'tasa' is either 

359 UvViv II, 1020,21ff:ji skad du I sdon dum tshigpa ia yan sems kyis gllod par mi bya lIa TlIam 
par ses pa dan idall pa 'i ius call ia ita smos kyan ci dgos ies gswis pa ita bu '0 II. 

360 Cp., in this connection, MPSMah 460a15ff, expressing the idea that mowing grass or felling 
trees with an evil or hateful mind leads to hell because. of the hatred involved, even though mowing 
grass or felling trees by itself is not bad karma (460bI8f). 

361 Sn 704: aviruddho asiiratto piilJesu tasathiivare; on the basis of this line, there is good reason 
to assume that in Sn 394 (see n. 428), too, the stationary and mobile beings (bhiita) of padas cd may 
not have been felt to be different from the piilJa in pada a. 

362 Sn 146f: ye keci piilJabhiit' atthi tasii vii thiivarii v' allavasesii, ... sabbe te bhavalltu sukhitattii. 
On piilJabhiilpiilJabhiita, to be derived from Skt. priilJabhrt, see K. R. Norman, Pali Lexicographical 
Studies IV, in: Journal of the Pali Text Society 11 (1987), 39f [When presenting my lecture in Kyoto, 
I had overlooked this article; it was kindly pointed out to me by F. Enomoto J. 

363 Th-a III 61 (ad Th 876): tasathiivare ti sabb' eva satte. 

364 Upasenasiitra (E. Waldschmidt, Von Ceylon bis Turfan, G5ttingen 1967, 342) v. 26cd: 
sarvvasatve:fu me maltTl ye ttrasiil} sthiivariis ca yell (Bower-ms.: ... ye satvii triisasthiivariil} 
jalflgamiil/); T vol. 2, 61b5 (SA,): ... 1i;W;~~;W; (with v.I.;' text: • instead of ;W;). 

365 E.g., Nidd I 488; Nidd II 221; Th-a ad Th 876; Ps III 341 (ad MN II 105); Spk I 207 (ad SN 
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derived from the root t!~ "to be thirsty" or from tras in the sense of "to tremble with 
fear", taken in a metaphorical sense, and that 'thavara' is also taken in a metaphorical' 
sense, namely that of spiritual and emotional stability,366 and referred to hum an 
beings.367 

20.4.2 However, in a historical perspective I cannot help having problems with this 
interpretation of the expression "tasa and thavara animate beings". For, this 
expression is quite frequent in Jaina sources,368 where it can hardly mean anything 
but "mobile and stationary animate beings" in ali t era I sense. 369 As the term 
"mobile animate beings" occurs frequently in contexts where it definitely means, 
primarily,370 the ani m a Is - including the tiniest ones - in contrast to 
elements and plants,37! the term "stationary animate beings" (thiivara palJa) cannot 
but refer to non-animal life, i.e., perhaps, the elements, especially earth and 
water,372 but certainly and primarily to (seeds and) p I ant s .373 The dichotomy 

1141) and II 398 (ad IV 117). Cpo also the reading of the Nal.-ed. at SN IV 117 (see n. 347) which 
has clearly arisen under the influence of commentarial exegesis. 

366 Cpo also the Chinese renderings of t(r)asa and (s)thlivara as "afraid and not afraid" (MA, 
447b21: see n. 347; sA, 61b5: see n. 364) and "afraid and at ease" (SA, 216b15 and c28: see n. 347). 
Cpo also the Ch. rendering of Uv 33.36b (see n. 357) in T vol. 4, 772a27 and 798c15 ("causing 
[them] not to be afraid"); the commentary at 772bl even shows the opposition "having fear" and 
"living in peace". 

367 T vol. 4, 772a27 actually translates bhiita at Uv 33.36a (see n. 357) by "men" (A), but 79Sc15 
has "sentient beings" (rf'\]lJ). 

368 E.g., Dasav 5.1.5 (hilJlsejja pa~zabhiiyairrz tase aduva thlivare); 6.10 (javanti Zoe pa~la tasa 
aduva thlivara, te ... Ila haf}e ... ); 6.24 (sallt' ime suhuma paf}a tasa aduva thlivarli); Utt 5.8b and 
19.59d; Say 1.1.4.8; 1.5.1.4ab ( ... tase pa~lif}o thlivare yaje hirrzsati ... ); 1.6.4b; etc. 

369 Cp., e.g., Jacobi's rendering at Utt 5.8b ("movable and immovable beings"), or Schubrings 
translation at Dasav 5.1.5 ("moving or immovable beings"). AyarViv 45,7 (ad AyarN 153) says 
trasallat spa Il d a Il a t trasalJ.. - At Ayars 5, 8f, the context suggests the nuance "getting 
frightened [very often]" (cp. Bhatt 1989, 137), but this would seem to be a secondary one. Both 
meaning~ at SayViv 277,11 (ad Say II.7.11): bhaya-caZallabhyarrz upapetas trasa{lJ). 

370 Si~ce men, let alone heavenly beings and hell-beings, are not in the foreground of ahirrzsa 
contexts, the ascetic being mainly confronted with the problem to avoid killing animals, and especially 
tiny ones at that. 

371 E.g. Dasav 4 (p. 5f, esp. 6,9ft); 8.2 (see n. 106; cpo also 8.12); Say 1.7.1 (pu4havi ya aii 
agaf}i ya vaii taf}a-rukkha-biya ya t a say a p a f} a); cpo also Say II.2.6 (JAs § 696[1]), 
presupposing that the. tasa paf}a are usually killed because one wants their skin, flesh, blood, heart, 
bile, feathers, tail, horns, teeth, etc. 

on Cpo Schubring 1935,96 and 143 (+ n. 5, pointing out disagreement concerning fire and wind; 
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(though not the terminology) goes back to Vedic times,374 and is common also in 
Hindu sources. 375 And not only in Hindu376 but even in later Buddhist377 sources 
'sthavara' occurs in the sense of."plant". It is difficult to imagine that any listener at 
the time of earliest Buddhism would have understood the fairly common expression 
"tasa and thiivara" (or "tasa and thiivara beings, or animate beings") in a different 
sense/78 and hence I for one do not find it probable that they were used differently 
without any explicit warning. It is much more probable that they were used in the 
same sense,379 and that it was only at a somewhat later date that the notion of 
stationary animate beings was found to be at variance with the Buddhist doctrine -
consolidated in the meantime - that plants are not animate beings, and that therefore 
either this concept or even both were rei n t e r pre ted in the commen
taries. 3W This was done in two entirely different ways by Prajii.avarman and by the 

cpo also SIlailka's explanation ad Say 1.6.4 (SayViv 96,32: thavara = earth, water, plants) against 
his comment on Say 1.10.2 (SayViv 126,10: tasa restricted to beings with more than one sense
faculty, hence not comprising fire and wind), and his synthesizing remarks in his commentary on 

AyarN 153 (AyarViv 45,8). 

J73 Cpo Schubring 1935, 96 and 143. The thiivara palJa are unambiguously plants (in contrast to 
animals treated in the preceding paragraph: see n. 371) at Say II.2.7 (lAs § 696[2]) where various 
kinds are enumerated. Cpo also Deleu 1970, p. 135. 

374 Cp., e.g., ~V l.115.1d = AV 13.2.35d (jagatas tasthu~asca); ~V 1.80.14 (sthiijagac cal; 
1.58.5 (sthatus caratha1[l bhayate ... ); 4.53.6 (jagatalJ sthatur ubhayasya); cpo also Svetasvatara
Upani~ad 3.18 (sthiivarasya carasya cal. Bollee (1977, 126) refers to ~V 1.72.6 pasiin ca sthiitfl1 
caratha1[l capahi (Geldner: "die Tiere und alles was steht und geht"; for the unusual pI. sthiitfn see 
AiGr III, 204, and H. Oldenberg, ~gveda, Textkritische und exegetische Noten, vol. 1 (Berlin 1909), 
76). [Some of the passages were, some years ago, kindly communicated to me by Prof. A. Mette.] 

375 In the Mahabhiirata, even the terms' trasal sthavara' themselves are found: 3.185.28 (trasana1[l 
sthavaralJa1[l ca, yac ceJiga1[l yac ca neligati); 12.9.19 (gaccha1[ls trasa-sthavara-varjakalJ); 13.26.24 
(trasanaJ?1 sthiivaral.la1[l ca ... bhaya1[l tyajet). More frequent is the pair sthavaraljaJigama (e.g. Manu 
1.41; MBh 14.94.18 ()\lsdorf 1961, 595f: "Tiere und Pflanzen")), besides canlcara (e.g. Manu 5.44). 

376 E.g. Manu 1.46; PDhSg p, 42,10f. 

377 E.g., MHrd IX. 139; Tlv 361a3 (read brtanpa). 

378 Cpo also the addition ofjaJigama<lJ> in the Bower ms. (see n. 364), which, exceeding the 
metre, is obviously a gloss on trasa (miswritten as trasa in the ms.). 

379 Thus already M. Winternitz, Der altere Buddhismus nach Texten des Tipitaka, Tiibingen 1929, 
84 and 81 (cp. H. Tauscher in: Scholz 1989, 196 n. 12). Cpo also, e.g., K. R. Norman, The Group 
of Discourses, vol. I (London 1984), 24 (v. 146: "moving or still"); 65 (v. 394); 106 (v. 629). 

380 At Hi V 225, 16f, this reinterpretation is even applied to Ja 221,8 (see n. 349) where it looks 
still more far-fetched than in the other contexts, the natural meaning being that the earth patiently 
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PaIi commentators: The former has (even though he does not specifically mention 
plants) basically preserved the original content of the expression "stationary beings'" 
but denies their sentience, whereas the latter (as well as some Chinese translators)38! 
have kept the aspect of sentience but abandoned the original meaning of "stationary". 
It is, by the way, interesting that even among contemporary Asian Buddhists their 
reinterpretation has not remained undisputed, a Sri Lankan monk suggesting that the 
stationary animate beings are special oceanic animals like sea-anemones, 382 

21.1 Anyway, there is yet another passage where plants are - I should say: 
unequivocally - included in the category "animate beings" (peilfa): In Sn 600f£,183 
a series of verses is introduced by the remark that what follows is an explication of 
how species of animate beings (pGlJa) are distinguished from one another/84 namely 
by specific biological characteristics (liizga7(ljGtimcrya7(l), in contrast to the social (i.e. 
caste) distinctions established in human society (more precisely: in Brahmanical Indian 
society).385 The explication then starts with pIa n t s ,386 which are quite obvi
ously regarded as part of the animate beings (pGlJa), just like the animals treated 
subsequently.387 

21.2 The commentary388 wonders why the text starts with plants when it 
should, according to its introductory verse, explicate the distinctive marks of 

endures everything from all creatures inhabiting it: animals and men as well as p I ant s . 

381 See n. 366. 

382 Maithri Murthi 1986,5 (slightly modified on the basis of additional oral information from M, 

Maithri Murthi), 

383 = MN II 196. 

384 Sn 600: tesa'!l va aha'!l vyakkhissa'!l ." jiitivibhanga'!l piii;iina'!l ", 

385 Sn 607ff. The main purport of the sutta is not, of course, to point out the different species of 

animate beings but to dispute the legitimacy of the artificial cas t e hierarchy based on b i r t h 
and not on specific biological characteristics, and to advocate, instead, a m 0 r a I "hierarchy" based 
on what a person doe s . 

386 Sn 601: til.zarukkhe pi jiiniitha; ... linga'!l jiitimaya'!l tesa'!l, at!J1a-m-amw hi jiitayo. 

387 S n 602 -606. 

388 Sn-a II 464: ({ ... piilliina'!ljiitivibhange kathetabbe "tii;arukkhe pijiiniithiJ" ti anupii.dii;~zakana'!l 
tiiva kathetu'!l iiraddho; ta'!l kimattham» iti ce: upiidii;i;esu sukhalliipQliattha'!l; anupii.dii;i;esu hi 
jiitibhede gahite upiidii;i;esu so piika{ataro hoti. The term "appropriated" (upii.dii;i;a) refers to 

"biological" appropriation of matter by mind, an act by which matter is constituted as the living body 
of a sentient being, Accordingly, "unappropriated" material phenomena (among which the text, as a 
matter of course, includes plants) are insentient. 
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ani mat e beings; i.e., animals, and suggests that this is apr 0 p a e d e uti -
c a I device, facilitating instruction with regard to the animals. But this is surely 
not the nat u r a I way of understanding the situation. It is the understanding of 
one who pre sup p 0 s e s the view that plants are definitely not animate 
beings, and who hence thinks that the text cannot by any means have intendend them 
to be included among the latter. The only nat u r aI, unbiased way of under
standing the text is to accept that it does precisely this, namely, that it takes for 
granted that plants form a group among animate beings (piilJa). 

21.3 In the light of this passage, then, in all probability, the above-mentioned 
expression 'tasa-thiivarii piilJii', too, was, also in earliest Buddhism, understood as 
"mobile and s tat ion a r y animate beings", the stationary animate beings 
being the pIa n t s . . 
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v. Evaluation of the Evidence 

22.1 In order to evaluate the evidence adduced and discussed in the preceding 
chapters (II-IV), it may be useful to recapitulate the main results concerning plants: . 

22.1.1 In the Patimokkhasutta (pac. 11) as well as in the Suttapitaka, monks (and 
nuns) are expressly enjoined to abstain from destroying or injuring (seeds and) plants 
(§§ 4.1-4.3). 

22.1.2 The original introductory story to Pac. 11 in the Sutta- or Vinayavibhailga 
states that this rule is motivated by the fact that p e 0 pie would mind the monks 
destroying plants since they (i.e. the p e 0 pie) regard them as living beings (§ 
5.4). 

22.1.3 This seems to imp 1 y that the monks the m s e 1 v e s did not 
share this belief, but we cannot be sure that this was the case from the outset since the 
Sutta- or Vinayavibhailga belongs to a somewhat later period than the Patimokkhasutta 
itself (§ 5.5). . 

22.1.4 The investigation of further Vinaya materials (ch. III) does not carry 
beyond these results but it confirms them. Besides, it yields similar results with regard 
to earth, but shows that in the case of water the situation is different (practically no 
"water ahil'{lsii", and no mention of people regarding water as a living being). 

22.1.5 In the Kiitadantasutta the ideal religious activity of a pre-Buddhist king (a 
transformation of the Vedic ritual in terms of Buddhist ethical standards, so to speak) 
is stated to have dispensed not only with slaughtering animals but even with destroying 
plants (§ 19.1). 

22.1.6 Yet, in this text as well as in Pac. 11 and its Suttapitaka parallel (§ 22.1.1), 
plants are, in contrast to animals, not called "animate beings" (piil}a), nor is any other 
word indicating life or sentience used. Besides, it should be noted that the expressions 
used in these passages to denote the act of destroying p I ant s (chid/lU, piitavyatii, 
samiirambha) are d iff ere n t from those used, in the corresponding passages, 
for the killing of ani mal s (and men) (cp. § 6.2.2, n. 119 and § 19.2 + n. 340), 
and are, in contrast to the latter, at least ambiguous as far as reference or non
reference to living beings is concerned (see §§ 6.1 and 7.1). 

22.1.7 On the other hand, especially in old verse texts, a few passages mention, 
as the object of abstention from killing or injuring as well as of spiritual attitudes like 
benevolence, the mobile (t(r)asa) and s tat ion a r y «(s)thiivara) animate 
beings (piil}a) (§§ 20.2ft). According to the common understanding of the pair' tasa' 1-
'thiivara' at that time, the stationary animate beings cannot but be the pia n t s (§ 
20.4.2). This is confirmed by another old verse text where the plants are in fact 
enumerated among the different species of animate beings (pal}a) (§§ 21.1t). 

22.2.1 In evaluating this evidence we should not lose sight of the fact that the 
passages including plants in the category of animate beings (pal}a) are not 
man y, and that they do so only de Jacto, a sam a t t e r 0 f c 0 u r s e , 
while there seems to be n 0 passage e x pre s sly s tat i n g that plants are 
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living, sentient beings. It is also notew'orthy that, in contrast to early Jaina texts, 
where - especially in passages where 'prllJa' means (men, etc., and) animals only 
(see § 6.2.2) - the term 'jfva' for "living beings" is fairly common in a broader sense 
including plants and even the elements, in the canonical Buddhist sources the use of 
this term for "living beings" is restricted to passages where non-Buddhist views are 
reported (See n. 7). 

22.2.2 However, as far as I can see there are, in the earlier parts of the canon,389 
n 0 passages either that e x pre s sly den y plants sentience. 39O Even the 
Suttavibhanga and Khandhaka passages that seem to imp 1 y such a denial do not 
belong to the earliest period (see § 22.1. 3). The same seems to be true of the schemes 
of the four yanis (see §§ 29.1.1 f) and the five gatis (see § 29.2). 

23 As long as the question of the historical authenticity and chronological 
stratification of the older parts of the canon remains controversial, the evidence 
concerning phints would seem to admit of different interpretations. But whichever one 
chooses, it seems that the evidence e xcI u des the existence of a dog mat i c 
den i a 1 of the sentience of plants in earliest Buddhism. 

23.1 If one starts from the presupposition that the old verse collections, and 
particularly the Suttanipata, contain the oldest layer of the Suttapitaka materials, it 
would be reasonable to take the evidence gathered from these texts to be most likely 
to represent the view of earliest Buddhism. This would mean that originally Buddhism, 
too, regarded, as a matter of course, plants as living, animate beings (PiilJa). 
Destroying or injuring plants (and seeds), prohibited by Pac. 11 and its Suttapitaka 
parallel as well as by some other Vinaya rules, would in this case originally have been 
a violation of the moral standard of an ascetic not only from the point of view of 
people but also from that of the Buddhist monks (and nuns) the m s e 1 v e s·. The 
problem one has to face in advocating this hypothesis is why and how such an 
originally positive attitude towards the sentience of plants was, later on, converted into 
its opposite. . 

23.2 On the other hand, one may presuppose that authentic information on the 
typical features of the earliest Buddhist doctrine has to be gathered, primarily, from 
the (oldest layers of the) prose suttas, and that archaic but divergent utterances in the 
old verse suttas may be borrowings or adaptations from a pre-Buddhist stock of ascetic 

389 I.e., in this connection, the four Nikayas/Agamas and the earlier verse collections, viz. Sn, 

Dhp, Ud, It and (probably) Th/Thf, and of course the Pratimok~asutra and, with the reserves stated 
in §§ 22.1.3 and 5.5, the VinayavibhaIiga and the Khandhaka/Skandhaka. 

390 A passage like T vol. 22, 339a13 [VLMa.] (see n. 92) does not really constitute an exception 

since it has no parallel in the other versions of the VinayavibhaIi.ga and since some of the 

VinayavibhaIigas, among them Vin.Ma., contain materials which, if compared with the Pali tradition, 
represent, roughly speaking, a stage of development half-way between the SuttavibhaIiga and 

Buddhaghosa's Sp. 
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poetry or even from the traditions of non-Buddhist (or originally non-Buddhist)391 
groups. One may, furthermore, assume that a positive view not only in the Vinaya' 
materials but also in the prose suttas with regard to the sentience of plants is precluded 
by the fact that they consistently392 avoid designating plants as sentient, animate or 
living beings (satta, piilJa, jlva) and even tend to use, in one and the same context, 
different terms for killing animals (and men) on the one hand and plants on the other 
(see § 22.1. 6). From this, one may conclude that the motivation of Pac. 11, etc., by 
the Suttavibhanga (see §§ 22.1.2-22.1.3) is, by and large, correct, and that the verses 
treating plants as part of animate beings (piilJa) (see § 22.1. 7) must therefore belong 
to the materials received or inspired from outside. But even in this case it is hardly 
conceivable that these verses would have been accepted and kept unmodified if the 
idea that plants are animate, sentient beings had already been categorically rejected in 
earliest Buddhism. To be sure, it may well be that the expression "mobile (tasa) and 
stationary (thiivara) animate beings" had become a kind of stock phrase for" all living 
beings", which one could use even without being explicitly aware of the fact that the 
stationary living beings cannot but be the plants; but even this would hardly have 
happened if the dogmatic denial of the sentience of the latter had already formed part 
of Buddhist thought at that time. Likewise, in case the verses Suttanipata 600ff, on the 
different species of animate beings (see § 21.1), were,in substance, adapted from 
outside, one could imagine that the doctrinal implication of the verse mentioning plants 
was passed unnoticed, so to speak. But this too would hardly have happened if 
Buddhists had dogmatically denied the sentience of plants from the outset. 

23.3 If, however, the prose and verse materials (or at least some of both, if 
stratification could demonstrate others to be of later origin) are treated as being of 
equal evidential value, there are several possibilities. One is to concede that the 
passages speaking of stationary animate beings (piilJa) or enumerating plants among 
animate beings do not limit themselves to merely expressing this in so many words, 
but also indicate a corresponding belief on the part of their Buddhist authors or 
adaptors - adding at the same time, however, that this belief is alien to the reticence 
of the other canonical sources which seem to a v· aid an inclusion of plants in the 
piilJa (and do not apply to them any other word implying life or sentience either). This 
would suggest - unless chronological sequence is introduced, which would, however, 
amount to one or the other of the positions sketched in §§ 23.1 and 23.2393 - the 
existence of two disagreeing groups. Yet, for want of explicit statements clearly 
thematizing the issue of the sentience of plants it would seem that such a disagreement 
could at best have been a I ate n t one, a mere ten den c y towards different 

391 Cpo T. Vetter, Some remarks on the older parts of the Suttanipata, in: Seyfort Ruegg and 
Schmithausen 1990, 42f and 50-52. 

392 The 'two prose passages mentioning stationary [beings] (see n. 346) may be disregarded as not 

being sufficiently explicit or/and as depending upon the verse tradition. 

393 This would, basically, also hold good in case the Buddha himself had changed his view with 

regard to the sentience of plants. 
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views. Besides, it may, to be sure, have emerged at a somewhat later date, but hardly 
in the very earliest period, which would mean: in the teaching of the Buddha himself. 
Bence, the starting point should rather be a single view: At a first glance, only two 
alternatives seem to present themselves: either to take the passages which treat plants 
as living beings as expressing the actual belief of earliest Buddhism, or to take 
reticence as the proper position of earliest Buddhism and the positive passages as not 
really meaning what they say, which would, once again, amount to positions, and 
problems, similar to those of § 23.1 and § 23.2, respectively. 

24.1 However, there is yet another, and to my mind more satisfactory possibi
lity, which is not only compatible with a synchronic interpretation of most of the 
canonical evidence but would also be applicable to, and even facilitate, diachronic 
approaches like those discussed in §§ 23.1 and 23.2.394 What I suggest is to start 
from the assumption that the scantiness and evasiveness of the evidence the earliest 
Buddhist sources yield with regard to the question of whether plants were regarded as 
living, sentient beings or not is due to the fact that they were felt to be a kind of 
b 0 r d e r - lin e cas e, and that earliest Buddhism either was not sufficiently 
i n t ere s ted in a clear-cut and explicit theoretical determination of their status, 
or even more or less deliberately ref r a i ned from it. ' 

24.2.1 In certain contexts, there was reason for, or at least no serious objection 
to, inc 1 u din g even such a border-line case: In the context of Suttanipata 600ff, 
envisaging a kind of rough but com pre hen s i v e outline of taxonomy of 
biological species, it was reasonable to mention plants, too. Likewise, in e t h i cal 
s p i r i t ua 1 i t y, in the context of developing an a I 1 - e nco m pas sin g 
attitude of universal peaceableness or benevolence, it would seem to be quite natural 
that even a border-line case, like plants, was, as a matter of course, inc Iud e d . 
The same holds good when ide a I behaviour is described. 

24.2.2 Of course, it may well be that such readiness to include plants in the realm 
of sentient beings was favoured by the less dogmatic genre of the verse suttas.395 But 
even so the contexts in which the usual reticence is abandoned are probably 
significant. And even in case we take the verses concerned to have been borrowed or 
adapted from or inspired by a pre- or non-Buddhist tradition, it may still be the 
specific context of the verses that allowed to retain stock phrases like "mobile and 
stationary animate beings" unmodified, no need for excluding a border-line case like 
plants being felt. 

394 In the case of the approach of § 23.1, the "border-line case assumption" would explain why 
the practicability aspect (see §§ 25ft) could gradually lead to increasing r~ticence with regard to the 
sentience of plants and finally to its denial. In the case of the approach of § 23.2, it would explain 
why there was no problem in retaining the expression "stationary (animate) beings" in verses 
borrowed or adapted from other traditons. 

395 For the prose passages, see n. 392. 
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24.3 In the Patimokkhasutta, on the other hand, the context in which plants have 
to be taken into consideration is one of eve r y day behaviour, regulated by rules 
of conduct that must be p r act i cab Ie. But even at this level the border-line 
case is not ignored, destroying or injuring of (seeds and) plants being declared a 
piicittiya offence. But as we have seen (§§ 6.2.1f), the Patimokkhasutta clearly 
dis tin g u ish e s between (seeds and) plants on the one hand and piilJa, 
restricted to animals, on the other. This may indicate that at least in some spheres of 
everyday life this distinction is, in fact, important. 

25 It is, to be sure, comparatively easy to practice ahirrzsii with regard to plants 
as long as wanton destruction of plants without any need or purpose is concerned. But 
there are limits in connection with the utilization of plants for f 0 0 d as well as 
other daily needs. 

25.1 To be sure, in this regard m 0 n k s and nuns are in a much better 
position than most if not all lay people. They need not destroy or injure plants by 
harvesting since they live on alms. Besides, they can also avoid destroying plants, 
seeds and even fruits by preparation (cooking, cutting, pounding) and even by chewing 
them without preparation if they accept, as they are in fact enjoined to, only such food 
as has already been made "suitable" for ascetics by a lay person (see § 12.3). But even 
for monks or nuns a problem arises when they accept food prepared expressly for 
them (uddissa-kata) or invitations (nimantana). For in such cases, the killing involved, 
at any rate of plants, would, in many cases at least,396 have been done expressly for 
feeding them, which means that one may charge them with being, albeit indirectly, 
responsible for it. Now, as is well known, this is one of the points in which Jainism 
and Buddhism have adopted different positions. Jainism strictly prohibits monks and 
nuns from accepting food expressly prepared for them (uddesiya)397 - and, so it 
seems, a/ordori from accepting invitations.398 Buddhism, on the other hand, has no 
objections to this,399 though with an important exception: mea t and f ish 400 

396 I.e., if living plants, grains or fruits are harvested or pounded, cut, cooked, etc., with the 

intention of preparing food for monks. 

397 E.g., Dasav 3.2; 5.1.55; 10.4c; Siiy 11.6.40 (lAS § 826); cpo Schubring 1935, 172. Perhaps 
a still more pertinent concept in this connection is iihiikamma, which according to Jain 1983, 70ff, 
originally means "making [food] lifeless [for the sake of a monk]", and is one of the reasons by which 
food becomes inacceptable for a Jaina ascetic, besides uddesiya, which according to Jain (Ioc.cit.) 
means food which is expressly prepared for the monk but not [or at least not necessarily? cpo n. 401 !], 
killed expressly for him. 

398 Cpo Bollee 1971, 76. 

399 E.g., Vin I 58 and 96 (nimantana; cpo also uddesa-bhatta); II 197 = III l7lf (nimantana); M 
I 77 (rejection of uddissa-kata and nimantana as features of exaggerated asceticism). 

400 In the story of Sma (Vin I 237, etc.: see n. 402) and in the tikotiparisuddha formula, "fish" 
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a monk should not accept if he knows or supposes that the animal was killed401 
- expressly for him (uddissa-kata, paticca-kamma).4lY1. The fact, however, that there 

is n 0 such restriction with regard to v e get a b 1 e food indicates that in 
Buddhism, compared with Jainism, "killing" plants is taken l",ss seriously than killing 
animals. There are other features pointing to the same direction; viz. that Buddhist 
monks and nuns are, to be sure, prohibited from directly asking a lay person to 
fell a tree or cut a fruit,403 but are allowed to ask for, the same thing in an 
indirect way, e.g., by telling lay persons that they nee d a tree Or a fruit, etc., or 
by asking them to g i v e it to them or to re n d e r it sui tab 1 e {for ascetics] 
(kappiya).404 For a Jaina monk, however, a 11 verbal references to possible 

appears to be an addition of the Pali tradition since the other versions have only "meat" (Jaworski 
1931, 107; cpo also T vol. 23, 264c27ffIVin.Sa.]). But in the five ascetic practices proclaimed by 
Devadatta (Vin II 196f: see n. 402) "fish" is missing only at Sailghabh II 259,12 (MiL), whereas in 
all other versions we find both meat and f ish: see, besides the Pali version, T vol. 22, 164a24 
(Vin.Mr.), 594b3f (Vin.Dh.) and vol. 23, 264c1 (Vin.Sa.). Cpo also passages mentioning complete 
abstention from meat and f ish as an element of exaggerated asceticism disapproved by the 
Buddha (e.g., MN 177; T vol. 1, 441c23; AKTU tu 177b7: sa mi za ba daM fla ... mi za ba; cpo 
Bollee 1971, 72 and 81). 

oW' Cpo Alsdorf 1961,563 n. 2. - Incontrast to this, uddesiya in Jaina sources (and probably also 
uddissa-kata in passages like MN I 77 (see n. 399» seems to focus on pre par a t ion expressly 
for the monk, which need not necessarily involve k i I lin g expressly for the monk, though it 
certainly does so in many cases (cp. n. 397; cpo also Siiy II.6.40f [JAs §§ 826t], stating that Jaina· 
monks avoid uddissa-bhatta on account of pity with all living beings (savvesijlviil:za dayarrhayiie), and 
because they are afraid that beings [might have been killed for them] (bhiitiibhisaJ?llaie). 

402 Vin I 237f (cp. T vol. 22, 149c19ff; 486allff; 872b4ff; vol. 23, 190b9ff; GM III.1, 236f); 
MN I 368f; cpo Vin II 197 = III 172. Cpo Alsdorf 1961, 563f; Ch. Sh. Prasad, Meat-Eating and the 
Rule of Tlkotiparisuddha, in: A. K. Narain (ed.), StudIes in Pali & Buddhism, Delhi 1979, 289ff; 
Masahiro Shimoda, «Sanshu no joniku» saiko, in: Bukkyo Bunka 22/1989, Iff, esp. 7ff. - It is 
noteworthy that the prohibition is found only in the Skandhaka and that transgression is only a dukkata 
offence. What we do find in the Pratimok~asiitra is the statement that it is a piicittiya offence when 
a monk eats fish or meat he has expressly begged for himself (pac. 39 = Vin !v.8S), but the motive 
is clearly not ahil[lsii but ascetic decorum since in this rule fish and meat are part of a list of delicious 
food (pal/ita-bhojana), along with butter, honey, milk, etc. 

403 This is clear from the fact that in the Suttavibhailga (Vin IV 34: ... rukkhal[l chindanti pi 
chediipenti pi; IV 35: bije bijasafJfJl chindati vii chediipeti vii, ... bhediipeti vii, ... paciipeti vii; cpo 
also T vol. 22, 642a2f; vol. 23, 75a27f; b9f, etc.) and even in some versions of the Pratimok~a rule 
itself (see n. 21: T 1464, Mii; cpo also Vin.Mi: T vol 22, 41c23f, and esp. 42a6: "if he has another 
person [cut a plant] by saying' cut [it]!', this is a piicittiya offence") not only cutting plants or felling 
a tree with one's own hands but also ordering others to doso is prohibited. Cpo also Sp 766, expressly 
declaring orders like" cut this tree!" to be a piicittiya offence (whereas unspecified orders like" cut 

f! tree!" are allowed(!». 

404 Vin IV 35 (aniipatti formula); T vol. 22, 42a3-5 (Vin.MI.); 642a12 (Vin.Dh.). - Even if the 
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utilization of trees or fruits are as blameworthy as references to the utilization of 
animals.405 All this would seem to indicate that in Buddhism the life or sentience of' 
plants was felt to ,be, at least, significantly inferior to, or less intense than, that of 
animals, to a degree justifying, even for monks and nuns, a conspicuous difference of 
behaviour in connection with their use. 

25.2 On the other hand, there is also a significant distinction between plants and 
w ate r which throws light on the border-line status of plants from the other side: 
Whereas a Iaina monk must receive both vegetables and w ate r from a lay 
person who has made them "suitable" (i.e. lifeless, which in the case of water means 
cooking: see § 16.3), for Buddhist monks this holds good for vegetables only (see § 
12.3), whereas they are allowed to drin.\ f res h water (provided that it is free from 
tiny animals: see § 16.3) and may even draw water themselves, without having it 
offered to them.406 This means that in the case of water, unlike plants, the old belief 
that it, too, is living and even sentient is disregarded completely.407 

25.3 This is hardly accidental. For in a tropical country being prohibited from 
drinking fresh water doubtless causes much more inconvenience than having to depend 
on alms for food. Thus it would seem that in the case of water, too, it is p r a c -
tic a b iii t y that determined Buddhism to ignore the old belief in its animateness 
and sentience. For whereas in Iainism liberation seems to depend on a punctilious 
avoidance of injuring even the most minute living beings and on severe austerity, in 
Buddhism, the decisive point is the s p i r i t u a 1 process of the eradication of 
Desire. Abstention from killing living beings is an essential presupposition for spiritual 
progress, but had to be kept within p r act i cab I e limits in order not to become 
a handicap to the main aim. To include even water in the sentient beings would pass 
beyond these limits, as is also supported by the passage from the Mahasrhanadasutta 
discussed in § 16.4. 

25.4 It would seem that also in the case of 'p I ant s it is this sense of prac
ticability of the precepts that made the Buddha, or earliest Buddhism, tend to 
disregard, in a sense, the sentience of plants in certain contexts where the practical 
difficulties it involved appeared disproportionate. Besides, if monks rejected food 
expressly prepared for them, this may even have annoyed lay people striving for 
merit; and to prohibit monks from accepting invitations would have deprived the 
Sangha from an excellent opportunity for religious instruction. 

aniipatti formula may be comparatively late, in the present case the pattern of behaviour it testifies 
to is at least symptomatic of what appears to have been a typical feature of the Buddhist attitude (in 
contrast to the Jaina one) more or less from the outset. 

405 Dasav 7.26-35. 

406 Pac. 40(Vin IV 90): see n. 314. 

407 Cpo also § 38.3. 
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26.1 The problem of practicability would seem to be even more urgent in the 
. case of 1 a y people. To be sure, for peasants it may even be difficult to avoid killing 
ani mal s, at least small animals like dew-worms living in the soil. But if such 
unintentional killing is disregarded, even peasants confining themselves to agriculture, 
let alone people living in the cities, have a chance to keep the precept not to kill as 
long as one thinks of animals only. But as soon as seeds and pIa n t s come in, 
matters become very difficult. Peasants can hardly do without harvesting, and even 
townspeople (except perhaps wealthy persons who have all preparation of food done 
by servants), when preparing food, will have to cut, pound, cook, etc., vegetables, 
grain and fruits. Besides, they need wood for construction, etc. Hence, also in 
connection with the everyday life of lay people there is good reason for a dis
tin c t ion between animals and plants, and the monks could not remain indifferent 
to the matter since some of the "killing" of plants by lay people was done expressly 
for the monks or even suggested by them (see § 25.1). 

26.2 This requirement has been recognized not only in Buddhism but also in 
J a i n ism. For even there, the basic commandments are, at least from a certain 
time onward, confined to the prohibition of gross killing or injuring (thulago 
piil}iiiviiyo, sthUlii hi1J1sii), i.e., killing ani mal s , 408 whereas destruction of 
pIa n t s forms part of subtle injuring abstention from which is obligatory for the 
ascetic only. But since Jainism does not in any form weaken or ignore the idea that 
plants, too, are living, sentient beings, a 11 forms of injuring or killing them cannot 
but be bad karma. Hence, the Jaina layman also is expressly enjoined to avoid 
destruction, particularly pointless destruction, of plants, too, as far as possible,409 
and for this reason Jainas try to refrain from professions like agriculture410 and tend 
to be businessmen.411 Bud d his m, on the other hand, not only came to 
achieve vast diffusion in cities but it also spread to country people, i.e., in the Indian 
context, mainly pea san t s. In accordance with this, its position with regard to 
the destruction or injuring of plants by lay people is (or has at least come to be) much 
more reserved. To be sure, unnecessary destruction of plants is occasionally 
disapproved even in the case of lay people.412 But on the whole, Buddhism appears 

40' Williams 1983, 65f. Cpo Siiy II.7.6ff (JAs ed. §§ 846ft), esp. 8 (§ 847), 10 (§ 849), 13f (§ 
852t) and 17 (§ 856); Viyab. (JAS ed.) § VII. 1.7 = p. 274,13-16 (cp. Deleu 1970, 131, VII 13b). 

409 Williams 1983,66. Cpo also, e.g., Siiy II.7.18 (JAs ed. § 857) and II.7.27 (JAs § 865[2]): 

thiivani piilpi, jehif[! samaiJovasagassa arrhae darrufe alJikkhitte, a IJ a t t h a e darrufe 
IJ i k k hit t e; Viyab. (JAs ed.) § VII. 1.8 = p. 274,17ff (cp. Deleu 1970, 131, VII 13b). 

410 Williams 1983, 118; 122. 

411 v. G1asenapp 1925, 321ff. 

412 Cpo the passage from the Kii!adantasutta (§ 19.1), destroying plant life for r i t u a I purposes 
obviously being, in this text, regarded as unnecessary. Cpo also the passage from Aris 1990 referred 

to in n. 420. Cpo also n. 418. 
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to deliberately a v 0 i d arousing, in lay people, qualms in connection with a 
moderate413 utilization of plants for f 0 0 d -and other basic needs. Though hiy , 
people, in a sense, save the monk the trouble to "kill" plants and seeds, this "killing" 
is obviously p I aye d dow n. To be sure, Buddhism-has by no means abolished 
inhibition altogether. E.g., there are several passages blaming the felling or injuring 
of a tree whose shade or fruits one has benefited from, as an act of illoyalty or in
gratitude.414 Besides, as already mentioned in § 5.3, Buddhism has kept the popular 
belief that trees, especially large ones, are inhabited by tree deities commonly believed 
to resent and avenge the felling of their abode. But on the other hand Buddhism also 
seems to have contributed to awe a ken i n g of inhibition by contriving, or 
adapting, pacificatory ceremonies asking the tree deity to consent to the felling of the 
tree415 or to shift to another tree,416 and by advocating the idea that it is the "moral 
norm of a tree" (rukkhadhammat 17 that the deity inhabiting it does not get angry 
when people fell its tree or injure it in order to use it. 41S And, as Maithri Murthi419 

413 Rut hie s s exploitation would seem to be stigmatized at Ja IV 35lf, where merchants are 
punished because they are not content with cutting the branches of a tree in order to obtain various 
useful things but finally even cut its roots. 

414 E.g., Pv IT.9.1ff, where a person who, pretending to need the stem, fells a tree the shade of 
which he has enjoyed is called an evil person breaking friendship (mittadubbho papako; cpo also Ja 
IV 352 [see n. 413], esp. verse 196) and ungrateful (cp. verse 7: kataflflutli); cpo also AN III 369 (see 
n. 420). Cpo BN n. 38. - The idea that a useful tree has to be treated as a friend or partner (as long 
as it is not re-interpreted in terms of tree deities different from the tree) would no doubt fit in with 
the belief that plants, too, are sentient, at least as a border-line case. But it may as well be explained 
as an ad hoc adoption of a popular view or as an ad hoc personification,-with little if any significance 
for the general view of earliest Buddhism on the question of the sentience of plants. 

415 Ja IV 153f. 

416 T vol. 23, 776a13ff; vol. 24, 576c23ff. 

417 This expression may indicate that originally the idea stems from a period or ambiance where 
trees themselves, and not only the deities inhabiting them, were still regarded as sentient beings. 

418 AN III 370; Sp 759. Though at AN III 370 the rukkhadhamma is stated to demand, of a tree 
deity, not to become displeased when people utilize parts of the tree for fulfilling their nee d s , 
yet in the con t ext what the tree deity had become upset by was an act of wan ton injuring 
of its tree (though only a minor one). Not to become angry even at wanton injury is, of course, in line 
with the Buddhist ethics, of patience, but explicitly stating that even trees or tree deities have to behave 
in this way.surely considerably weakens people's inhibitions to destroy or injure them. Tb be sure, 
the text only blames the tree deity's reaction but does not, thereby, automatically sanction the wanton 
injury inflicted on the tree; but it does not explicitly stigmatize it either; it is only the tree deity that 
calls the perpetrator a wicked (papa) person. 

419 Maithri Murthi 1986, 62. 
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states, villagers in Sri Lanka, though regarding plants to be, somehow, living beings, 
yet do not consider cutting them to be bad k a r ma . Actually, I for one do 
not know of any passage in a classical Buddhist text where cutting plants in general, 
and especially in the context of food and other daily needs, is explicitly stated to be 
bad karma.42o In somewhat later texts, it is, occasionally, even expressly confirmed 
that destroying or damaging plants, though an offence in the case of monks, is none 
for ordinary people (lokassa anavajja'!l)421,422 or that mowing grass or felling trees 
is not bad karma.423 This presupposes that the sentience' of plants is denied or at 
least completely disregarded, once again for the sake of practicability. 

26.3 In view of the vital significance the problem has for lay people, especially 
those living on agriculture, one might even consider the possibility that it was 
primarily for the i r sake that even the early Buddhist texts are, on the whole, so 
conspicuously reticent with regard to the animateness or sentience of plants. Such an 
as_sumption would seem to be supported by the fact that abstention from injuring seeds 
and plants is not even included among the additional, rather ascetic than moral 
restrictions lay people have to observe on uposatha days.424 On the other hand, it 
may be important to note that among the passages speaking of "mobile (tasa) and 
s tat ion a r y (thiivara) (animate) beings" (§ 20.2ft) - of which most deal, to be 
sure, with the spiritUal attitude or behaviour of monks425 or are at least un
specified426 - two or three refer to 1 a y men 427 and, what is more, not merely 
to their spiritual attitude but to their b e h a v i 0 u r. The most explicit one is Sn 
394, which is of foremost importance in our context since it formulates the first 
Precept for householders (gaharrha, see Sn 393), stating that, abstaining from violence 
with regard to all beings, mobile and s tat ion a r yanes, he should not 

420 Cpo also T vol. 51, 438b4, stating that it is not heard [in any authoritative Buddhist text] that 
in the case of insentient beings [like plants, destroying them is an act which] has a [karmic] result. 
However, M. Aris (1990, 99) reports a passage from a Bhutanese school textbook where 
nee die s s injury inflicted upon a tree is described as 'sinful'. Cpo also AN III 369 where a person 
who has wantonly injured a tree after having benefited by its fruits is called "wicked" (papa) by the 
tree deity (cp. n. 418). As for Sn 394, see § 26.3. 

421 Cpo n. 93. 

422 Mil 266,26f. 

423 T vol. 12, 460b17-19 (MPSMah). 

424 E.g., AN IV 250; Sn 400f = AN IV 254, etc. 

425 See § 20.2 + n. 350. 

426 E.g., Sn 629 = Dhp 405 (see n. 357): the true brahmin. 

427 See § 20.2 + n. 351. 
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k ill any animate being, nor have them killed, nor consent to others killing 
them.428 If my interpretation of the stationary animate beings as p I ant s (§' 
20.4.2) is correct, the verse would seem to express the view that even in the case of 
Buddhist lay followers the precept not to kill or injure is not confined to (men and) 
animals but includes plants as well. To be sure, the text does not formulate the 
precepts in terms of good or bad k arm a, but rather as an ethical ide aI, 429 
conceived on the model of as c e tic morality, as becomes especially clear in the 
case of the third Precept, the text exhorting even the layman to practise continence 
(brahmacariya: Sn 396ab). At the same time, hDwever, the text expressly states that 
a householder is not in a position to come up to the moral standard of a monk in its 
entirety (Sn 393cd).430 Accordingly, in the case of the third Precept the text adds 
that if the layman is unable to practise continence, he should at any rate not violate 
others' wives (Sn 396cd), which is the usual form of this Precept. In view of the, 
considerable problems involved, for lay followers, in not killing or injuring even 
plants, one would expect a similar alleviation in the case of the first Precept. But the 
text does not express any; it does not say, as one might expect, that a layman 
should at any rat e not kill mobile living beings, i.e., ani m a Is. 

26.4 The question is how to interpret this fact. 

26.4.1 One possibility is to assume that the text reflects an early situation and to 
conclude from it that in the beginning the specific problems lay people may have with 
plant ahirrzsii were either not realized or disregarded by Buddhism. This would perhaps 
be easier to understand if we presuppose that the lay people addressed were primarily 
wealthy townsmen (with servants to prepare their meals), not poor people or peasants. 

428 Sn 394: piilJal[l na hane na ca ghiitayeyya, nd ciinujaliIJii hanatal[l paresal[l / sabbesu bhiitesu 
nidhiiya dalJ4al[l: ye thiivani ye ca tasanti lake / /; cp. Dhp 405 = Sn 629 (see n. 357) and, for piidas 
cd, SN I 141 (see n. 347). 

429 This would seem to be true also of SN IV 351 (see ns. 347 and 351) - and V 393 (see n. 

347), in case it too refers to a layman -, where, however, the layman declares that he act u a I I Y 
does not injure anything mobile or stationary, i.e. that he act u a I I Y fulfils the ideal. 

430 Cpo also Sn 220f. In this passage, however, it is not only a difference with regard to chastity 
but still more explicitly one with regard to injuring animate beings (piilJa, piilJin) that is expressed. 

On the other hand, Sn 220f stresses the act u a I difference between monk and layman in order to 
ext 0 I (and recommend) the status of a monk, whereas Sn 393ff, though admitting the different 

facilities available to a monk and to a layman, a c c e p t s the layman as such and e x h 0 r t s 

him to emu I ate the moral standard of the monk as much as possible (cp. also the uposatha rules 

Sn 400f). It may be merely due to this difference of purpose that Sn 220f suggests the idea that a lay 
person has little chance to practise complete ahil[lsii, whereas Sn 394, in this regard, ignores the 
limitations and exhorts the layman to try his very best. There is hence no need to assume (though one 
can hardly exclude the possibility either) that the two passages also envisage different social situations 

(e.g., rural versus urban) or reflect a different degree of awareness with regard to the problems 

involved in plant ahil[lsa (in which latter case the text mentioning plants (thiivara) would, oddly 
enough, be the one which is less aware of the problems involved in their inclusion). 
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26.4.2 Another possibility is to assume that at least in the text under consideration 
the use of the phrase" mobile and stationary beings" is a stereotype, or borrowed from 
another source or tradition - just like the tripartite formula "not to kill, nor to have 
others kill, nor to consent to others killing" which is atypical of Buddhist texts but 
common in Jaina sources431 -, and hardly purporting anything but the notion of "all 
living, animate beings" (cp. § 23.2). In this case, the person who composed or 
adapted the text need not actually have thought of plants. But he would hardly have 
used or retained the phrase "mobile and stationary beings" had he clearly intended to 
e x c Iud e plants, unless we assume that the text is so late that the original meaning 
of 'tasa' and 'thavara' was no longer known. 

26.5 Hence, although problems of the practicability of the first precept for lay 
followers may well have played an important role in the development of the Buddhist 
denial of the sentience of plants, we cannot be sure that this was the starting point. 
The primary motive may rather have been problems of practicability, especially in 
connection with food, for monks and nuns (§ 25.1). 

27 It is, however, possible that the tendency towards weakening the view that 
plants, let alone earth and water, are sentient beings was not i nit i ate d by 
Buddhism. For in this case I for one would expect more e x p 1 i cit statements. 
It may rather already have begun to fade in the course of the gradual development of 
an overall process of rat ion a liz .a t ion which may be taken to have started, 
in a sense, already in the ritualism of the Briihmal)a period432 and to have developed 
further in Upani~adic thought and in the sramal)ic movements. 433 It may be worth 
investigating whether such fading of the belief in the sentience of plants, earth and 
water may have originated in connection with the extension of agriculture,434 or with 
the emergence or full-fledged development of urbanization,435 or with any other 

431 E.g., Dasav 4.VII ff (p. 10ft). 

432 Cpo Jan C. Heesterman, Ritual, Offenbarung und Achsenzeit, in: S.N. Eisenstadt (ed.), 
Kulturen der Achsenzeit: Ihre Ursprlinge und ihre Vielfalt, Teil 2, 1987, 240; id., The Inner Conflict 

of Tradition, Chicago 1985, 100; H. Kulke, Die historischen Ursprlinge der indischen Achsenzeit, 
in: Eisenstadt (as before), 212. 

433 Cpo Obeyesekere 1980, 157ff, esp. 159. 

434 As, e.g., Christian polemics against the Manichaeans (cp. Henrichs 1979, 92 fn. 22) may 

suggest. 

435 For the connection of earliest Buddhism with the urban milieu, cp. Weber '1978, 217; B.G. 

Gokhale in: JIABS 5.2/1982, 7ff; Gombrich 1988, 50; G. v. Simson, Der zeitgeschichtliche 
Hintergrund der Entstehung des Buddhismus und seine Bedeutung flir die Datierungsfrage,in: H. 

Bechert (ed.), The Dating of the Historical Buddha, Pt. 1, GOttingen 1991, 92ff. - In this 
connection, it is interesting that in the inscriptions of Asoka, which surely reflect the ambiance of the 
cap ita I " the words for animate or living beings - not only 'pana' but also Jlva'(RE I.B; m.D 
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change of the period, but this would by far exceed the limits of this paper. At any 
rate, if it is true that the tendency towards weakening belief in universal sentience was' 
already there, Buddhism (in contrast to the more archaic or conservative Jainism) 
would have ace e pte d it because it facilitated p r ac tic a b iIi t Y - prac
ticability, to be sure, for the man k san d nun s who could concentrate their 
effort on their s p i r i t u a I task of eradicating Desire, but, at least inthe long run, 
no less for lay people, especially the pea san t s who were thus not obliged to 
remorse for tilling the soil, using water or harvesting plants, and hence could be 1 n -
t e g rat e d by Buddhism much better than by Jainism. 

[Dhau.]; PE V.G) - clearly refer to animals only, not to plants. On the other hand, in Sri Lanka it 
is, as M. Maithri J'yfurthi told me, r u r a I people who still consider plants to be, somehow, living 
beings (see § 5.4 with n. 87). 
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VI. Later Dev,eRcpments 

28 Later on, however, the pragmatic flexibility and reticence of earliest 
Buddhism fell a prey to the desire for an unambiguous the 0 ret i cal position, 
which amounted to plants being virtually, and in the end, at least on the doctrinal 
level,436 explicitly, ex c Iud e d from the range of sentient beings, which means 
that in the long run the point of view of practicability in connection with food, etc., 
came to prevail over the other aspects. 

29 As stated before (§§ 5.5, 8, 9.lf, 10.1, 12.4 and 22.1.3), such an exclusion 
of plants from the range of living, sentient beings seems to be implied already in a 
number of passages from strata of the Vinayapitaka which do not belong to the oldest 
period since they are at any rate significantly later than the Pratimok~asutra. One 
would hence not be surprised to find traces of such a development also in the 
Suttapitaka. 

29.1.1 An example is perhaps the scheme of the four yon is, i.e. classes of 
living beings according to the way they are born: 1. chorion-born (jarayu-ja, i.e. vivi
parous437), 2. egg-born (al}q.a_ja)438, 3. moisture-born (sal'(lseda-ja) , and 4. sponta
neously born (opapatika). The third group is explained as comprising beings 
originating, e.g., in putrid fish, carrion, putrid porridge, or in a stagnant or dirty 
pool,439 i.e. worms and insects.44D The fourth group is stated to contain gods, hell
beings, some human beings441 and some underworld-beings(?) (vinipatika).442 
Thus, it would seem that there is no place in this scheme for pIa n t s .443 This 

436 For popular belief, see § 5.4. 

437 Ace. toT vol. 2, 632a12f (EAJ: men, cattle, and "biped 'insects'" (=JE.~), i.e., probably, 
bats (Ch. !Jll!~, hence grouped with m, i.e. insects, worms and other small animals like frogs, 
snakes, etc.; cpo also Sp 363: vagguli ("bats") as a kind of biped animals (viz. such as have wings 
consisting of skin). 

438 T vol. 2, 632al0f (EA.o) enumerates various kind of birds as well as snakes (/reptiles), fishes 
and ants. 

439 MN I 73; cpo T vol. 2, 632a14. 

440 Cpo T vol.2, 632a14 (EAJ: m (cp. also AKBh 118,25f; Stache-Rosen 1968, 110; Y 46,2), 
This version speaks, strangely enough, of "condition-born" animals, but has "moisture-born" instead 
at a9. 

441 Ace. to AKBh 119,7f those belonging to the first world-age (pnithamakalpika). 

442 MN I 73; Ps II 36, 17f takes the vinipatika beings as petas (cp. AKBh 119,14f; Y 46,5); T vol. 
2, 632a16 seems to have "animals" instead (cp. AKBh 119,9f; Y 46,5) but at the same time adds the 
pretas after the hell-beings. 

443 Cpo MHrd IX.140ab: sacetana hi taravo na, caturyony-asaJ?1grahat; VinMaiij 200f: 
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appears to be confirmed by the usual Brahmanical version of the yoni scheme, which 
omits the "spontaneously born" and has beings "born by splitting" (udbhij-ja) in- ' 
stead.444 This group is normally445 said to contain the plants,446 and "splitting" 
is explained as splitting the earth or - perhaps more likely - the seed. 447 

29.1.2 On the other hand, we cannot perhaps be altogether sure that the scheme 
was in fact, from the outset, meant to comprise a 11 living beings, including a 
border-line case like plants; for even in the earliest Jaina sources448 it is only the 
mob i I e living beings (tasii piilJii) that are subdivided into a similar set of classes, 
and in contexts at that where it is stressed that at least plants, too, are living beings. 
In the Buddhist canon, too, the scheme)s, apart from its general function, also used 
for the special purpose of subdividing the Nagas449 (mythic beings, but at the same 
time snakes) and their mythical bird-like enemies, the Garu~as.450 I for one cannot 
exclude the possibility that this special use of the scheme is, in Buddhism, the older 
one, and that it was generalized only later. At any rate, as far as I can see the general 
version of the scheme is quite rare in the canonical texts, occurring, apart from the 

rukkhiidayo ... najivii, ... catuyoniyal'!! apariyiipannato. 

444 Cp., e.g., Aitareya-Upani~ad 3.3; MBh 14.42.19ff; Manu I.43-46; 5aIikara ad Brahmasiitra 
IIL1.20; cpo also ChU 6.3.1 (aIJc!aja, jivaja, udbhijja). 

445 In the Jaina sources mentioned below (see n. 448), where the scheme refers to animals only, 
the ubbhiya (i.e. udbhijja) beings cannot mean plants but are explained as referring to animals coming 
from larvae, like butterflies (cp. Halbfass 1980,293; 1991, 318). Cpo also Susruta, quoted by Bh. 
Jhalakikar, Nyayakosa, 871 (udbhijjiilJ = fire-flies, frogs, etc. (indragopa-malJc!iika-prabhrtayalJ». 

446 E.g. Manu I.46; SaIi.kara ad Aitareya-Upani~ad 3.3 (udbhijjiini ... vrlqiidini). Cpo also TJv 
356b 1 where an opponent, objecting to the Buddhist argument that plants are not comprised in the four 
yonis, states that they constitute a fifth one, viz. udbhijja (yan (D) gal te brtol nas sten du skye ies 
bya ba skye gnas Ina pa yin no ie na ... ). The Buddhist rejects such a fifth yoni as pure fancy (text 
as in D (312bl», and he adds that even if it were accepted plants would nevertheless not be living, 
sentient beings because they do not feel pain (see § 34, h). 

447 MBh 14.42.22 (bhittvii tu prthiv71'!! ... ); Medhiitithi ad Manu 1.46 ( ... bijal'!! bhiimil'!! ca bhittvii 
... ); similarly Kulliika et aI., while Sarvajfianarayarya and Govindaraja mention splitting the earth only. 
Cpo Ayar II.3.1 (JAS ed. § 464): b7yii ... ubbhiIJIJii. 

448 Ayars p. 5,1f; Dasav 4 (p. 6,9-11); Siiy I.7.1 (lAS § 381). 

449 SNIII240(ft); cpo AKTU tu 125b3f(ad AKBh 120,1; cpo AKVy266,18ft); Tvol. I, 127a28f 
= 288a22-24 = 332b13C= 387b10-12 (Lokaprajfiaptisiitra: cpo S. Dietz in: E. v. Schuler (ed.), 
XXIII. Deutscher Orientalistentag, ausgewahlte Vortrage, Stuttgart 1989, 492t); T vol. 2, 646a12f; 
704a17. 

450 SN III 246(ft); AKTU tu 125b4f; T vol. I, 127a29ff = 288a24-26 = 332b15f = 387b12-14 
(Lokaprajfiaptisiitra); T vol. 2, 646a8-10. 
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abhidharma-like Sangftasutta,451 only in one_Sutta of the Majjhimanikaya452 (where 
it has no close connection with the context) and, as a sermon on its own, in the 
Chinese Ekottar(ik)agama.453 This could, of course, mean that it IS an old element 
that had become obsolete, but since it fits in quite well with later developments and 
has in fact found remarkable interest in the later tradition454 it would seem to me 
more likely that its scarcity in the canon signalizes later origin, and perhaps it was 
actually contrived, or at least given a general application, with the intention to contrast 
with the Brahmanical scheme by not including plants. 

29.2 Another scheme which at least in later dogmatics clearly implies that plants 
are not sentient beings is that of the five gatis, i.e. destinies [where one may go after 
death], viz. gods, men, realm of the forefathers (petti-visaya),455 animals (tira
cchiina-yonz), and hell (niraya).456 I admit that closer investigation is required, but 
for the time being I should say that this scheme, though not infrequently used or 
presupposed in the canon, represents the final stage of a considerable process of 
clarification and innovation (cp. §§ 36.S.If). Even if it were early, we cannot be sure 
that the sphere of possible forms of rebirth was, from the outset, coextensive with the 
sphere of living beings (see § 362.2). Besides, it may be worth noting that the Jainas 
accept only four of the above-mentioned five gatis,457 omitting pettivisaya, though 
not of course denying the sentience of plants (which are, at least in later canonical 
sources,458 subsumed under "animals"). 

451 DN TIl 230; T vol. 1, 229a2 (DA,); SatIgitisl1tra IV.29 (cp. Stache-Rosen 1968, 110). 

452 MN I 73. As far as I can see, there is no corresponding section in any of the Ch. parallels 
listed by Akanuma. 

453 T vol. 2, 632a7-19. 

454 Cp., e.g., Y 45,16ff; Vi 626b2ff; AKBh 118,20ff. 

455 In later texts and in the Sanskrit tradition (e.g. Divyavadana red. Vaidya] 185,27f; Y 44, 16f; 
AKBh 114,5t): p(r)etas, conceived as hungry ghosts. 

456 E.g. MN I 73ff; DN III 234; AN IV 459; cpo also MN II 193; SN V 474ff; AN I 37; V 269f; 
etc.; SN I 34 has yamaZoka instead of pettivisaya. Sometimes (e.g. MN III 22+24; AN I 60) 
pettivisaya is missing. On the other hand, many sources (cp., e.g. BHSD s.v. gati) add the Asuras 
as a sixth gati, and there are traces of this even in the Pali Nikayas (e.g. DN TIl 264); cpo also Y 
90,9-12 for a summary reference to the existence of canonical texts counting the Asuras as a separate 
gati. AN V 266+268 refers to the five gatis but includes "whatever other bad, or good, destinies 
there are". 

457 Cp., e.g., ThaQa (JAS ed.) § 442 (adding the siddhi-gati, which would, however, correspond, 
in Buddhism, to NirvaQa); laini 1980, 222. 

45. Cp., e.g., Schubring 1935, 133; Jaini 1980, 223f. 
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30 However, statements ex pre s sly denying plants the status of living, 
sentient beings are, as far as I can see, found only in comparatively late, at any rate 
post-Nikayic texts.459 But it seems that even in later Theravada dogmatics a trace of 
their original border-line position appears to have been preserved; for, at any rate 
according to Narada,460 plants are, to be sure, devoid of men tal life-force 
(nilma-fivitindriya), but they do have mat e ria 1 life-force (rupa-jivitindriya), 
though only one different from the karma-conditioned one of men and animals. They 
are thus, it is true, not sentient, but, in a sense, 1 i v i n g beings. In other currents 
of Indian and Tibetan Buddhism, however, plants are viewed as being entirely on the 
same level as inorganic things like a clod or a crystal.461 

459 E.g., MPSMah 406a24ff (cp. F. Sueki in: Toh6gaku 80/1990, 98); Y 171, 12ff; T vol. 32, 
313a25f(*Tattvasiddhi); MPPU 433b6f; cpo also Mil 271,9ff (s en tie n t beings (sacetaniisattii) 
are kammaja, in can t r a s t to fire and all kinds of see d s (/plants: cpo n. 30) which are 
hetuja); cpo also the Lokaprajiiaptisiitra [see n. 449] (T vol. 1, 137b17ff; 354cl5ff; 409c21ft) where 
plants (137cll; 355a2; 41Oa8) are clearly regarded as not forming part of sentient beings (~:'£: 
354c25; 41Oa2; cpo 137c3ft) involved in sarrzsiira. - A passage like Hi III 24 (glUM: acetanarrz ... 
assUiJantarrz ... ajiinantam imarrz paliisarrz ... pucchasi kissa hetu) is hardly conclusive evidence for 
the insentience of plants, since what is meant in the narrative context is merely that the tree lacks 
higher cognitive faculties (like u n d e r s tan din g human speech; cpo Thieme's remarks on 
(a)cetana in KlSchr, 377); but this does not necessarily exclude its being animate and even sentient 
(by possessing, e.g., the sense of touch). Insentience of trees is not unambiguously expressed or 
implied (though probably intended, cpo Mil 271,9ff referred to above) in the discussion of this la 
passage at Mil 172~174, where the passage is contrasted with another lataka passage (Ja IV 210) 
according to which a phandana tree add res s e s a person,. and where the latter passage is 
rationalized by stating that it is the tree d e i t Y who speaks. 

460 Narada, A Manual of Abhidhamma (Abhidhammattha Sangaha), Colpmbo 31975, 88. [This 
reference I owe to Dr. Payer (Tiibingen).] 

461 Cp., e.g., MHrd IX. 140 (lo:ttavat); 147 (svargaloke ... ratnadrumii yathii). 
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VII. Later Arguments agamst Plant Sentience 

31.1 In view of the comparatively late appearance of express denials of the 
sentience of plants, it is natural that also formal a r gum e n t s to prove this 
position or to disprove the opposite view are, as far as I can see, found only in 
comparatively late sources. 

31.2 I havefound arguments in the following sources: the ViniscayasaJ11grahaI;lI 
of the Yogacarabhumi (4th century A.D. (?));462 Bhavaviveka/Bhavya's (6th century) 
Madhyamakahrdaya and its commentary, the Tarkajvrua463 (which also contains a 
verse quotation from an unknown earlier source);464 Dharmakrrti's (ca. 600-660) 
Nyayabindu and Dharmottara's (ca. 750-810) commentary on it;465 and the Vinaya
tthamafijusa,466 a subcommentary on the Patimokkhasutta. In the Yogacarabhumi and 
the Nyayabindu, the opponents are the Jainas, whereas in the Madhyamakahrdaya and 
in the Tarkajvala the arguments are found in the chapter against the MlmaJ11sa,467 

462 Y, zi 211a5-b6 CD: ii 202a4-b4) = Y,660a21-bI2. 

46J Also ascribed to Bhavaviveka, but the question whether this text (as we have it) is actually by 
the same Bhavaviveka as MHrd is debated among scholars: cp., most recently, D. Seyfort Ruegg, On 
the authorship of some works ascribed to Bhavaviveka/Bhavya, in: Seyfort Ruegg and Schmithausen 
1990, 59ff, esp. 63ff. 

464 MHrd IX. 139-147 and TJv 354b4-361a5 CD: dza 311a3-316al). Ed. of the MHrd verses in 
Kawasaki 1988, 31ff. Cpo also Kawasaki 1986 (containing the Skt. text of MHrd IX. 139-147 and a 
Japanese translation also of TJv) and Kawasaki 1990. 

465 See § 32.lf. 

466 VinMaiij 200f. This passage lowe to M. Maithri Murthi, who also informed me that 
Malalasekera (The Pali Literature of Ceylon, London 1928, 201) ascribes the text to Buddhanaga who 
is dated around 1200 A.D. 

467 I for one do not know of a pertinent discussion in an early (piirva-)MlmiiIpsa text. 
MlmaIpsabha~ya and Tantravarttika ad MlmaIpsasiitra 1.2.35 (acetane 'rthabandhaniit) and 40 seem 
to presuppose that plants are not sentient. Salikanatha (prakaral)apaiicika, ed. A. Subrahmanya 
Sastri, Benares 1961, 330,16ft) even explicitly excludes plants from the range of sentient beings and 
possible states of rebirth (cp. also Ramanujacarya, Tantrarahasya (OOS no. 24), 17,14ft). On the 
other hand, the (rather late) Bhana author Narayal)a (Manameyodaya red. C. Kunhan Raja and S.S. 
Suryanarayana Sastri, Madras 1933], 152,1-155,3) favours the sentience of plants, though not uncom
promisingly (ibid. 154,8ft), and takes pains to restrict the purport of the afore-mentioned passages to 
the fact that plants do not react when being addressed (ibid. 154,3ft). But there is no argumentation 
comparable to Bhavya's.- In the Uttara-MlmaIpsa ("Vedanta") schools, on the other hand, the 
sentience of plants and their being a possible state of rebirth appears to be a matter of course already 
atSaI'lkara's time (cp., e.g., SaIikaraon ChU V.1D.6 [Oorakhpur ed., p. 525,1ff]; cpo also Halbfass 
1980, 300f; id. 1991, 326f; K. H. Potter, Encyclopedia ofIndian Philosophies, vol. III [Delhi 1980]: 
Advaita Vedanta, 260); but this school is treated by Bhavya in a separate chapter. 
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- the Brahmanic school of the methods of exegesis of Vedic ritual texts; but actually 
they are, perhaps, rather directed against the Vedic texts (srutz)468 and the authorita
tive Brahmanic tradition (sm.rti) themselves.469 

31.3 There may be more such passages even in Indian Buddhist texts,470 and 
the material has to be supplemented by pertinent discussions in Hindu471 and 
laina472 sources, about which my information is, however, rather casua1.473 Even 

468 Cpo MHrd IX.139: acetane!fu caitanyal?l sth!ivare!fuprakalpital?ll dr!f{Vii (ms. is said to read 
drm'ii, but cpo IX.59c; 120c; 127c) durvihitGl?l t ray y ii < I?l > (cp. IX.120d; 127d) yuktal?l yat 
tyajyate tray I I I. Cpo § 2.1 + n. i4. 

469 As Kawasaki 1986, (14)f, rightly points out, the sentience of plants is advocated, e.g., at Manu 
1.46-49; cpo also XI1.58, and Yajiiavalkya 111.208. Cpo also the close relation of the purvapak!ja at 
Tlv 354b5ff to MBh 12.177.1 Off (see n. 493). On the other hand, in view of the striking number of 
agreements between the pro-sentience arguments in the Nilakeci and other 1 aina sources (see n. 472) 
and those referred to by Bhavya the possibility has to be taken into account that the latter may have 
integrated, into his treatment of the matter, also arguments of the 1 a ina s (with whom the very 
same arguments are actually connected at GrCh 267,lff and 278,3f, the Tibetan author stating that 
1 ainas and Mfma1p.sakas agree on this point). On the other hand, it should be noted that in so far as 
Bhavya's arguments try to refute the sentience of plants merely by pointing out similarities with 
inorganic things, they would hold good only for such lainas as do not advocate the sentience of the 
elements (like Nil), but not for those who do Oikelinabhadra (VAvBh 1751ff, esp. 1756ft), 
Abhayadevasiiri (TBV 651 ,34ft) or GUIJaratna (TRD 153,8ft)). 

470 As for autochthonous Tibetan sources, I have only used' GrCh, which is, however, in this point 
entirely dependent on MHrd and Tlv, apart from placing the discussion into the laina instead of the 
Mfma111sa chapter (see n. 469). 

471 Cpo Vyom 404,7-24;Kir 39,13-40,5; Sailkaramisra, Upaskara on VS IV.2.5 (Bibl. Indica ed., 
nipr. Osnabriick 1981, 213,9ff; similar to Kir). Cpo Halbfass 1980,292; id. 1991, 317f + 340 n. 
104. 

472 Cp., for an archaic attempt, Ayars p. 4,28-31. A more developed stage of argumentation is 
found inlinabhadra's (7th century [?]: Schubring 1935,43) VAvBh, vss. 1753-1756; cpo also vs. 103. 
His arguments are further explicated and expanded in Maladhari-Hemacandra' s (12th-13th cent.: 
Potter, Encycl. of Indian Philos., I [Delhi 1970], 181) Si~yahita on these passages. Cpo also Silailka 
(9th cent.: cpo Schubring 1935, 43), AyarViv 44, Iff (ad Ayars p. 4,28-31); Abhayadevasiiri (11th 
cent.: Potter), TBV 652,lff; GUIJaratna (ca. 1400, acc. to v. Glasenapp 1925, 108), TRD 157,7ff. 
There is, moreover, an interesting and detailed rejection of the Buddhist attacks against the sentience 
of plants in the anonymous Tamil laina text Nilakeci (8th or 9th cent. A.D., according to A. L. 
Basham, History and Doctrine of the Ajrvikas, repr. Delhi 1981, 200f), with its commentary by 
Samayadivakara (end of the 13th c., it seems), which are being investigated by my colleague S. A. 
Srinivasan who kindly put a draft of his translation at my disposal. 

473 As my colleague A.Wezler informs me, there is also valuable material in certain medical texts 
an investigation into which by him is under preparation. 
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so, it may be interesting to have a closer look at these arguments (as will be done in 
§§ 32.1-37.3) since they may contain some clue to the original motive for excluding 
the plants from the range of living, sentient beings, and thus either confirm, or 
supplement, my conclusions concerning this issue, or suggest some other possibility. 

31.4 To be sure, such formal arguments are mostly developed only afterwards, 
when the matter had already been decided. 474 They need not necessarily have 
preserved the original motive (or motives), especially if the sources presenting them 
are comparatively late, as in the present case. Still, they may yield some useful 
information. 

32.1 In the N yay a bin d u , 475 an epistemological work mainly dealing 
with the theory of inference and proof, the treatment of the matter is mar gin a I . 
In the context of dealing with faulty arguments, DharmakIrti adduces the argument of 
the J ainas that tr.ees are sentient beings476 because they die when their bark is 
peeled off completely.477 For DharmakIrti, the reason of this argument is u n -
pro v e d; for a Buddhist, he says, dying, in the s t ric t sense required for the 
conclusiveness of the argument,478 means cessation of consciousness, sense-faculties 
and life-force;479 this, however, can not be predicated of plants since they I a c k 
these properties from the Buddhist point of view. 480 On the other hand - so the 
commentator Dharmottara481 - the kind of "dying" which can be ascribed also 
to plants, namely drying up, withering (so:ja), does not imply sentience; for (so one 

474 Frauwallner 1953, 385. 

475 NBi III.59: eetaniis tarava itt sadhye sarva-tvag-apaharalJe maralJal[l prativiidy-asiddham, 
vijf!iinendriyayur-nirodha-lalqalJasya maralJasyaneniibhyupagamiit, tasya ca taru~v asambhaviit. 

476 My use of "sentient being", here and elsewhere, ignores, for the sake of simplicity, the 
problem, controversial between the schools, whether a soul (jlva, iitman) inhabiting or controlling the 
vegetable body (cp., e.g., TRD 157,7f and 10; Kir 39,21) is involved or not. 

477 Cpo DasavViv p. 282,11: saeetaniis tarava~, sarva-tvag-apaharalJe maralJad, gardabhavat; 
comm. ad Nfl 369 (plants wither when injured). Less sophisticated: V AvBh 1753a (maralJa; cpo also 
Kir 39,21). Cpo also AyarViv 44,23f, TBV 653,1 and TRD 158,15-17 and 159,10 (plants have a fixed 
[maximumJlife-span, like men). 

478 Cpo NBiT 191,7f: kevalal[l vijttiinasattayii vyiiptal[l yan maralJal[l, tad iha hetu~. 

479 Ace. to Durvekamisra (DhPr 192,17), dying in the strict sense is characterized by the cessation 
of breathing, body heat, movement, etc.: tae (viz. vijfliinasattaya vyiiptal[l maralJal[l) ca Sviiso~ma
parispandMi-vigama-lak~alJam. 

480 Cpo NBiT 191,5f: ... yo vijfliinanirodhal[l taru~v iechet, sa kathal[l vijttanal[l necehet? tasmiid 
vijfliinaniNer nirodho 'pi neHas taru~u. 

481 NBiT 191,7-9. 
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may supply) drying up or becoming dry occurs also in the inorganic, e.g., water or 
earth, the insentience of which was, at DharmakIrti's and Dharmottara's time, surely 
a matter of course for most people except the (or somet82 Jainas. 

32.2 Similarly, Dharmottara483 criticizes the argument that trees are sentient 
because they s lee p 484 as logically faulty because the reason; viz. sleeping 
characterized by contraction of the leaves at night, is not a property of all trees but 
only of some485 • The· sub-commentator Durvekamisra486 adds that strictly speaking 
[for the Buddhist] the reason is not even a property of the latter because sleep in the 
usual sense, which alone implies sentience, consists in a special state counteracting the 
function of the sense-faculties (indriya-vyiipiira-virodhy avasthii-vife~a~), which cannot 
be ascribed to trees [since they lack sense-faculties], while "sleeping" in a metaphori
cal sense, though ascribable to trees, is inconclusive .. 

33 In the other sources, too, especially in the Madhyamakahrdaya, a con
siderable number of arguments serve to ref ute the arguments of the .0 p -
p 0 n e n t s, by showing that the reasons adduced are unproved or inconclusive. 

33.1 E.g., properties like sleeping487 (attributed to a tamarind tree [folding its 
leaves during the night],488 or to trees in winter489), being intoxicated or ruttish 
(smyo ba,490 i.e. bursting into vitality in the rainy season491), having specific 

482 See n. 19. Cpo also NIl 371 where the ascription, to the Jainas, of the view that the elements 
are themselves living beings is rejected by the J aina nun as unjustified. 

483 NBiT 92,7f (cp. G.P. Majumdar, Vanaspati, Calcutta 1927, 49f; Wezler 1987a, 327): yathti 
"cetaniis taraval;, sviipiid" iti palqlkrte~u taru~u pattra-saTikoca-lalqalJ.a~ sviipa ekadefe na siddhal;. 
na hi sarve vrlqii riitrau pattra-saJ!lkoca-bhiijal;, kintu kecid eva. 

484 See also § 33.1 + n. 487. 

485 Acc. to Durvekaniisra (DhPr 92,24t): tintitjikii-prabhrtayal; (see § 33.1 + n. 488). 

486 DhPr 93, 16ff. 

487 VinMaiij 201 (see n. 488); MHrd IX. 144c (sviipiit; see n. 490). Cpo VA.vBh 1755ab + Vrtti; 
A.yarViv 44, 15f; TRD 159,8 (read sviipa-vibodha-sadbhiival;: cpo A.yarViv 44,16); Kir 39,21. Cpo 
also T vol 77, 313a22 (Kiikai), and vol. 75, 487al-3 (Annen). 

488 VinMaiij 201 (supinarrz viya citlciidlnarrz); Nil 363; cpo also TRD 157,16-18. 

489 TJv 358a7 (dgun [DJ gyi dus su ni gtlid log go) and b5 (!jon sin rnams dgun gyi dus su gtlid 
log pa). 

490 MHrd IX.144cd (Tib.) and TJv 358a7 and b7f. The Skt: ms. of MHrd.IX.144cd (acc. to 
Kawasaki 1988: ritzijdniit tathii sviipiinniipl~tii turagiidivat) does not seem to contain an equivalent for 
smyo ba; Kawasaki's emendation (rtujiit tathii sviipnonmattiid apl~tiil; ... ) is unmetrical; I suggest 
rtzijatviit tathti sviipiic ciipl~tiis ... , presupposing that smyo ba was introduced by the Tib. translator 
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longings or enmity (dohada)492, or perception of objects and time,493 adduced by 

in accordance with TJv 358a6f, where it may have been stimulated by what seems to be a quotation 
from a Vrk~liyurveda text (*Vrk~liyurvibhliga? Or °bheda instead of °veda?) (!jon sili gi tshe'i dbye 
ba las 'di ltar / "gflid log pa ' am my 0 s. p a 'i dus su bskyed do" tes 'byUli ste). That the 
original kiirikii did not contain an equivalent for smyo ba is corroborated also by the explanation of 
the dr~tiinta in TJv which covers only sleep but ignores smyo ba (TJv 358a7: ji ltar rkyan fa sogs pa 
gflid log pa btin no), and by TJv 359a8f+b3 where the reasons adduced at MHrd IX. 144 are divided 
into two groups of2 and 3 items, respectively, in which smyo ba is not contained, viz. sdan ba'i serns 
dan gfiid log pa tes bya ba'j gtan tshigs g fI i s and mthun pa las skye ·ba la sogs pa'i gtan tshigs 
gian gsum. 

491 TJv 358a7 (dbyar gyi dus Sll ni smyo ba yin te) and b7. 

492 MHrd IX. 144b (dohadiit ... sacittakiilJ ... i~tiilJ.) and 146b; VinMafij 201 (doha/iidayo: see n. 
495). Cpo V AvBh(V) 1753b; TBV 653,2. - The word dohada (for which see H. Liiders, Philologica . 
Indica, Giittingen 1940, 44ft) refers to the sometimes morbid longings of a pregnant woman, but it 
is also used to designate a specific longing or desire of certain trees, or perhaps rather the sexual 
excitement experienced by them (cp. V AvBhV p. 69,13 [ad vs. 103]: maithuna-sa~jl!ii) and resulting 
in subsequent budding (cp. Das 1988, 248ft): e.g., the Asoka tree (Saraca Asoca) is said to flower· 
whim kicked by the foot of a lovely young woman (Das 1988, 246f), and the Bakula tree (Mimusops 
Efengi) does so when sprinkled with a mouthful of spirituous liquor by a young lady (ibid., 242 and 
247). TJv 355a3ff (ad MHrd IX. 139; cpo Kawasaki 1986, (4)=215) has the opponent refer to this 
belief in order to prove that plants have sense faculties (and perceptions) (see n. 493) - in this case 
(if we follow the syntax of Tib. and GrCh 268,6 and 277,4f) the faculty of mental awareness (mana
indriya; cpo the ascription of maithuna-sa~jfl.ii to them at V AvBhV p. 69,13), but perhaps also the 
sense of touch and taste, respectively (cp. V AvBhV p. 69,7-10) -, but does not seem to use the term 
dohada in this connection. And when explaining iJ.ohada at MHrd IX.144, TJv (358a4f) seems to 
associate it with daurhrda "enmity" (cp. Liiders, op. cit., 45), taking it to mean "(having the) 
intention to injure" (gnqd par bya ba'i bsam pa gan fa yod pa; cpo the Tib. transf. of dohada at 
MHrd IX.144 by sdan sems "hateful thought"), to be inferred from the fact that poisonous trees 
destroy life (TJv 358a4f: dug gi sin fa sogs pa mams kyis [D] srog 'joms par byed pa'j phyir 'di fa 
sdan [D] ba'i sems yod do). GUl;Iaratna, on the other hand, understands the dauhrda of plants from 
which their sentience can be inferred as certain specific des ire s the fulfilment of which entails 
budding, etc. (TRD 159,6f; cpo AylirViv 44,28f), just as the fulfilment of a pregnant woman's morbid 
longings guarantees birth of a son, etc. (TRD 159,5f). It is not clear what kind of desires GUl}aratna 
has in mind; since he mentions cases like the budding and flowering of the Asoka tree due to being 
kicked by a young woman in the context of a not her argument (TRD 157,20ft), one may think, 
at least primarily, of desire for special (sometimes, from the human point of view, disgusting) 
nutritive substances; cpo Vyom 404, 19f: niyata-dravyabhilii~as ca vrlqiiyurvede (cp. Das 1988, 206ff 
and 466ft) paripathitas te~ii~jfliiyate, tadupabhoge pu~piididarsaniit; cpo also comm. ad Nil 364. At 
Kir 40,3 doh ada even appears to mean such substance itself (mUle ni~iktiiniim apii~ dohadasya ca 
piirthivasya dhiitor abhyiidiiniit). 

493 VinMafij 201 (visayagahaTJa~: see n. 495); TJv 354b5ff describes and refutes at length a view 
- similar to that of Mahlibhlirata 12.177.10-18 (see n. 15) - according to Which plants are sentient 
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the opponent to prove that plants are sentient, are unproved to the Buddhist494 and 
nothing but fancy. 495 

33.2 Or when the opponent concludes sentience from, e.g., the fact that a 
mimosa leaf reacts to touch by coiling Up,496 like a millipede497, the Buddhist 
rejoins that similar reactions can also be found in undisputedly insentient things, as 
when a hair498 coils up under the influence of fire. 499 To the argument that plants 

beings like men, etc. ,because they have all the six senses (and the corresponding perceptions) 
(354b5f: !jon sin rnams ni sems dan beas pa yin te / dban po yod pa'i phyir mi la sogs pa biin no 
I/); e.g., when a creeper spreads by taking a tree as its support this indicates its having the sense of 

sight (eak~urindriya; cpo MBh 12.177.13), or the fact that trees flower and fruit in a specific season 

shows the presence of [perception or awareness of time, which is non-sensory, and hence the presence 

of] mana-indriya (355a6f: sin mams kyan dus ji Ita ba biin du me tog dan 'bras bu la sogs pa 'byin 
par byed pas yid kyi dban po yod pa yin no). Cpo V AvBh 1755cd (bauliidao ya (sc. saeeya/Jii), 
saddai-visaya-kdI6vala/?1bhao); AyarViv 44,16-19; TRD 157,18-158,10. - Acc. to V AvBh 103 and 

esp. Maladhari-Hemacandra's explanation of this verse, Ii'le phenomena from which Bhavya's opponent 
derives the presence,of all the six'senses (and perceptions) in plants are compatible also with the J aina 

doctrine that plants belong to the ekendriyas, i.e. have only the sense of touch; for the perception and 

notions (sa/?1jfJii) indicated by the above phenomena do not derive from the physical sense-organ 

(dravyelldriya), which is lacking in plants, but are a kind of exceptional awareness acquired 
immediately through the corresponding perceptive capacity of the soul (bhavendriya, cpo Frauwallner 

1956a, 270f) and by an analogous thinking capacity (cp. also Tatia, Studies in Jaina Philosophy, 
Calcutta 1951, 521). 

494 MHrd IX. 146ab: aeittakatviid evafc;a/?1 dohadildy-aprasiddhata (ms. °tal;., but Tib. ma grub 
fi@; hence (146c): hetaval;. syur asiddharthal;. ".; cpo TJv 359a8f, and 358b5ff for a mechanistic 

explanation of the rest period and the growth period of plants. - Acc. to MHrd IX. 146d, these 

reasons (viz. dohada and sleep) are not only unproved (viz. if taken in their strict sense) but also 

inconclusive (viz. if one considers only the phenomena that can be observed, like contracting the 
leaves at night [cpo TJv 359b1ff, but with different examples; cpo also § 32.2]): gadais ca 
vyabhiearilJal;. (sc. hetaval;.; Tib. suggests °rita (sc. hetiillam)).The example ("diseases"; Tib. has, 

however, Ihog pa, "ulcer" (ga(14ais ca?)) would make good sense if dohada is understood, with Tib. 

and TJv, as "enmity" manifesting itself in destroying life (see n. 492); and many diseases may be said 
to "sleep" and "run riot" in the sense of being latent at one time and acute at another. 

495 VinMaiij 201: visayagahalJa/?1 ca tesa/?1 parikappanamatta/?1, supina/?1 viya ciI1cadina/?1; tatha 
doha[iidayo. 

496 Cpo Nfl 365 + comm.; V AvBhcY) 1754ab; AyarViv 44, 18f; TRD 158,6f and 159,9. 

497 Tib. has rkan brgya ("[having a] hundred feet") for malJ4alakdrikd, which is more suitable to 

the present context than "eine Art Gyrinus, Taumelkafer?" (Schmidt, Nachtr). Precisely speaking, it 

is millipedes (like the European iulus Terrestris) and not centipedes (like the European Lithobius 
Forfieatus) that roll up when feeling threatened. The kuliiiga of V AvBh 1754b (the comm. says: 

kl{iidil;.) mayor may not be the same animal. 

49i Insentience of hair in spite of its growing on a sentient body: TJv 357a2f (read ma yin te (D)). 
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that have fallen ill are treated medically just like animals or men - there is a special 
discipline called tree medicine (vrk:jayurveda)sOO _,sOl the Buddhist replies that this 
does not prove their sentience since also inanimate things like spoilt liquor or defiled 
gold are "cured"s02 by means of certain ingredients (*sarrzskiira-vise:ja).S03 When 

Cpo also AyarViv 44,8ff. 

499 MHrd IX.14lf: sparsato yadi sa'!lkoc&i yatha malJ1!ala-kiirikiil sacittake tathb.bhi~te sa
< mailgiln > jalikiirike (ms. °jalaO),11 vahni-sa'!lspr~ta-kesildyaklj.> sy&i dhetor vyabhicarita,! 
ciirrpJa-parata-sa'!lsr~ta-keSair va ... ; cpo also TJv 355a2f and b8ff (with further examples like that 
of a piece of skin shrinking when coming into contact with fire). Acc. to MW, at!jalikiirikii is Mimosa 
natans (PW: M. pudica, acc. to MW, EDS: M. pudica or natans), on which W. Roxburgh (Flora 
Indica, repr. 1874,420) writes: "Leaves possessing much sensibility, I think next to M. pudica." The 
present botanical mime of M. natans Lf is Neptunia natans [LfJ Druce (= Neptullia oleracea 
Lour.). [This information lowe to Prof. K. Kubitzki (Hamburg).) Samailga, too, is probably a 
mimosa or related species (cp. Amarako~a 2.4.141) though, in a text like TJv, hardly Mimosa pudica 
(thus MW) which acc. to D. Brandis (Indian Trees, London 41921, 263) was introduced from 

America. 

500 Cpo Das 1988. 

501 V AvBh 1753 ( .. . -amayao Toga-tigicchaThi ya ... saceYa/Ja taravo); TBV 653, 1 (au~adha

prayoga); AyarViv 44,26+ 28 (disease and specific horticultural treatment); TRD 158,19-22 (disease); 
158,22ff (application of drugs andspecific horticultural treatment); 159,11-13 (ayurvedodita-tat-tad
roga-vi.fi§tau~adhaprayoga); NIl 366 + comm; Kir 40,1. Cpo MBh 12.177.15. 

502 MHrd IX.143: cikitsyatvan na taravo yujyante hi sacittakiilj.: I villaNasyapi madyildelj. 
pratyapattd ca sa'!l.sayalj. II; TJv 357a7ff: "If [the opponent says:} «Trees do have mind; for 
instructions have been given [in the Vrk~ayurveda (cp. TRD 159,10)] with regard to their different 
life-spans and with regard to how to cure their diseases, etc. With regard to insentient [things] like 

stones, on the other hand, no [application of] any means for curing [diseases] can be observed ... 

Hence, [trees] are sentient, like men», one should reply as follows: Since what is called 'curing 

diseases' is a property of the bodies of sentient beings, it is not establ ished in the case of insentient 
ones [like trees]. Therefore, the [property] denoted by the reason itself is not established [as occurring 
in the subject of the inference] (hetoT asiddharthata); for what is perceived in the present case (viz. 

in trees) is merely the cessation of a modification (or disturbance) of the elements (*bhiita-parilJama
Ilivrtti-matra). Such a modification, however, is inconclusive (vyabhicarin) because [it occurs also in 
things] that are < not> regarded as sentient, like s p i r i t u a u s I i quo r (madya), m u s k 
or awe a po n / s war d (* § a s t T a) (cp. comm. ad NIl 370: a "scarred" sword repaired 

by means of a magnet)" (gal te !jon siil rnams Ili sems dan bcas pa Ilid yill tel tshe 'I dbye ba dail Ilad 
gso ba la sogs pa'i bya ba'i mall ilag Ile bar bstall pa'i phyir roll sems medpa (D) rdo fa sogs pa 
rnams la Ili gso ba'i thabs gan du ymi ma mthoilfal ... de 'i phyir! sems dan bcas pa yin tel mi (P,D: 
me) bt.ill no ie Ilal 'di skad brjod par bya ste! nad gso ba ies bya ba Ili sems dail bcas pa 'i Ius kyi 
chos yin pa'i phyirl sems med pa rnams la de ma grub pas gtall tshigs kyi don ma grub pa Ilid yin 
tel 'byuil ba'i 'gyur ba Idog pa Ilid tsam 'dir mlioll sum du gyur pa lal de dag kya/i sems dail bcas 
pa Ita bur <ma> mthon ba'i chail dail! gla (D) nsi daii/ mtshon cha la sogs pa mams kyis (D; P 
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the opponent adduces the fact that plants g row, beget homogeneous offspring or 
are born in specific seasons, like horses and other animals,504 the Buddhist points 
out that these properties are also found in insentient things: in skin diseases like 
ringworm or in ulcers,505 in ant-hills, corals, salt, crystals(?), jewels or "gold
sprouts" ,506 and in hair or finger_nails507.508 Other characteristics which plants 

ma iles pa flid kyis) ma iles pa flid yin no/I).- G 0 I d: TJv 357b5f; comm. ad NIl 370. 

S03 TJv 357b5: chail dag(?) nus pa flams par gyur pa las yail 'dus byas pa'i khyad par gyis (D) 
. nus pa dail ldan par 'gyur biz ... 

504 MHrd IX. 144: samiinaprasavrid vrddhelJ ... sacittakiilJ/ rtujatviit ... ciipiiftiis, turagiidivat// 
(em. as proposed in n. 490). - For "g row i n g" (vrddhi) cpo TJv 358a2-4; Ayars p. 4,29 
(vu44hi-dhammayarrz); AyiirViv 44,13f and 44,25f; TRD 157,13-15 and 159,8, as well as 158,18, 
159,1 and 159,11f (various aspects of growth; similarly TBV 652,1-3); Sv I 161,21f ('" Ps III 
120,11 f): tesu (viz. siili-iidisu) hi so (viz. Makkhali Gosiilaputto) vir ii han a - b h ti v e n a jiva
saf!f!i (Sv-pt I 289, If explains: j!vanato ptilJarrz dhtirentti viya gatijiiti-vaqqhalUlto j!vii); NIl 362 + 
comm.; Kir 40,3: vrddhi, at PDhSg 87,23 one of the arguments for the presence of a soul (in men 
and animals), but used by Udayana, besides "healing up" (see n. 520), also in connection with plants 
as a reason for proving that they consume water (cp. MBh 12.177.18; Wezler 1987a, 341f) and 
nutritive substances, which in its turn serves to prove the presence of internal wind (see n. 514); from' 
this, in its turn, Udayana derives the occurrence, in plants, of living, dying, sleeping, etc., in the 
strict sense which implies that plants, too, are animate beings inhabited and controlled by an individual 
soul. -For" hom 0 g e n e 0 u s pro p a gat ion" (samiinaprasava)cp. TJv358alf;.VAvBh 
1756 (siimiilJajiii-riiv'-ailkur6valarrzbhiio tarugalJa-... -ridao (saceyalJii); NIl 368 + comm.; cpo Kir 
40,1: bijacsajiitiytlnubandha (but differently explained by the comm.: Kir 40 n. I). - For 
" b e i n g b 0 r n ins p e c i f i c sea son s" (rtujatva) cpo TJv 358a5f; cpo also TJv 
355a6f (see n. 493) and perhaps comm. ad NIl 367. 

5IJS "R i n g w 0 r m" (dadru): MHrd (see n. 508); ski n dis e a s e s (mdze nad (= 

kUif{ha) la sogs pa): TJv 359b4 and 6; cpo ib. b4 zaphrug (= g-yan pa [Bod-rgya tshig-mdzod chen
mo], Le. kalJ4u [MVy 8516]);u Ice r (lhog pa, lhog rgal): TJv 358b2 and b6-S. Cpo also NIl 368 
+ comm. (tumour or cancer). [Precise information on the meaning of dadru and mdze lowe to Prof. 
R. E. Emmerick.] 

506 Ant - hill s: TJv 358b2 (grog mkhar gyi sa); comm. on NIl 362; cor a Is: MHrd 
(see n. 50S), TJv 358b2 (byu ru); VinMaiij (see ib.: pavtila); cpo also VAvBh and TRD (vidruma: 
see ib.); s a It: VinMaiij (see n. 508: lavalJa); TJv 358b2 (sen 'dab pa'i tsha = saindhava; cpo 
GrCh 278,4 sen da ~a'i tshwa); cpo also V AvBh and TRD (see n. 50S: ZavalJa); s jon e s, Le. 
cry s t a I s (?): VinMaiij (see n. 508; sUti [cpo BHSD S.v. silti]); cpo also V AvBh and TRD (see 
ib.: upaZa); jewel s: MHrd (see n. 508), TJv 35Sb2 (vai4iirya); 358b4 (rin po che or rin po 
che ... 'i myu gu (*ratntiiz!..:ura»; "g 0 I d - s pro u t s" (hemtiilkura): MHrd (see n. 508); TJv 
35Sb2 and 4). I do not know what, precisely, "gold-sprouts" (and "jewel-sprouts") are, but cpo TJv 
358b4f (see n. 508) .and TRD 153,17f, referring to homogeneous "spro~ts" of salt, corals and 
"stones". Cpo also MW s.v. ratniiizkura ("a young pearl"). - Cpo also Vyom 404,2lf (sands). 

507 H air: MHrd (see n. 508); TJv 358bl; NIl 362 + commentary; fin g e r - n a i Is: TJv 
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share with animals, like ingestion of food,s°9 are simply passed over in silence. 

34 Thus, the tendency of the Buddhist is to stress similarities of plants with 
undisputedly insentient, preferably inorganic things. The same is also true in many of 
the cases where the Buddhist does not ref ute the a p pan e nt' s view that 
plants are sentient beings but rather tries to pro v e his 0 w n view that they 
are not. Here, too, the Buddhist tries to point out either such properties as plants 
s h are with the insentient, or properties which dis. tin g u ish them from 
ani mal sand men. 510 E.g., 

358b2; NIl 362 + comm. - TJv 358b2 adduces, as another example, a "fruit of Benieasa hispida or 
eerifera (kuflmalJqa, a kind of pumpkin) that has been cut (i.e. killed) (?)" (ku sman da'i [D; P: kun 
da'i; GrCh 278,4: skun sman da'i] 'bras bu bead [GrCh; P: beas; D: dan bcas] pa), which requires 
further clarification. 

508 MHrd IX.145: dadru < -vidruma- (or: -pravala-, Tib. byu ru) > -vaiqurya-kesa-hemankurtldi
bhilJ/ vyabhicarat tarulJa'!l te (or: tair?) na sidhyati sacittatli// (Tib. Tin chen "jewel" instead of 
°kesao, but cpo TJv 358bl skra; 2nd line e. C.; ms. acc. to Kawasaki 1986, (15) n. 18: °rattu 
rupalJantena sidhya'!lti sa'!lcittakli; Kawasaki 1986, (9), suggests: °rat tu taravo na sidhya'!1.ti 
sacittaklilJ; Kawasaki 1988, 33: Drat tu rupalJa'!l ... ; Tib. sin rnams supports tam, not rupa, but does 

not help as regards te (i.e. tvan-mate) or tail} (sc. hetubhi@; VinMafij 201: vu4qhi pana pava(a-si/a
lavalJana'!l api vijjatfti na tesa'!1 jlvabhlive kliralJa'!l; cpo also VAvBh 1756 (ma'!lSa'!1A:uro vva 
samalJajairuva'!lkurovala'!lbhlio ... -vidduma-IavalJovaltldao ... (sc. saceyalJa» + comm., and TRD 
153,17 (... lavalJa-vidrum6pali'uJina'!l samanajatlyankurotpattimattvam arsoma'!lsankurasyeva 
eetanaeihnam asty eva). - Skin diseases like ringworm, spreading from one spot of the body to 
others, are clearly an example of homogeneous propagation (samanaprasava), as is confirmed by TJv 
359b4-6 (similarly NIl 368 + comm. [tumour or cancer]), whereas ulcers exemplify growth (vrddhi) 
(TJv 359b6-360al and 358bl-3; at b3f an opponent objects that ulcers are sentient [cpo the use of 
haemorrhoids as an example for sentience in V AvBh and TRD!]; the Buddhist's reply is that they are 
insentient in the sense that they have no sentience of their own). Growth is exemplified also by most 
of the other examples (TJv 358bl-3). Corals, salt and crystals(?) are used as examples of both growth 
(VinMafij [see above]; TJv 358bl-3; 359a5f) and homogeneous propagation (VAvBh and TRD [see 

above], though these J aina texts do not use this fact for proving the insentience of plants but, on the 
contrary, for proving that corals, etc., too are sentient, like haemorrhoids). Hair, too, is used to 
exemplify both growth (TJv 358b 1 f) and homogeneous propagation (TJ v 358a8-b 1, interpreting the 

growing again of hair that has been cut off as samana-prasava). "Gold-sprouts" (hemankura) and 
jewel(-sprout)s are taken as examples of both growth (TJv 358b 1-3) and "being born (larising) in a 
specific season" (rtujatva), TJv 358b4f explaining that they arise "when the clouds make noise", which 
would seem to mean: in the mons urn season. (At TJv 260al-3, however, the example for rtujatva is 
bile, wind and phlegm.) 

509 E.g., Ayars p. 4,30 (ahliraga'!l); VAvBh 1753b; AyarViv 44,21-23; TBV 653,3 (pratiniyata
pradeSdhara-grahalJa); TRD 158,12-15 and 159,10; Kir 40,2f (see n. 504). 

510 Cpo VinMafij 200: (rukkhadayo ... najlva, ... ) visadisajatikabhlivato. 
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a) the fact that plants lack the capacity of (perceptible) autonomous motion or 
locomotion;511 

b) the fact that they lack bodily heat;512 
c) the fact that they do not breathe513 (at least not In the perceptible way 

animals and men dO)514; 

511 Y, zi 211b3 (ran gi Ius kyis mi g-yo ba) = Y, 660b5; TJv 361al (verse quotation): g-yo ba med 
flid; cpo 361a4 Ius kyi phyi rol bya ba roamsll bnan (P,D: bstan) pa roams la ma mthon basil des 
na sin la sems pa medii, i.e. plants are insentient because they lack external(Iy perceptible) activities; 
cpo also VinMafij 200 pariphandabhlivato (which, however, may also refer to the lack of jerking or 
wincing when injured). Cpo also NIl 372 + comm. (accepting the absence of locomotion in plants), 
whereas some Jaina authors (VAvBh 1754cd; TRD 158,5ff and 159,9) assert that some kind of 
movement does occur in plants, as when creepers creep towards a support (iisrayopasarpalJa); cpo also 
Sv-Pt I 289,lf (see n. 504); TJv 354b6f (based on MBh 12.177.13) and, for similar kinds of 
movement, TJv 354b7: heliotropism of sman sbrul mgo (MVy 8531: niiga§ir'faka, but not as name 
of a plant) and fli ma'i rjes su 'bran ba (*suvarcalii?; cpo Wezler 1987a, 323ft); Vyom 404,18: 
extending the "feet" (= roots) towards nutritive substances when these are nearby; Kir 40,1: 
anukUlopagama-pratikilliipagama, not concretized. According to TJv 355bl these movements are in 
reality heteronomous like that of a piece of iron attracted by a loadstone, - For (autonomous) 
movement being a characteristic feature of life or living beings see TJv 360b8f (verse quotation): tshe 
dan drod dan roam ses dahll g - yo b a ... gail la dmigs gyur pall de la 'tsho ba (= *fiva) ies 
bya'oll; cpo also DhPr 192,17 (see n. 479); Nyayasiitra 1.1.11 + comm. (cegii, defined as a specific 
samihli or parispanda). - It seems that the view of plants having consciousness confined within the 
limits of their "body" (antalJ.saf11jfla) could easily be used to defend the sentience of plants i n 
s pit e of the fact that they lack (autonomous) outward movement or activity and uttering of sounds 
(see § 34, g) (Medhatithi and Kulliika ad Manu. 149; Wezler 1987b, 114f, 123 and 130) and - hence 
- (easily perceptible) reactions to injury (see § 34, h). 

512 TJv 361al (verse quotation) drod med. Yet, MBh 12.177.18 (cp. Wezler 1987a, 341t) suggests 
that fire must be present in trees because the fact that they grow and discharge excretions proves that 
they digest food (which presupposes the presence of digestive fire). - For bodily heat (u~man, drad) 
as constitutive of life see TJv 361b8f (see n. 511); MN I 296, AKBh 73, 19f, etc. (cp. L. 
Schmithausen, Alayavijfiana, Tokyo 1987, n. 165); DhPr 192,17 (see n. 479). 

513 TJv 361a4 (verse quotation): srag ni 'byun 'jug (= respiration) ... ma mthan basil des na sin 
la sems pa medii; I take srog to render Skt. priiIJa, and its coming out ('byun) and entering ('jug) to 
mean "respiration". For breathing as a characteristic of life, see also DhPr 192,17 (see n. 479). Cpo 
also VSii 3.2.4 und PDhSg 87,20. Critically: comm. ad NIl 375. 

514 The discovery of the respiration of plants (in a sense justifying the inclusion of plants in the 
piiIJas/priiIJins in the sense of "breathing beings") took place in the 18th century only. But Udayana 
(Kir 40,2f) states that one can infer that plants are furnished with" internal wind" (iidhyiitmika-viiyu) 
from the fact that they take up water and nutritive substances (see n. 504) - an idea expressed already 
at MBh 12.177.16. Yet, as the illustration, at MBh 12.177.16, of the matter by [someone] sucking 
up water through a [hollow] stalk (Wezler 1987a, 339t) shows, this "internal wind" in plants is not, 
or at least not primarily, conceived in analogy to respiration proper. 
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d) the fact that they do not [show signs of] get[ting] tired~515 
e) the fact that they do not close and open [any eyelids]516 (referring either to 

winking as a sign of being alive, or to closing and opening the lids as a sign of falling 
asleep and awaking517); . -

f) the fact that branches or even parts of branches when cut off grow again in 
other places518 (whereas severed limbs of men and animals invariably die),519 or 
that when a tree is heavily pruned or even when it is cut at the root it may still grow 
again520 (whereas in men and in most animals severed limbs are not reproduced; 

515 TJv 361a3 (verse quotation): Ius la nal ba med pa ... s!! ... sin la sems pa medii. 

516 TJv 361a4 (verse quotation): bye (D; P byed) btsums ... ma mihon bas!! ... siil la sems pa 
medii; Tib. bye btsums (though the intrans. pf. bye is somewhat odd beside the trans. pf. btsums; 
perh. phye?) would seem to represent Skt. unme~a-nime~a: cpo NBiT 214,19 (Tib. 'byed and 'dzum), 
where this phenomenon is also used, though in a different argument, as a characteristic of living. 
beings. Cpo VSii 3.2.4 and PDhSg 87,22. 

517 For the latter alternative cpo Nfl 363 .+ comm. In this case, the argument implies that the 
tamarind's folding its leaves during the night is (as the Buddhist opponent in the comm. ad Nfl 363 
actually states) either not accepted as equivalent to closing the eyelids or ignored as exceptional (see 
also § 32.2 + n. 483). -

518 Y, zi 211b4 (yal ga dan yal ga gyes pa dag bead na yan de las gian pa dag tu skye bas) = 
Yc 660b6f (lWitHIif E.M.-iUl!Ao). - Tib. skye ba can correspond to Skt. vi-ruh (cp. AKBh-I S.v. vi

ruh, virohalJa; Prasannapada (ed. de La Vallee Poussin) 567, ns. 1 and 3; KP § 39 (see n. 520». As 
for vi-ruh (used of seeds in the sehse of "to sprout" [e.g. Ja II 322,15] and of plants in the sense of 
"to produce fresh growth" [cpo also n. 520] or simply "to grow") said of parts of plants separated 
from the mother-plant, cpo the (negative) instance at Sv I 120, where the non-Buddhist doctrine of 
annihilation of living beings after death uses, as an analogy, the fact that leaves fallen from a tree do 
not grow any more: yatM rukkha-palJlJiini patitiini na puna viriihanti, eval!l sattii. 

519 The advocate of the sentience of plants can of course avail himself of the fact that in most cases 
severed parts of plants do not grow again but wither (as is, though ignored in the present context, 
of course also known to the Buddhists; cp., e.g., Ja IV 396: nalo ehinno va sussati, or Yin I 189 (cp. 
§ 8): tiila-tarulJiini ehinniini milayanti) and are hence just like severed limbs of animals and meri: cpo 
Ayars p. 4,30 (ehinn~ miliii); AyarViv 44,20f; TRD 158,10-12 and 159,9 (ehinniivayava-mliini). 

520 This is probably what is meant by ehinne virii{hanato at VinMafij 200 since the logical subject 
of the passage (which is most likely also the noun one has to supply, ad sensum, to the loco ehinne) 
is "trees, etc." (rukkhiidayo), and not "branches" etc., and since the healing up of a wound (even if 

. linguIstically possible) would not of course support the difference of trees from animals, etc. The 
expression ehinne virii{hanato is reminiscent ofMBh 12.177.17 ehinnasya ... virohalJiit, where the 
meaning is probably the same but where the argument is, on the contrary, used to prove that trees do 
have a soul or life principle (jiv~ paSyiimi vrlqiilJiim).- As for vi-ruh or virohalJa!viriihanii in the 
sense of "growing again (after having been cut)" see Ja II 322,11 and 323,2 (see n. 521). As for a 
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what is reproduced is insentient parts of the body like nails and hair!)521; 
g) the fact that plants do not answer when addressed;522 
h) the fact that plants do not jerk or wince even when suddenly and violently 

injured,523 which means, according to the Buddhist, that they do not fee 1 
p a in, 524 just as a cIod.525 

tree (or more precisely: many species oftrees) growing again even when heavily pruned or even when 
cut at the root (as long as the root is unimpaired), cp., e.g., Dhp 338 (yathQ .. , mille anupaddave '" 
chinno pi rukkho puna-r-eva rilhati), KP § 39 (tad yathapi nama vi{apacchinno vr!qo mille 'nupadrute 
punar eva vir 0 hat n , or BAu 3.9.28 (yad vr!qo vrkIJo rahati millan navataralJ punalJ ... ); cpo 
also Sp 763f. - In later demonstrations of the sentience of trees or plants, it is mostly the argument 
that just as in men and animals so also in plants w 0 u n d s or broken parts h e a I u p that is 
used: cpo V AvBh 1753b (rohalJa; comm.: !qata-sa/flrahalJa); TBV 653,1 (!qata-bhagna-sa/flrohalJa); 
TRD 158,22-159,2 and 159, 12f (!qata-bhugna- (read -bhagna-?J -sa/flrahalJa); NrI 370 + comm.; 
Kir 40,3 (bhagna-kfjata-sa/flrahalJa, for which cpo PDhSg 87,23; for the sequence of argumentation 
at Kir 39,21-40,3 see n. 504); cpo also Vyorri 404,16 + 403,29. Note that the term used is mostly 
sa'!}rohalJa, though derivations from vi-ruh also occur in this sense (cp. PW s. v. ruh + vi-, virohalJa 
and virapalJa: virapita-vralJa, vralJa-virohalJa, etc.). - At T voL 77, 313aI9ff, Kiikai mentions the 
argument of non-Buddhists that trees and plants possess life because they grow again after having been 
felled or cut, but he also has an objector point out that precisely this capacity distinguishes them from 
man who lacks it. - As for the argument that trees are sentient because they die when injured 
too m u c h, and the Buddhist rejoinder, see § 32.1 + ns. 475 and 477. 

521 Cpo Ja II 322,llff, where a man whose nose had been cut off (chinnanasa) is told by another 
man: yatha kesa ca massil ca ehinnalfl ehinna/fl virilhati, eva/fl rilhati te nasa, whereas yet another 
one tells him the truth: natthi nlisiiya rilhana (Ja II 323,2: virilhana). 

522 Y, zi 211b3 (brjod na yan mi brjod pa) = Y, 660b5f (~jli!~~ffii7f'~laf); cpo TJv 361alf 
(verse quotation): thos fa sogs par mi 'gyur dali/I sgra la sags pa rtogs (D; P: rtog) med nill sems 
can ma yin bstan (D,P; read brtan?) pa ftidll, which I tentatively take to mean: "[As] they cannot be 
heard [to utter sounds], etc. (i.e.: and cannot be perceived to produce other forms of communication 
either), and [as] they lack understanding of speech, etc., plants are certainly not living beings 
(*asattvalJ sthlivaralJ khalu (?))." In the last piida the Tibetan syntax would yield" [they] are not living 
beings [but] only stationary [things]" (Kawasaki 1990), but I presume that in the original *sthavaralJ 
was intended to be the subject of the sentence. - Cpo also Jii ill 24 (as against IV 210; see n. 459). 
- As for plants being regarded as sentient ins pit e of being unable to utter sounds, see n. 511 
(end). 

523 MHrd IX.140: sacittakii na taravo, ... madhyacchede 'pi ... aspandat; cpo VinMafij 200 
(pariphandiihhavato, though this expression may just as well refer to the lack of autonomous 
movement in genera!" (~ee § 34, a)). Cpo also n. 511. 

524 TJv 356b3: !jon sin de dag ni dkyU du bead kyan g-yo ba med del t s h 0 r bam e d 
p a' i p hy i r ro II; cpo MHrd IX. 140dja4atve (ed.jo.qyatve, ms.jlitatve) sati. 

525 MHrd IX. 140d: fOfj{avat. 
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35.1 One may call these arguments "arguments of natural science (or proto
science)". Now, on the whole, Buddhism, and particularly early Buddhism, quite in 
contrast to Jainism, shows little interest in questions of "natural science". Hence, it 
seems rather improbable that considerations of this kind were the original motive for 
denying plants sentience. 

35.2 The only exception is the last argument, namely that plants do not feel pain 
because when injured they do not show any signs of feeling pain, at least none 
comparable to those shown by men and animals. Pain, suffering, is, of course, not at 
all marginal in early Buddhism, and a fundamental characteristic of saI1lsaric 
existence, at least on the earthly leveL Hence, the inability of feeling pain, if taken 
as symptomatic for having no feeling at all, could easily be imagined to have been a 
strong reason for excluding plants from the range of sentient beings. 526 However, 
in an ambiance where people naively believed in the sentience of plants it was not at 
all natural to conclude, from the lack of external reactions, that plants do not feel pain 
when injured. On the contrary, it was common conviction that they did.527 Thus, in 
this case, too, it is more likely that the a r gum e n t pre sup p 0 s est h e 
den i a 1 of the sentience of plants, and not the other way round. 

35.3 Yet, this may not be the whole truth. If we take the afore-mentioned 
arguments not in their particulars but rather in their common purport of stressing the 
essential d iff ere n c e 528 between plants on the one hand and animals or man 
on the other, they may in fact have some connection with the original cause for the 
denial: They may, after all, be a later, consolidated, self-conscious and concretely 
delineated expression of that rationalist tendency which I presume to have already 
started to penetrate the ambiance in which Buddhism originated, and to have entailed 
a weakening of the old belief in the animateness and sentience of almost everything. 
But even so these arguments would not answer the question why this tendency 
came up in Buddhism itself or, more probably, was assumed by it from its ambiance, 
nor the question why it was, later on, developed into a the 0 ret i c a I, dogmatic 

526 Provided that we ignore, in this connection, the fact that (at least some) Buddhists have 
nevertheless come to advocate the existence of entirely unconscious heavenly beings (asaflfla-satta 

nama deva, e.g. DN I 28). According to Theravadin dogmatics, the asaflfla-satta consist of nothing 

but corporeal matter lacking mind (citta), consciousness (saflfla), nay, all the four mental khandhas 
throughout their existence in that sphere, from the first to the last moment (Kv m.11 + Kv-a 7lf; 
Kv-a 113,20-22; Vibhailga 419; SaJ!1mohavinodanf 521; Sv 118; VisM XVIL254t) As against this, 
other schools hold that these beings are, to be sure, unconscious on the whole but do have 
consciousness in the very beginning (Vi 784b18f; cpo Kv-a 113,14f) or even in the beginning and at 
the end (AKBh 68,20f; Kv 262: cutikiile upapattikiile atthi, (hitikiile natthi), i.e., according to some, 
in the very first and the very last moment (Kv-a 71,23-28: Andhakas; Kv-a 113,20; Vi 784b20f and· 
24ff: Gho~aka), or, according to the position approved by the Vibha~a, even for a certain time-span 

in the beginning and at the end of this existence (Vi 784b22-24 and c7ff). 

527 Cpo MBh 12.177.17a. 

528 Cpo VinMafij 200: visadisajatikabhtivato. 
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den i a I of the sentience of plants. In this connection, two more arguments are of 
considerable interest (§ § 36.1-37.3). 

36.1 The first one, found in the YogacarabhUmi and in the verses quoted in the 
Tarkajvala, is the argument that plants are not living, sentient beings because they do 
not perform good and bad k arm a ,529 and because they are never affected by 
des ire or hatred. 530 

36.2.1 This points to the context of the theory of reb i r t h, which according 
to Buddhism is kept going by emotions like desire, and determined by one's karma. 
It may hence be worth investigating whether the rejection of plants as sentient beings 
may be connected somehow with the theory of rebirth, more precisely with the attempt 
to establish as c 0 - ext ens i v e the range of sentient beings on the one hand and 
the range of possible forms of rebirth on the other. 

36.2.2 For contrary to what is often suggested,53! it seems to me quite improba
ble that these two areas coincided from the outset. It is more probable that we have 
to do with two different strands which originally were largely independent from each 
other. And it seems that originally the range of living, sentient beings killing or 
injuring which is dangerous or immoral, was much wid e r than the range of forms 
of rebirth, at least of such as were usually taken into account. 

529 Yt zi 211b3f (= Yo 660b6): legs par byas pa dan f!es par byas pa'i las la Jug paTyan mi snan 
ba ... s mi run no (viz. the view that green trees have life: Yt zi 211a5f); T]v 361a2f: dge ba dan ni 
mi dge'i lasll sems yod rnams la 'byun 'gyur gyi/I brtan (e.c.; D,P: bstan) pa rnams la de med pas 
(D; P: par) II des ni sin rnams sems med yinll. 

530 T]v 361a3f: 'dod dan ie sdan dan bral tilill .. , des na sin la sems pa mediI. 

531 Cp., e.g., Schubring, Ayars p. 51; Schmidt 1968, 650. - The thesis that "since its earliest 
occurrence the ahiJ?1sa-doctrine is connected with the belief in metempsychosis" (Schmidt) would be 
defendable only if the term "metempsychosis" is understood in an unusually imprecise sense, viz. as 
merely denoting some kind of aft e r - I i f e· of both men and animals, etc. For what is 

presupposed in the so-called "story of Bhrgu in the yonder world" (see § 36.3.2 + n. 539) is not 
transmigration or metempsychosis in the sense of rebirtIl of men as animals, etc., or animals, etc., 
as men in t his world. What is presupposed is merely the fact that both men and animals have an 
after-life, that men after death go to the yonder world, and that animals, plants and (according to the 

SB version) even water take revenge upon man in the yonder world (or on the way to it: see n. 540) 
by inflicting upon him precisely the same tortures they have suffered from him in this world. It would 

seem that it is only for this purpose, i.e. for the sake of being able to wield axes and choppers, etc., 
that the animals, etc., assume human form, whereas men, though now the victims, remain men. This 
shows that the exchange of roles does not involve an exchange of essence or nature. The assumption 
of human form by the animals, etc., is hence merely a functionally motivated met a m 0 r -

ph 0 sis in to, not a metempsychosis as, a human being, and still less so in view of the fact that 
it does not include rebirth in t his worldbut, on the contrary, takes place in the yon d e r 
world. 
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36.3.1 As stated above, in V e d i c religion the range ofliving beings killing or 
injuring which is dangerous included not only animals but also plants, water and earth. 
The doctrine of rebirth, on the other hand, appears to have started, according to recent 
research by M. Witzel and Y. Ikari,532 from a man - centered concept. According 
to this concept (close parallels to which can be found also in Indian tribal beliet)533, 
a man was, after a sojourn in heaven mainly due to ritual acts, again reborn as a 
human being, preferably in his old family. I call this the "zig-zag pattern"534. 

36.3.2 To be sure, further ideas that have to do with destiny after death can be 
traced in our sources or may have to be presupposed. E.g., there are traces also of a 
dark, sombre place to go to after death;535 there is the idea that non-human beings, 
too, have an after-life in the yonder world: the sacrificial victim goes to heaven536 
(remaining, even there, it seems, an animal)537, and the same seems to hold good 
for sacrificial plants;538 in the "story of Bhrgu in the yonder world",539 animals, 
plants and even water are at hand in the yonder world (or on the way to it?)540to 

532 M. Witzel, The Earliest Form of the Concept of Rebirth in India. Paper presented at tbe 31st 
International Congress of Human Sciences in Asia and North Africa, Tokyo 1983 (unpublished). Cpo 
also id., The Earliest form oftbe Idea of Rebirtb in India, in: Yamamoto 1984, I 145f. - Y. Ikari, 
Some Aspects oftbe Idea of Rebirth in Vedic Literature, in: Indo-Shisoshi Kenkyu 6/1989, 155ff. -
Cpo also P. Horsch, Vorstufen der indischen See!enwanderungslehre, in: Asiatische Studien 25/1971, 
154 and 156f (nos. 5 and 10). . 

5JJ Hodson 1921a, 1; 3f; 6; 9: 1921b, 204f; 208; 211. 

534 In using this expression I disregard the d u rat ion of stay in this as well as in the otber 

world. 

535 E. Arbman, Tod und Unsterblichkeit im vedis chen Glauben (in: Archiv fiir Religionswissen
schaft XXV.3-4, 339-387, and XXVI. 1-2, 187-240), 357f and 368ff. 

536 Schmidt 1968, 646; cpo also 631. 

5J7 Cp. I?-V 1.162.7 and 21 (cp. Schmidt 1968, 646 + n. 4). 

538 SB 11.1.2.lf; cpo J.C. Heesterman, Non-violence and Sacrifice, in: Indologica Taurinensia 
XII/1984, 119; Gombrich 1988,42; see also Manu V.40 (cp. Schmidt 1968,631); MBh 12.260.24 
(cp. Alsdorf 1961, 590f). 

539 SB 11.6.1; cpo Jaiminlyabrahmal)a 1.42-44 (water missing). Cpo H. Lommel, Bhrgu im 
Jenseits, in: Paideuma 4/1950, 93ff; Schmidt 1968, 644f; H. W. Bodewitz, Jaiminlya Brahmal)a I, 

1-65, Leiden 1973, 99ff. 

540 I.e. if tbe black man met by Bhrgu at the last station of his journey were to be understood as 
tbe guardian of the yonder world proper. Cpo perhaps also the fact that Bhrgu 's journey seems to take 
place, in various directions, on a h 0 r i Z 0 n t a I level, Cp., in tbis connection, also the 
interesting information in Hofer 1975, 50, tbat - obviously on his way to the Land oftbe Dead 
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retaliate injury to the persons who had killed them in this world, and they even assume 
human form there, probably merely because otherwise they would not be able to wield 
axes and choppers.54l Likew.ise, deceased humans may, before being reborn, assume 
the form of animals and appear as such. 542 There may have been the idea that when 
being reborn in this world the deceased passes through trees or plants,543 and/or rain 
or dew. 544 And there must have existed, especially in the indigenous strata of the 
society, quite different views of afterlife, e.g., probably, the idea of rebirth as an 
insect545 and of a gradual fading away after rebirth(s?) as an insect, butterfly, 
caterpillar or the like,546 or after rebirth in ever remoter Lands of the Dead;547 or 
the idea of a special destiny of people who died an "evil death" , and who may become 
animals, as, e.g., a tiger in case one had been eaten by a tiger. 548 

36.3.3 Some of these more or less heterogeneous elements have been integrated 
into the "zig-zag pattern" in the famous Upani!)adic locus classicus of the doctrine of 
rebirth:549 especially the return from the yonder world through atmosphere, rain, 
earth and plants, and the possibility of being reborn as a worm or insect, obviously 

.- the enemies and wild animals the deceased has killed during his life try to take revenge on him. 
ButSB 12.9.1.1 and Sankhyayana- (= Kau~ftaki-)Brahmaf.Ia 11.3 (Schmidt 1968, 644), which express 
the same idea albeit in a much simpler form, locate the revenge in the yonder world (itself). 

541 See n. 531. 

542 Baudhayana-Dharmasiitra 2.14.10 (forefathers wandering about in the form of birds; from 
Witzel 1983 [see n. 532]); Hodson 1921a, 4 (spirit of the dead believed to reside in the bodies of 
crows (Kurubas)); ib., 6, speaks of repeated reb i r t h as butterflies in the time between death and 
rebirth as a human (Lushai), but it may be difficult in such cases to draw a sharp border-line between 
rebirth or metempsychosis on the one hand and metamorphosis on the other. 

543 Hodson 1921a, If (Santals); 1921b, 205; 208; 212ff. 

544 Hodson 1921a, 6 (Lushais). 

545 Hofer 1975, 53 (Nagas). Cp also n. 542. 

546 Cpo G. Prunner in: HOfer 1975, 195 (Nung: rebirth as an animal, then as an insect, finally 
turning into red earth); Bezacier, ib. 368 (Tai: rebirth as caterpillars, then turning into a kind of 
moss). 

547 HOfer 1975, 53 (Nagas); 114 (Sre, Sodang); Chr. v. Fiirer-Haimendorf, The After-Life in 
Indian Tribal Belief, in: Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 
83.111953, 43 (Konyak Nagas). 

548 Hodson 1921a, 7 (Garos); cpo also 1921b, 205 (no rebirth [i.e., probably, not rebirth as a 
human: cpo Hodson 1921a, 7] of men killed by tigers or snakes). 

549 ChU V.10; BAu VI.2.14ff. 
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as the destiny of those outside the Aryan cult of cremating the deceased, and obviously 
without any possibility of further rebirth as a human. 55o But even this does not yet 
mean that a 11 elements, plants and insects551 participate in the process of rebirth, 
or that they all consist of, or contain, what had formerly been a human being. And, 
at any rate, the passing through the elements and plants is automatic and not dependent 
on ritual karma, let alone moral karma, the latter coming in only in a paragraph which 
is obviously a later interpolation found in one version only.552 

36.4 The rebirth theory of earliest J a i n ism, if retrievable at all, would 
seem to require special investigation. In the full-fledged system, rebirth as an animal, 
plant or element-being553 has been fully integrated into the "zig-zag pattern", though 
the latter is still clearly discernible. 554 But there exists, even in later times, the idea 
of certain minute vegetable beings (the nigodas) which have always been in this state 
and do not, or not yet, participate in karma-determined saT[lsara.555 

36.5.1 In Bud d h i sm, too, as has been shown by Vetter,556 the old zig-zag 
pattern is well-preserved, and is probably the starting point of the development of the 
Buddhist rebirth theory. It is, in several passages/57 still close to the Vedic pattern, 
apart from having been ethicized,558 which means that one's destiny after death is 
now dependent on one's karma in the sense of m 0 r a 1 acts, and that the yonder 
world is now clearly differentiated into heaven for the good and an unpleasant 
underworld for the bad. 

5SO Cpo Halbfass 1980,293 and 1991, 319 ("a form of soteriological failure"). I am not sure that 

the text allows to decide whether the idea is, as Halbfass suggests, an end I e s s repetition of 
rebirth as an insect, etc., or merely an indefinite number of such rebirths ending in some kind of 
fading away, as tribal beliefs seem to suggest (see § 36.3.2 + n. 546). 

551 Let alone other animals, some of which are only mentioned - as an alternative possibility to 

being reborn as a low caste human for people with bad karma - in what is obviously a later addition 
(cp. also Halbfass 1980,299; 1991,325), found in the Chandogya version only. 

552 See n. 551 

553 Rebirth of mobile (tasa) living beings as stationary (thavara) ones and vice versa is already 

found at Ayars p. 41,7. 

554 Cpo Schubring 1935, 123f: rebirth in heaven or hell is possible only from, and invariably 

followed by, a human (or higher animal) existence. 

555 P. S. Jaini 1980, 224ff. 

5" Vetter 1988, 78ff. 

557 E.g., SN No. 3.21 (I 93ff), or in the formula of the "divine eye" (e.g. MN I 70f). 

558 Cpo Obeyesekere 1980, 146ff. 
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36.5.2 In these passages, rebirth as an ani mal is not mentioned. 559 In 
one Sutta of the Majjhimanikaya,5w however, it appears to have been sec 0 n -
dar i I Y integrated into the zig-zag pattern561 as an alternative to going to the 
underworld (now clearly described as hell). This fact suggests, as Vette~62 rightly 
concludes, that animals were, at least in an explicit and systematical waY,563 
integrated into the Buddhist theory of rebirth only at a somewhat later stage of 
deVelopment. 

36.5.3 In my opinion, it is quite plausible to assume that earliest Buddhism, 
focussing on the path to Nirval)a, was not specifically interested in, and did not reflect 
on, the relation of animals, let alone plants, to rebirth. In the long run, however, this 
question could not be ignored, if - as was the case in Buddhism - at least animals 
were t a ken s e rio u sly as sen tie n t beings, especially if their existence 
was regarded as particularly unhappy.564 If existence is conceived as caused by 
Thirst or Desire, and if at least all such suffering as is the outflow of a certain form 
of existence is taken to be the effect of the prior karma of the living being con
cerned,565 existence as an animal, too, and the suffering it involves, cannot but be 
traced back to Desire and prior karma. For, if the moral law of karma is expected to 
be both binding and rei i a b I e it must be not only infallible but also 
u n i v e r s a I. It is not enough to exclude that a moral or immoral action may have 
no consequence for the doer (krta-viprm:rasa); it must also be excluded that a 
consequence (like unhappy existence as an animal) may hit one who has not done the 
corresponding deed(s) (ak.rtdbhyagama). 

559 It may, however, be difficult to exclude the possibility that some vague chance of being reborn 
as an animal is, somehow, included in the concept of vinipata (which at MN III 169 seems, in fact, 
to refer to animals). 

560 !YIN No. 129. Cpo Vetter 1988, 93f. 

561 At the same time, the "zig-zag pattern" is, in connection with the possibility of being reborn 
as an animal, additionally modified by the assumption that to emerge from this state of existence is 
extremely difficult and will happen at best after a very long time, an assumption which in this case 
would seem to imply a s u c c e s s ion of man y animal existences before rebirth as a human. 
In contrast to this, in the case of hell and heaven the text merel y states that rebirth as a human takes 
places after a very long time, without necessarily implying, in this case, a succession of existences 
since one single existence in these spheres may well be of an extremely long duration. 

562 Vetter 1988, 78 (line 3 from below). 

563 See n. 559. 

564 Cp., e.g., !YIN I 74f; III 169. Cpo EN § 21.2. 

565 Cpo MN No. 135. 
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36.5.4 But even so the question arises why the Buddhists, unlike Jainas and most 
Hindus, have not also included p I ant s into the karmically determined rebirth 
system. Provided that we do not already pre sup p 0 s e the later view that plants 
are not sentient beings but rather the earlier one that they are sentient and hence 
exposed to suffering through being cut, mutilated or the like,566 there is no reason 
why one should not - as the Jainas and many Hindus567 actually do - regard them, 
too, as owing their state to former karma, and hence as another possible form of 
rebirth. 

36.5.5 It is here that one may advance the argument that plants are not sentient 
because they do not com mit or accumulate good and bad karma. But in the early 
rebirth pattern it is only in hum a n existence that karma is committed or 
accumulated, whereas in the 0 the r w 0 rid karma is only con sum e d but 
not accumulated. 568 Hence, the argument that plants do not commit good or bad 
karma would not have excluded them necessarily from the range of possible forms 
of rebirth. 

36.5.6 To be sure, already in the Buddhist canonical texts we can sometimes 
observe a tendency to modify the ancient pattern. In this connection, the passage 
where rebirth as an animal appears to have been newly introduced as an alternative 
to rebirth in hell is of special interest; for in this passage animals, too, are regarded 
as not only consuming previous karma but as also com mit tin g new karma 
(especially b a dkarma, by devouring each other).569 But it is not clear whether 
the ability to commit good or bad karma has now become a n e c e s s a r y feature 
of a 11 possible forms of rebirth.570 And even if it had, it would not have been 
impossible to assume that, just like animals, so even plants d 0 commit good and bad 
actions (like bearing fruits and giving shadow, 57I or destroying life by dropping a 

566 E.g., SB 11.6.1.8 and 10; Medhatithi et al. ad Manu 1.49 and 1.50 (Medh.: asyalJ 
sthavaratmikiiya gater anya nikma dulJkhabahula gatir nastil); Raghavananda ad Manu XII.9 
(dulJkhaikayoniJ?l tarugulmalatatvam). Cpo Wezler 1987b, 114and 117. For the lainas: v. Glasenapp 
1925, 188. 

567 Cp., e.g., Manu 1.49 (Kulh1ka: vrk:flidayas tamogwJena vicitradulJkhaphalenadharma
karmahetukena vyaptalJ ... ); XII.9: sarfrajailJ karmado0air yati sthavarataJ?l naralJ (Kulliika: 
sarira-karma-ja-papair yuktalJ sthavaratvaJ?l manu0aIJ prapnoti); Ramanu j a ad Bh G 14.18. 

568 This is very clearly expressed in the verse quoted at BAu (Kal)va) IVA.6. 

569 MN III 169; cpo Vetter 1988, 94. 

570 This is, in fact, hardly possible in the case of the "unconscious (heavenly) beings", at least as 

they have been understood in the Theravada tradition (see n. 526). 

571 Cp., in this connection, Pv II.9.3-5 (see n. 414). 
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branch or by poison572). 

36.5.7 Hence, the necessity to establish as co-extensive Lie range of sentient beings 
and that of karmically determined rebirth can hardly have been the motive proper for 
denying plants the status of sentient beings. At best, it may have somehow contributed 
to the rigid and explicit dogmatization of this denial. But the m a i n mot iv e 
must have been something else. 

37.1 This brings me to the last argument, found only in the Tarkajvii.lii.. Plants, 
it is said, are fi 0 t sentient beings, because otherwise eating cereals, fruits or 
vegetables, and drinking oil or sugar-cane juice would be equivalent to eating mea t 
and drinking b I 0 0 d ,573 and this would amount to a gigantic mass of bad 
k arm a ,574 since consumption presupposes kill i n g .575 

37.2 This is, to be sure, written from the later standpoint of vegetarianism, 
but the essence of the argument would hold good also for traditional Buddhism, for 
which eating meat is not prohibited, provided that one has no share in the killing; For, 
as already stated above, in the case of meat it was, at least in a country like India, 
possible, even for ordinary lay people, to restrict consumption to occasions on which 
one was able to buy' meat without being involved in the killing, or even to abandon 
meat-eating altogether. In the case of vegetable food, however, complete abstention 
at least was impossible unless one was ready to starve.576 Any eating would, 
directly or indirectly, presuppose hi,!!sa.577 And most lay people were definitely 
unable to avoid h a r v est i n g food-plants the m s e I v e s, or at least 
preparing them, which mostly includes cutting to pieces, pounding, cooking or frying. 
If plants are sentient beings, this would mean, primarily for lay followers, but 
indirectly also for monks and nuns (see § 25.1), a tremendous amount of inevitable 
killing, hence bad karma. 

37.3 Thus, this argument ultimately points to a situation similar to the one 
derived above (§§ 24.3ft) from the canonical evidence, namely that the starting point 
and primary motive for the exclusion of plants (and seeds) from the range of living, 

5n Cpo TJv 358a4f (see n. 492). 

573 TJv 360b4f (D: dza 315b2t): yan sems dan bcas pa liid [g]cig yin na ni 'bras chan (D; P: can) 
danl phye ma (D; P om.) danl me tog danl 'bras bu danl 10 ma la sogs pa zos na yan sems can gyi 
sa zos par 'gyur ba yin lal til gyi til mar danl bur sin gi khu ba la sogs pa 'thufts(D; P: 'thun) na yan 
srog chags kyi Ius las byun ba'i khrag 'thuns pa yin pas ... 

574 TJv 360b5f: des na 'jig Hen thams cad kyis kyan sdig pa chen po byas par 'gyur roll. 

575 TJv 360b7f: zos na ni srog chags la gnod par 'gyur bas ... 

576 Cpo TJv 360b7: thar pa 'dodpa rnams zas ma zos na ni 'chi bar 'gyur la ... 

sn Cpo TJv 360b6f:' kha zas kyi bya ba nag tu spyod pa na 'tshe ba la 'jug pa flid du 'gyur ba'i 
phyir ... 
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sentient beings in Buddhism was the compulsions of practicability, i.e. of avoiding 
excessive cumbersomeness (for.monks and nuns) and scruples (in lay people) in using 
plants in everyday life. 

38.1 According to the canonical evidence, in the beginning this exclusion appears 
to have been only a pragmatic one, not connected with a theoretical denial but rather 
with an attitude of merely i g nor i n g , in certain contexts of life, the sentience of 
plants.578 

38.2 But such a flexible, pragmatic position - typical of earliest Buddhism also 
in other contexts - is not easily maintained. It may be a general tendency of the 
human mind to dogmatize such attitudes, or, more precisely, to supply them with a 
corresponding theoretical foundation or ideology. The more so when there are attacks 
from outside, as we may in fact presume in the present case. Particularly the 
J a ina s certainly made scornful remarks on the comparatively relaxed behaviour 
of the Buddhists and accused them of carelessness and lack of morality. 

38.3 It is not improbable that their first· target was the fact that Buddhist 
man k s drank f res h w ate r. For in the Milindapafiha it is only against the 
sentience of water that real arguments are adduced, and the occasion for presenting 
them is in fact that Buddhists were blamed by the Jainas for drinking fresh water, 
which the latter regarded as sentient. 579 To this accusation, the Buddhist reacts by 
denying water sentience and by presenting a series of arguments for this.580 

38.4 It would seem that likewise the fact that the Buddhist monks and nuns had 
few scruples in letting lay people "kill" plants expressly for their - the monks' and 
nuns' - sake (§ 25.1), and accordingly seem to have played down the "killing" of 
plants by lay people by implicitly or explicitly not reckoning it as bad 
k arm a (cp. § 26.2), must, sooner or later, also have provoked accusations from 
the Jainas.581 At least in one passage of the Yogiiciirabhiimi582 it is in fact in the 

578 Cp., as a kind of systematic parallel, Udayana's statement (Kir 39,14f) that Prasastapiida 
included plants, in spite of their animateness, not among living bodies (sarira) but among objects 
(vi~aya) because he wants to point out that they mostly serve the purposes of mobile beings 
(jangamopakaratayii) and are subject to them (tadadhinatayii). 

579 Mil 259,5ff. 

580 Mil 259,9ff. 

5'1 Cp., in this connection, that in the Skandhaka and Vinayavibhanga the prohibitions, for monks 
and nuns, to injure plants are not infrequently motivated by the fact that people 0 r non
Bud d his t . a s c e tic s - stated to regard plants as living beings, especially living beings with 
one sense-faculty (ekendriya-jlva, a term well documented in J a ina sources!) - blamed the 
Buddhist monks or nuns with I a c k 0 f pit Y or sympathy (T vol. 24, 817b19; vol. 22, 41c8-11; 

cpo 129a7+ lOf; cpo also 641bl (earth». - Cpo also NIl 374. 

SB2 Y 171,12ff. 
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context of killing living beings that the Jaina view that plants are included among them 
is expressly rejected by the Buddhist. 
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VIII. Postface 

3.9 By way of conclusion, let me link up the past with the present, and with 
the future. Our problem today is not so much: Ho~ can we use (and this means in 
most cases: injure or destroy) plants without becoming guilty? It is rather: How can 
we come to fee I g u i I t y a ga i n when exploiting, injuring and destroying 
plants to the point of extirpating many of them? How can we r e - est a b lis h 
i n h i bit ion with regard to injuring them? 

39.1 If the usual Buddhist view is presupposed, viz. that plants are not living 
beings, at least not in the sense of being sen tie n t or at any rate somehow 
susceptible to injury, one may still recur to the reasons adduced or presupposed by the 
Suttavibhanga and the Khandhaka in order to prove that the precepts not to injure 
plants are nevertheless well-motivated. 

39.1.1 One of these reasons was regard for the view of common p e 0 pie (or 
non-Buddhist ascetics) who did consider plants to be living, sentient beings (see §§ 
5.4-5.5; 8; 9.lf; 10.1; 12.4). Unfortunately, this argument, apart from addressing 
monks only, will hardly work in our rationalistic modern societies, where most people 
seem to hold just the opposite view, or at least behave as if they did. 

39.1.2 Another reason was the conviction that plants, at least trees, are inhabited 
by d e i tie s or spirits who are injured or damaged by the destruction of "their" 
plant/tree and may even punish the offender (see § 5.3 and.n. 149). This argument 
would hold good for lay people, too, and at the same time allows cautious use of 
plants since some of them may, at least occasionally,583 be devoid of a deity or 
because the deity can be requested to please choose another abode.584 However, in 
modern societies, including Buddhist ones, belief in such deities is vanishing. No 
longer alive in people's hearts, these deities have little chance to protect their trees. 
One may, at best, substitute them by the modern concept of Nature, which, 
mistreated, takes revenge sooner or later. 

39.1.3 We also found the argument that injuring plants often violates h u rna n 
interests, mostly those of the 0 w n e r (see §§ 5.1; 11.3; 12.1; 13.3; 14.4). Since 
this argument does not aim at excluding exploitation but only damage to the owner, 
it offers little help to the plants the m s e I v e s; from the i r point of view, 
it does not matter whether they are exploited by the owner or by somebody else. At 
least as long as the concept of owner and of his rights and duties is not fundamentally 
reconsidered, this kind of argument, though perhaps not identical with the modern 

583 E.g., when a tree deity has died recently (Sp 760; T vol. 24, 823b19f). 

584 T vol. 23, 776a13ff = Yin.Mii, je 259a7f (sin ljon pa 'di la lha gan gnas pa de gnas gian 
tshol cig). Cpo also T vol. 23, 775c20-22 = Yin.Mii., je 258b3f where a tree deity is ordered by the 
Buddha to offer shelter to another one whose tree had been felled by a monk. - In the Bha
ddasalajataka (see § 5.4 + n. 88), where the deity is so closely connected with the tree that she is 
almost a kind of tree-soul, no such possibility seems to exist. 
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anthropocentric attitude of entirely unrestrained exploitation, is not opposed to it 
either. 

39.1.4 But as stated above (§ 5.2 and n. 204) a few sources suggest yet another 
motivation, viz. that plants should not be injured or destroyed because they are the 
abode or h a bit a t of ani mal s (cp. also the analogous motivation not to 
pollute water in § 11.1). This e colo g i cal argument is fully valid today also, 
indeed more than ever before, and for both monks and lay people. 

39.2 However, I for one should find it reasonable to com bin e this latter 
argument with a different view of the nature of plants - one that is perhaps not too 
far from what I hope I have been able to show to have been, with some probability, 
that of earliest Buddhism: the view that plants the m s e 1 v e s, too, are living 
beings, in the sense of a bar d e r - lin e cas e. But contrary to the situation 
in earliest Buddhism where the border-line status of plants served to red u c e 
inhibitions against injuring them, it should now be used to r e - est a b 1 ish them. 
In this sense, we should rather stress the other aspect of the border-line status: Plants 
are, to be sure, not living beings like animals, and not at all living beings like men, 
with some secret anthropomorphic features and faculties, and hence perhaps not 
sentient beings in the usual sense of the word; but not entirely insentient either, not 
altogether insusceptible of being injured; living beings of ape cuI i a r kind, 
which we can somehow explore from outside, but which we will probably never be 
able to "understand" from within; familiar beings, but at the same time utterly strange, 
and precisely for that reason to be treated with res p e c t: because we simply do 
not know, and perhaps cannot even imagine, what it means for a plant its elf to 
be injured. To be sure, unless we are ready to starve, we cannot avoid using plants, 
and this often means: injuring or even killing them. But we should do this as 
1 itt 1 e asp ass i b Ie, carefully and with a sense of reg ret, not with 
the unnecessary brutality and relentlessness which has become habitual, and at the root 
of which is mostly not need but greed. 
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Abbreyiations 

[Note: PaIi texts are quoted according to the editions of the Pali Text Society, though for the basic 
texts and Sp I have used the Nalanda edition; Upani~ads are quoted according to the edition by Limaye 
and Vadekar (poona 1958).] 
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Add. 

AiGr 

AitU 

AKBh 

AKBh-I 

AKTU 

AKVy 

AN 

As 

AV 

Ayar II 

Ayar/say 

AyarN 

Ayars 

AyarViv 

BAU 

BhG 

Bhi. 

BHSD 

in texts: to be deleted 

in texts: to be added 

L. Schmithausen, Additions to "Buddhism and Nature", Tokyo (International 
Institute for Buddhist Studies) 1991. 

J. Wackernagel and A. Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik, 3 vols., 
Giittingen 1896-1930, repr. 1954-1975 

Aitareya-Upanisad 

Abhidharmakosabha~ya (Vasubandhu), ed. P. Pradhan, Patna 1967. 

A. Hirakawa, Index to the Abhidharmakosabh~ya (p. Pradhan Ed.), Tokyo. 
Pt. 1 (Skt.-Tib.-Ch.): 1973; pt. 2 (Ch.-Skt.): 1977; pt. 3 (Tib.-Skt.): 1978. 

Up~yika nama Abhidharmakosa-!Ika (Samathadeva): Tj, mDo-'grel, vols. tu 
and thu. 

Sphu!artha Abhidharmakosavyakhya (YaSomitra), ed. U. Wogihara, repr. 
Tokyo 1971. 

Aflguttaranikaya 

AtthasaIinI (Buddhaghosa), ed. E. Muller, London 1897 (PTS). 

Atharvaveda 

Ayaraflga(/Acaranga), 2nd book (quotations acc. to H. Jacobi, Jaina Sutras: 
SBE vol. xxii, and JAS ed.). 

Acarangasatram and Satrakrtangasatram, with the Niryukti of Acarya 
Bhadrabahu and the Commentary of Siiankacarya, orig. ed. by Acarya 
SagaranandasarijI Maharaja, re-ed. by Muni JambavijayajI (Lala Sundarial 
Jain Agamagranthamala Vol. 1), Delhi 1978. 

Ayaraflga-nijjutti (Bhadrabahu); ed.\ see Ayar/Say. 

W. Schubring, Acarftflga-satra, Erster Srutaskandha, Leipzig 1910. 

Acaranga-vivaraI;la (SIlaflka): ed. see Ayar/Say. 

BrhadaraI;lyaka-Upani~ad 

Bhagavadgita 

Bhikkhunr/Bhik~UI;lr 

F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, New Haven 1953. 
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BN 

BoBh 

Ch. 

ChU 

CPD 

D 

DAU 
Dasav 

DasavViv 

Dh. 

Dhp 

DhPr 

GBM(FacEd) 

GM 

GOS 

GrCh 

IBK 

IIJ 

]a 

JAG 

JIABS 

Ka. 

Kapp 

L. Schmithausen, Buddhism and Nature, to be published in the Procedings of 
the International Symposium on the Occasion of Expo '90 "Buddhism and 
Nature", Tokyo (International Institute for Buddhist Studies) 1991. 

130dhisattvabhiimi (ascribed to Asanga), ed. N. Dutt, Patna 1966. ' 

Chinese 

Chandogya-Upani~ad 

V. Trenckner et al., Critical Pali Dictionary, Copenhagen i924ff. 

Derge edition of the Tibetan Tripi~aka 

Dirghagama (Chinese: T vol. 1, No.1). 

Dasaveyaliya, ed. E. Leumann and-transl. W. Schubring, Ahmedabad 1932; 
repro in: Schubring, KISchr, 109ff. 

Dasavaikalikasfitra-vivaraI).a (Haribhadra), ed. in: Yakiniputra-srimad-Dhari
bhadrasiiri-vara-Si~yabodhini-sarpjfiakarp (sic!) vivaral)a-yuktarp Dasavaika
likasiitrarn, publ. by Manukhlal Hiralal Lalan, Bombay, vikramasarpvat 1999. 

Dharmaguptaka 

Dhammapada 

Dharmottarapradipa: Pal)qita Durvekamisra's Dharmottarapradipa (being a 
sub-commentary on Dharmottara's Nyayabindu~ika, a commentary on 
Dharmakirti's Nyayabindu), ed. Pt. Dalsukhbhai Malvania, Patna 21971. 

Dighanikaya 

Ekottaragama (Chinese: T vol. 2, No. 126) 

An Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Sanskrit on Historical Principles, ed. A. M. 
Ghatage, Poona 1976-. 

Raghu Vira and Lokesh Chandra, Gilgit Buddhist Manuscripts (Facsimile 
Ed.), New Delhi 1959-1974. 

Gilgit Manuscripts, ed. Nalinaksha Dutt, 4 vols., CalcuttaiSrinagar 1939-
1959. 

Gaekwad's Oriental Series 

Grub mtha' chen mo, ed. in: The Collected Works of 'Jam-dbyans-biad-pa, 
ed. Ngawang Gelek Demo, vol. 14, Delhi 1973. 

Indo-gaku Bukkyo-gaku Kenkyii (Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies). 

Indo-Iranian Journal 

Jiitaka 

Jaina Agama GranthamaIa 

Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 

rKasyapiya 

Kappasutta, ed. W. Schubring, in: Schubri~g, KISchr, 16ff. 
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ML 

Mil 

MN 
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MPSMah 
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Nidd II 

Nil 

Pac. 
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Kiral!avalI (Udayanacarya), ed. litendra S. JetJy, Baroda 1971 (GOS No. 
~54). " 

Kanjur, in: The" Tibetan Tripi!aka, Peking Edition (repr.), ed. D. T. Suzuki, 
Tokyo and Kyoto 1955-1961. " 

Kleine Schriften 

KliSyapaparivarta, ed. Stael-Holstein, Shanghai 1926. 

Kathavatthu 

Kathavatthu-anhakatha 

Luikavatarasiitra, ed. B. Nanjio, repro Kyoto 1956. 

MahasatJghika 

Mahasanghika-Lokottaraviidin 

Madhyamagama (Chinese: T vol. 1, No. 26). 

MBh Mahabharata (crit. ed., unless specified otherwise). 

Madhyamakahrdaya; ch. IX ed. Sh. Kawasaki, The Mfmarpsa Chapter of 
Bhavya's Madhyamaka-hrdaya-kiirikii, (1)-(3), in: Tetsugaku shiso roilshii 
(Tsukuba Univ.) 211976, 1211987 and 1311988. 

Mahfsasaka 

Milindapafiha 

Majjhimanikaya 

Manorathapiiral!f (AN-a) 

Mahaprajfiaparamita-Upadesa (ascribed to Nagarjuna): T vol. 25, No. 1509. 

Mahayana Mahaparinirval!asiitra: T vol. 12, No. 374. 

Miilasarvastivadin 

Mahavyutpatti, ed. Sakaki, repro 1962; ed. Y Ishihama nad Y. Fukuda, The 
Toyo Bunko 1989 (Nos. acc. to Sakaki ed.). 

Nyayabindu (DharmakIrti): s. Dh~r 

Nyayabindu~fka (Dharmottara): s. DhPr 

Mahaniddesa 

Cullaniddesa 

Nflakeci (see n. 472) 

Pacittiya 

Pacittiya section of the Bhikkhuni-Patimokkha (lBhik~ul}i-Pratimok~a)" 

Pa~isarpbhidamagga-anhakatha 

Padarthadharmasarpgraha (prasastapada); "ed.: s. Kif 

Pillar Edict(s) (of Asoka), ed. in: K. L. Janert, Abstande und Schlullvokal
verzeichnungen in den Asoka-Inschriften, Wiesbaden 1972, 127ff. 
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Prat. 

Prat.BhL 

Prat.BhLMii., 

Prat.Ma.Lok. 

Prat.Mii. 

Prat.Mii., 

Prat.Sa· Th 

Ps 

PTC 

PTSD 

Pv 

R 

RE 

B-V 

Sa. 

sAO 

Sangh. 

Sanghabh 

SB 

SHT 

Sik~ 

SN 

Sn 

Sn-a 

Sp 

Spk 

SrBh 

StU 

Pratimok~asiitra 

Bhik~ul)i-pratimok~asiitra 

_Tibetan transl. oftheBhik~ul)i-pratimok~a of the Miilasarvastivadins: Kj, 'Dul 
ba, vol. the. 

Pratimok~asiitram of the Lokottaravadimahasanghika School, ed. N. Tatia, 
Patna 1976. 

Pratimok~asiitra of the Miilasarvastivadins (ed. A. Ch. Banerjee, Calcutta 
1954, but not reliable). 

Tibetan transl. of the Bhik~u-pratimok~a of the Miilasarvastivadins: Kj, 'Dul 
ba, vol. che. 

Tunhuang ms. of Prat.Sa. (see n. 21). 

Papaiicasiidani (MN-a) 

Pali Tripitaka Concordance, ed. F. L. Woodward, E. M. Hare, London, 
1952-. 

The Pali Text Society's Pali English Dictionary, ed. T. W. Rhys Davids, W. 
Stede, London 1921-25. 

Petavatthu 

sTog Palace ed. of the Tibetan Kanjur 

Rock Edict(s) (of Asoka) 

B-gveda 

Sarvastivadin 

SaIpyuktagama (Chinese: Mii.): T vol. 2, No. 99. 

SaIpyuktagama (Chinese: prob. also Mii.): T vol. 2, No. 100. 

Sal'Ighadisesa/Sanghavas~a 

The Gilgit Manuscript of the Sal'Ighabhedavastu [from Vin.Mii.], ed. R. 
Gnoli, 2 vols., Rome 1977-78. 

Satapathabrahmal)a, ed. A. Weber, 2nd ed., Varanasi 1964. 

L. Sander and E. Waldschmidt, Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfanfunden, 
IV,Wiesbaden 1980; V, Stuttgart 1985. 

Sik~asamuccaya (Santideva), ed. C. Bendall, repro 's-Gravenhage 1957. 

SaIpyuttanikaya 

Suttanipata 

Suttanipata-aghakatha (paramatthajotika II) 

Samantapasadika (Yin-a) 

Saratthappakasini (SN-a) 

Sravakabhiimi (ascribed to Asal'Iga), ed. K. Shukla, Patna 1973. 

Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik 
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SiiyViv 
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Sv-pt 
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Th 
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Tj 

TJv 

TRD 

Utt 
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UvViv 

VAvBh 

VAvBhV 

Vi 

Yin 

Yin. 

Vin.BhL, 

VinMafij 

Vin.Mii., 
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Siiyagaga (quotations acc. to H. Jacobi, Jaina Sutras: SBE vol. xlv, and JAS 
ed.). 

Siitrakrtailga-VivaraJ:la (Srtanka): ed. s. Ayar/Siiy 

Sumailgalavilasinf (DN-a) 

Sumailgalavilasinf-pural)atfkaLfnatthapakasinf(Dhammapala), ed. L. deSilva, 
London 1970 (PTS). 

Taish5 Shinshii Daiz5ky5 

Tattvabodhavidhayinf: Acarya-srf-Siddhasenadivakara-praJ:lftarp Sarpmatitarka
prakaral!am ... srfmad-Abhayadevasiiri-nirmitaya Tattvabodhavidhayinya 
vyakhyaya vibhii~itarn ... 1.-5. vibhagal). Amadabad, ,saqlVat 1980-1987. 

Theragatha 

Theragatha-anhakatha 

Tanjur, in: The Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition (repr.), ed. D. T. Suzuki, 
Tokyo and Kyoto 1955-1961. 

Tarkajviila: Tj, dBu-ma, vol. dza. 

Tattvarahasyadfpika (Gul)aratna's cornrn. on Haribhadra's ~agdarsanasamu
ccaya), ed. L. Suali, repr. Calcutta 1986. 

Uttarajjhaya, ed. J. Charpentier, repr. Delhi 1980. 

Udanavarga, ed. F. Bernhard, vol. I, Gottingen 1965. 

Tibetan Udanavarga: Udanavarga, Bd. III, Der tibetische Text unter Mitarbeit 
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[l'!ote: Numbers refer to the paragraphs, numbers in italics preceded by n(s). refer to the notes. 
Occurrences of items in the notes have not normally been listed if the paragraph to which they belong 
has been entered. Parallels to Pali texts have not been entered.] 

Abhayadevasiiri n. 472. 
acetana 20.3; n. 459. 
agriculture 4.3; 15.1; 26.1-3; 27; n. 298. 
ahiikamma n. 397. 
ahara-graha/Ja n. 509. 
ahirrzsa 1.1; 5.5; 6.2.2; 11.4; 13.3; 15.1; 

17.lf; 22.1.4; 2S; 26.4.1; ns. 231, 233, 
319, 370, 402, 430, 531; cpo "(not) in
juring", hirrzsa, avihesa, vi-herh, patavyata, 
samarambha. 

ajata (viz. earth) IS.4. 
ajTva-kiiya n. 109. 
a-labh, a-rabh 4.3. 
amaka-dhaflfla: see "raw grain". 
animals 1.2; 5.2; 6.2.2; 9.1f; 10.2; l1.1f; 

11.4; 15.2; 16.3; 17.1; 19.2; 20.4.2; 21.1f; 
23.2; 24.3; 25.1f; 26.1-3; 29.2; 30; 33.2; 
34; 3S.2f; 36.3.1ff; 36.5.2f; 36.5.6; 39.1.4; 
ns. 7,9,34, 101, 118, 119, 136,139, 170, 
204, 309, 340, 435, 437, 440, 442, 445, 
504, 531, 540, 551. 

animate being(s): see palJa. 
allja/ikiirikii n. 499. 
Annen n. 487. 
ant-hill 33.2; ns. 201, 276, 290, 506. 
antalfsarrzjfl.a n. 511. 
anthropocentric: see "human interests", 

ants 10.2; ns. 155, 438. 
aparalJ(la ns. 157, 198,231; see "vegetables". 
appaharita 11.1; ns. 152, 171, 179. 
appalJakarrz udakarrz 11.1; n. 313. 
arambha 1 Off. 
asoka tree n. 492. 
Asoka 4.3; ns. 66, 331, 435. 
asaflfla-satta ns. 526, 570. 
ascetics: fit or suitable for a.: see kappiya. 
avihesa n. 37. 
bakula tree ns. 492, 493. 
bark (of trees being peeled off) 32.1. 
bathing 16.2. 
bats n. 437. 
beans n. 231. 
benevolence 20.2f; 24.2.1; see metta. 
Bhaddasalajataka5.4; n584; cpo 26.2 + n. 415. 
Bhavaviveka/Bhavya 31.2; cp; 33ff 

Bhrgu story 36.3.2; ns. 531, 540. 
bhuta 1.2; 5.2; 5.3; 20.1; 20.2; ns. 7,367, 

502. 
bhuta "plants" 4.2.1; cpo bhutag(r)ama. 
bhutag(r)ama 4.1; 4.2.1; 4.3; 5.2; 5.3; 7.1; 

ns. 95, 174. 
bija 5.1; 12.3 (a-bija, nibbatta-bija); ns. 15, 

30,403,447,504. see "seeds". 
bijalharita 4.2.1; n. 53. 
bijag(r)6.ma 4.2.1; 4.3(f); S.2(f); 7.1; ns. 21, 

23, 26, 30, 32, 56. 
border-line case 7.3; 24. Iff; 39.2; ns. 60,414. 
breathing, respiration 34,c; ns. 479, 513t, 

breathing living beings: 6.2,2; ns. 7, 514. 
butterfly (rebirth as a b.) 36.3.2; n. 542. 
caitya tree 10.If; n. 21. 
centipede 10.2; n. 497. 
cereals 10.2; 11.3; 37.1; n. 231; cpo pu-

bba/J.lJa. 
cetana 1.2; cpo 32.1; ns. 9, 477; cpo n. 504 
cetiya-rukkha: see caitya tree. 
cittamarrzta 1.2; 6.2.2; IS.6; n. 202. 
closing and opening the eyelids 34,e; cpo 

unme:fa. 
compassion, pity 12.4; 16.4; ns. 37, 121, 136, 

139, 281, 401, 581; cpo daya, karulJa. 
contraction of leaves: see "leaves". 
cooking 13.1-3; 14.2-3; 25.1-2; 26.1; 37.2; n. 

250. 
coral 33.2 + ns. 506, 508. 
creeper ns. 493, 511. 
crystal 30; 33.2; ns. 506, 508. 
dadru 33.2 + ns. 505, 508. 
daya, anu(d)daya ns. 37, 163, 319, 401. 
decorum 5.5; 7.2; 9.2; 11.2; 11.4; 13.1; 13.3; 

16.1; ns. 93, 310, 402. 
deities in trees: see "tree deity"; in grasses and 

herbs: 5.3 + n. 72. 
desire 20.4.1; 2S.3; 27; 36.1; 36.2.1; 36.S.3; 

n.492. 
destiny after death 29.2; 36.3.(1-)2; 36.5.1; 

cpo ns. 518, 531. 
devata: see" deities". 
Dharmaklrti 31.2; 32.1. 
Dharmottara 31.2; 32.1f. 
digging 6.2.1; 15.1-6; ns. 73,148. 



D(Igha-)N(ikaya): 
15, etc.: 4.3 + n. 41; 7.1-3; 13.1;15.5; 
153: n. 342; 
1141: 19.1-2; 22.1.4; n. 412. 

diseases n. 494; of plants: ns. 501, 502; cpo 
"skin". 

dohada 33.2; ns. 492, 494. 
drinking: water 11.3; 16.3; 25.2-3; 38.3; n. 

118; wine n. 42; oil, juice 37.1. . 
dukkata 12.5; 13.2.2; 14.1; 14.5; ns. 183, 

238, 258, 313, 330, 402. 
Durvekarnisra 32.2; n. 479. 
dying 32.1; ns. 504, 520. 
earth 1.2; 2.1-2; 3.1; 6.2.1; 15.1-6; 17.1; 18; 

20.4.2 + n. 372; 22.1.4; 27; 29.1.1 + n. 
447; 32.1; 36.3.1; 36.3.3; ns. 7, 73, 109, 
133, 148, 202, 279, 349, 372, 380, 546, 
581; cpo ns. 32, 113, 176, 179. 

eating: meat, fish 37.lf; cp: 25.1 + n. 402; 
plants 16.3; 37.1-2; n. 231; fruits 12.1-5; 
grain 13.1; bulbs, garlic 14.1-5; onions, leek 
n.256. 

ecological 1.1; 5.2; 39.1.4. 
ekendriya; n. 493. 
eldndriya/ekendriya VIva) 5.4; 8; 9.1-2; 10.1; 

15.2; 17.1 + n. 333; ns. 313, 493, 581; cpo 
2.2. 

enmity 33.1; see dohada, "hatred". 
excrements (and urine) 11.2-4; 15.6; cpo n. 

174. 
feeling pain 34,h; 35.2; n. 446. 
finger-nails: see !'nails". 
fire 2.1-2; 12.3 + n. 215; 15.4; 17.1-2; 33.2; 

ns. 37, 125, 316, 372, 459, 512; extinguish
ing fire 17.2. 

fish 25.1 + ns. 400, 402; 29.1.1; n. 438. 
food 4.3; 12.2-3; 12.5; 13.1-3; 16.2-3; 25-

26.2; 26.5; 28; 33.2 (+ n. 509); 37.2; n. 
512; cpo uddesiya, "fish", "fruits", "garlic", 
"grain\ "meat", "vegetables ll

• 

food remnants 11.1-2; 15.6; 16.1; n. 204. 
frog(s) ns. 309, 437, 445. 
fruits 5.2; 10.2; 12.1-12.5; 25.1; 26.lf; 37.1; 

ns. 15, 58, 76, 420, 507. 
garlic 14.1-5. 
Garu<;las 29.1.2. 
gati (five g.s) 22.2.2; 29.2; cpo n. 566. 
gold 15.5; 33.2 + n. 502; cpo hemiiizkura. 
grain 26.1; ns. 14,340; cpo "raw grain", "seed(s)". 
grass 5.3; 9.1-2; 16.3; 17.1; 19.1; 26.2; ns. 

31, 32, 76, 77, 148, 171, 179, 204, 360; 
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cpo trlJa. 
growing, growth 33.2 + ns. 504, 508; ns. 

494, 512, 518; growing again 34,f; cpo 
vrddhi, vi-ruh. 

GUI!aratna ns. 469, 472 (etc.). 
haemorrhoids n. 508. 
hair 33.2 (+ ns. 498, 507, 508); 34,f. 
han- 19.1 + n. 340; ns. 2, 47, 51, 275, 352, 

357, 428; cpo "killing". 
harita 4.2.1; 9.1 (haritiini tilJiini); 11.1-11.4; 

ns. 53, 152. 
hatred 20.3 + n. 360; 36.1; cpo "enmity". 
(bodily) heat 34,b; n. 479. 
heliotropism n. 5Il. 
hemiinkura 33.2 + ns. 506, 508. 
hirrzsii, hirrzs- 19.1; 26.2 (gross and subtle); 

37.2; ns. 3, 37, 51, 272, 274, 347, 356, 
357, 368; cpo "injuring". 

Hindu, Hindus, Hinduism: 2.1; 11.4; 15.1-2; 
20.4.2; 31.3; 36.5.4; ns. 6, 34. 

human interests 5.1; 11.1; 11.(3-)4; 17.1; 
39.1.3; ns. 190; 310; cpo 12.1; 13.3; n. 58; 
cpo "owner". . 

inanimate matter: violence towards i. m. n. 
109. 

ingestion offood 33.2 + n. 509; cpo n. 504. 
ingratitude 26.2. 
(not) injuring: 1.1-2; 4.3; 7.1; 10.2; 11.1; 

15.2; 16.3; 20.2-3; 22.1.7; 25.3; 26.2-3~ 
36.2.2; 36.3.1-2; ns. 37, 149, 309, 330; 
plants and seeds 4.3; 5-5.5; 7.3; 8; 9.1; 
10.1-2; 11.1; 11.3-4; 12.5; 13.3; 14.1; 
15.3; 15.5; 19.1; 22.1.1; 23.1; 24.3; 25.1; 
26.2-3; 34,h; 35.2; 36.3.1; 39-39.2; ns. 56, 
152, 232, 477, 511, 520, 581; cpo 22.1.7; 
fruits 12.3-5; elements 11.4; 15.1-6; 16.1; 
17.1; 36.3.1; ns. 202, 298, 319; cpo (a)hirrz
sii, vi-heth. 

insect(s) 5.2; 17.1; 29.11; ns. 155,437; (re
"birth as an L) 36.3.2-3. 

insentient 3.2; 7.1; 7.3; 11.4; 20.3; 32.1; 
33.2; 34; 39.2; ns. 9; 388, 420, 459; see 
acetana. 

invitations 25.1; 25.4. 
Jaina, Jainas, Jainism: 2.2; 4.2.1; 4.3; 5; 5.4-

5; 6.2.2; 7.1; 9.2; 11.4; 12.4; 13.2.1; 14.2;' 
15.1-2; 15.6; 16.2-3; 17.2; 20.1; 20.4.2; 
22.2.1; 25.1-3; 26.2; 26.4.2; 27; 29.1.2; 
29.2; 31.2; 31.3 + n. 472; 32.1; 35.1; 
36.4; 36.5.4; 38.2-4; ns. 2, 6, 9, 26, 53, 
177, 198, 233, 445, 469, 470, 472, 493, 
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508, 511, 566. 
jiita (viz. earth) 15.4. 
1ii.(taka) ns. 413, 518-521; 

III 24, IV 210: n. 459. 
IV 153ff: see Bhaddasala-j. 
V 221,7f: ns. 349, 380. 

jewels 33.2 + ns. 506, 508; n. 289. 
linabhadra ns. 469, 472, (etc.). 
jiva 1.2; 5.4; 6.2.2; 8; 10.1; 15.2; 20.1; 

22.2.1; 23.2; ns. 7, 8, 14, 15, 18, 19, 50, 
51,66,106,130,233,272,274,279,331, 
337, 401, 476, 504; 508,510, 511, 520. 

jiva-rukkha ns. 24, 187. 
jivita voropeti,jivitiid vyaparopayati 6.2.2; ns. 

2,47, 100, 101, 116. 
jivitindriya 30 (of plants); ns. 2, 130, 281. 
kappiyalkalpika 12.3.; 12.5; 14.2; 16.3; 25.1; 

ns. 155, 231. 
karma 26.2-3; 30; 36.1; 36.2.1; 36.3.3-5.1; 

36.5.3-7; 37.1-2; 38.4; ns. 360, 459, 551, 
567. 

karUl;za n. 356; cpo compassion. 
katalllluta n. 414. 
keta see "hair". 
khanana see digging. 
KhandhakalSkandhaka 8; see Vin(aya) I and 

II. 
khuddakapalJa 9.1(-2); 16.4; cpo n. 136. 
killing 1.1-2; 4.3; 5; 5.5; 6.1; 6.2.1-2; 7.1; 

7.3; 9.1-2; 16.4; 17.1; 19.1-2; 20.2; 22.1.6-
7; 23.2; 25.1; 25.3; 26.1-3; 26.4.2; 36.2.2; 
26.3.1-2; 37.1-2; 38.4; ns. 77, 101, 119, 
279, 370, 371, 397; plants (and seeds) 4.3; 
7.1; 7.3; 9.2; 11.3; 13.1; 19.1; 25.1; 26.1-
3; 37.1-2; 38.4; 39.2; ns. 40, 146, 190, 
507; cpo 36.3.1-2; fruits 12.4; elements 
17.1; cpo 36.3.1-2. 

•. Kir(al).avaIr) ns. 471, 504, etc. 
Kiikai ns. 487, 520. 
kulinga n. 497. 
ku;rmalJ4a n. 507. 
ku;rrha 33.2 + n. 505. 
Kiitadantasutta: see DN 1141. 
Land of the Dead 36.3.2. 
lavalJa see "salt". 
layman, lay people 1.1; 5.4-5; 7.3; 12.3; 

13.2.1; 15.5; 16.3;19.1; 20.2; 25.1-2; 
25.4; 26.1-5; 27; 37.2-3; 38.4; 39.1.2; 
39.1.4; ns. 42, 148, '220, 231, 254, 264, 
267,269,279, 331.' 

leaves (contraction or folding of!.) 32.2; 33.1-

2. 
(spirituous) liquor 33.2; cpo "wine". 
living: plants 4.2.1; n. 179; cpo fiva-rukkha; 

earth: s. jata. 
living being(s) 1.2, n. 7, etc.; cpo jiva. 
locomotion: see "motion". 
loka-vajja, loka-savadya: n. 93. 
M(adhyamaka-)Hrd(aya) 31.2; 33(-34); 

IX. 139: n. 468; 
IX.140: ns. 443, 523-525; 
IX.141f: n. 499; 
IX. 143: n. 502; 
IX.I44: ns. 490; 492; 504; 
IX.145: n. 508; 
IX. 146: n. 494. 

madya: see "liquor" . 
MahasIhanadasutta: see MN I 78. 
maithuna-saf!!jlla (in trees) n. 492. 
M(ajjhima-)N(ikaya): 

I 13: 11.1 + n. 170; 
173: 29.1.1 + ns. 439, 442, 452; 
I 78: 16.4 + n. 319; 25.3; 
I 180, etc.: 4.3 + n. 41; 7.1-3; 13.1-2.2; 

15.5; 
I 407: ns. 7, 342, 343; 
II 51: 15.5; 
No. 129, esp. III 169: 36.5.2-3 + ns. 559, 

560, 564; 36.5.6 + n. 569. . 
Maladhari-Hemacandra ns. 472, 493. 
man: killing a m. 6.2.2; 7.3; n. 101; rebirth as 

a (hu)man 36.3.1ff; cpo "human". 
Manameyodaya n. 467. 
malJ4alakarika n. 497. 
mango 12.1-12.3. 
manussa, manu:[ja: 5.5; 8; 10.1; 15.2; ns. 

116,130,198,330; cpo "man", "people". 
maralJa: see "dying". 
meat 25.1 + ns. 400, 402; 37.1-2; n. 232. 
medical treatment (of plants) 33.2 + ns. 501, 

502; see "Vrk~ayurveda". 
metta 20.2 + n. 347; n. 356; cpo "benevo

lence". 
MiI(indapaiiha): 

172-174: n. 459; 
259: 38.3; n. 313; 

_ 266: ns. 93, 95, 112, 422; 
271: n. 459. 

millipede 33.2 + n. 497. 
Mfmal11sa 31.2 + ns. 467, 469. 
mimosa 33.2 + n. 499. 



mittadubbha n. 414. 
mobile and stationary: see t(r )asa and (s)thii

vara 
monks 4.1-18; 20.2; 22.1-4; 24-3; 25.1-4; 

26.1; 26.3; 26.5; 27; 37.2-3; 38.3-4 .. 
moss 5.1 + n. 61. 
motion, movement 34,a; ns. 479, 511, 523. 
mould n. 60. 
milla-bija, etc.: 5.1; n. 30. 
mushrooms n. 60. 
musk n. 502. 
myos pa n. 490. 
Nagas 29.1.2. 
(finger-)nails 33.2 + n. 507; 34,f. 
Narada 30. 
NarayaI]a (Mlmarpsa author) n. 467. 
natural science 35.1; cpo 21.1. 
nigodas 36.4. 
NIl(akeci) ns. 469, 472, 482, etc. 
nimantana 25.1 + n. 399. 
nuns 4.1 etc. (cp. Prat.Bhr.) 
Nyayabindu 31.2; 32.1. 
Nyayabindu-tlka 32.1~2; cpo 31.2. 
o~adhi ns. 32, 72. 
owner (interest of the 0.) 5.1; 11.3; 14.4; 

39.1.3. 
pacificatory ceremonies 26.2. 
pakati-vajja/prakrti-savadya n. 93. 
piilJa, priil;za, p(r)iilJin: 1.2; 4.2.2; 5.4; 6.2.1; 

6.2:2; 7.3; 19.1-2; 20.1; 20.3; 20.4.2; 
21.1-3; 22.1.6-7; 22.2.1; 23.1-3; 24.3; ns. 
2,7,47-51,202,204,274,430,435,513, 
514; cpo appiilJaka, sappiilJaka, khuddaka 
piilJa, t(r)asa and (s)thiivara, "animals". 

piilJabhil(ta) 20.3 + n. 362; ns. 2, 3, 368. 
panaga n. 60. 
piilJiitipiita 1.1 + liS. 2, 3; 26.2; cpo 7.3 and 

ns. 118, 344, 428, 430; cpo "killing". 
palJlJatti-vajja/prajllapti-siivadya ns. 93, 95, 

138, 234; cpo 26.2. 
paribhoga, piiribhogika 11.3 + n. 200; ns. 

180,198. 
pariphanda, paris panda: see "motion". 
Patimokkhasutta: purpose of the P. 5.5; 24.3; 

structure 6.2.1; n. 118; 
Sangh. 6 and 7: 10(ff) + n. 143; n. 75; 
Pac. 10: 15.1(ff) + n. 270; ns. 73,174; cpo 

6.2.1; 
Pac. 11: 4.1-6.2.2; 22.1.1; 22.1.6; 23.1-2; 

ns. 21, 118,403; 
Pac. 19: ns. 152, 190; 
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Pac. 20: 16.3 + n. 311; n. 118; 
Pac. 40: 16.3 + n. 314; 25.2 + n. 406; 
Pac. 53: 16.2 + n. 306; 
Pac. 56: 17.1(ff)-+ n. 320; 
Pac. 57; 16.2 + .n. 305; 
Pac. 61: 6.2.1-2 + n. 100; n. 118; 
Pac. 62: 16.3 + n. 312; n. 118; 
Pac. 88: n. 121; 
Sekhiya 74-75: 11.2 + n. 176; 
Pac.BhI. 1: 14.1 + n. 250; 14.5; 
Pac.BhI. 7: 13.1ff + n. 230; 
Pac.Bhi. 9: 11.2 + n. 176; 
Pac.BhI. 39: 9(ff) + n. 125. 

piitavya(tii) 4.1; 4.2.2; 6.1; 6.2.2; 22.1.6. 
peasants 15.2; 26.1-2; 26.4.1; 27. 
people's belief 5.4-5; 8; 9.1-2; 10.1; 11.1-4; 

12.4-5; 13.2.2; 13.3; 14.1; 15.2-3; 16.3 + 
n. 313; In; 18; 22.1.2; 22.1.4; 23.1; 
32.1; 35.2; 39.1.1; ns. 7,435,581. 

perception of objects 33.1 + n. 493. 
perception of time 33.1 + n. 493. 
phlegm and snot 11.2. 
pity: see compassion._ 
plants: passim; see bhilta(griima), harita, 

(s)thiivara; 
included inpiilJa 20.1-21.3; 22.1.7; 23.1-3; 

24.2.1-2; 
as the abode of animals 5.2; 39.1.4; n. 204; 
in the context of rebirth 29.2; 36.2.1-5.7; 

cp.29.1.1; 
in Vedic religion and Hinduism: 2.1; 

20.4.2; 29.1.1; 31.2 + n. 467, 471; 
36.3.2-3; n. 34; cpo 33.1-34; 

in lainism: 2.2; 4.2.1 + n. 29; 5.4; 14.2; 
20.1; 20.4.2; 25.1; 26.2; 31.2 + II. 472; 
36.4; 38.4; ns. 202, 469, 477, ; cpo 12.4; 
33.1-34; 

unnecessary destruction of pI. 26.2; 
utilization of pI. for food: esp. 12.1-14.5; 

25.1; 25.4; 26.1-2; 37.1-3; 
statements expressly denying their sentience 

3.2; 22.2.2; 30; 
arguments against their sentience 31.lff. 

poisonous trees rio 492. 
potter 15.5; n. 37. 
practicability 24.3-26.2; 26.5-28; 37.3. 
PrajiUivarman 20.3; 20.4.2. 
priilJa, priilJin: see piilJa. 
prthivl, pathavl: see "earth". 
pubbalJIJa ns. 198, 231; see "cereals". 
rational ization 27 
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raw grain 13.1-13.3; n. 228. 
rebirth 29.2; 36.2.1-5.7; n. 467. 
remnants of food: see "food". 
respiration ns. 513, 514. 
ringworm: see dadru. 
rtujatva 33.2 + ns. 504, 508. 
rukkha 5.4; 8; 10.1; ns. 18,24,30,59,106. 

130, 133, 187, 371, 386, 388, 403, 443, 
510, 518, 520; cpo vrk~a, taru, "tree".' 

rukkhadhamma 26.2 + n. 418. 
rukkhajzva 5.4. 
sacetana: see cetana. 
sacittaka 1.2; ns. 492, etc.;ep. n. 233. 
Salikanatha n. 467. 
salt 33.2 + ns. 506, 508; n. 289. 
samafzga n. 499. 
samalJakappa 12.3 + ns. 211, 215. 
samana-prasava 33.2 + ns. 504, 508. 
samarambha 4.3; 7.1; 22.1.6; ns. 109, 119, 

274. 
saT(lghiitaT(l a-pad 9.1-2; 16.4; 19.1; n. 340. 
Sailkara ns. 34, 467. 
saT(lrohalJa n. 520. 
saT(lsara see "rebirth" 
Sal1lyuttanikaya: 

I 141: 20.2 + n. 347; 
I 169: 11.1 + n. 173; 
IV 117: 20.2 + n. 347; n. 365; 
IV 351 and V 393: 20.2 + ns. 347, 351; n. 

429; 
V 467-474: ns: 41 (470), 42. 

sappa(wkaT(l udakaT(l 16.3 
Sarvastivadins: different versions of their 

Frat.: ns. 21, 55, 176,270.311,314,320. 
satt(v)a 1.2; 20.1; 20.3; 23.2; ns. 7, 163. 
schools: relationship between Buddhist s.s 4.4 

+ ns. 54, 55. 
sea-anemones 20.4.2. 
seeds 2.U; 3.1 f; 4.2.1; 4.3; 4.4; 5.3ff; 12.3ff; 

13.1; 13.3; 25.1; 26. Iff; 29.1.1; ns. 26,30, 
202, 459, 518; see bija. 

sentient, sentience: passim; def. 1.2; n. 476; 
see also cetana. 

sentient being(s): 1.2, n. 7, etc.; cpo satt(v)a. 
sUa/fila 4,3; 7.2; n. 118. 
silalSila: see" crystal" . 
STlailka ns. 372, 472. 
skin ns. 371, 437, 499; skin diseases 33.2 + 

ns. 505, 508. 
sleep(ing) 32.2; 33.1; ns. 490, 494, 504; cpo 

34,e. 

smyo ba 33.1 + ns. 490, 491. 
snake 10.2; 17.1; 29.1.2; ns. 437, 438, 548. 
spanda(na) ns. 369, 523; cpo "motion". 
sprinlcling water 16.3; n. 118. 
stationary (animate beings): see (s)thavara. 
sthiivara 20.4.2; ns. 468, 522, 566, 567; cpo 

n. 511; see "t(r)asa and (s)thavara". 
stone(s) 1.2; 2.1; 15.4; ns. 17, 166, 171, 202, 

502, 506, 511 (loadst.). 
strainer n. 312. 
Suttanipata 23.1; 

p.14: 11.1 + n. 173; 
v.146f: 20.3 + n. 362; 
220f: n. 430; 
393ff, esp. 394: 26.3-4.2; n. 361; 
600ff: 21.1-2; 24.2.1; 
629 (= Dhp 405): 20.3 + n. 357; 
704: 20.3 + n. 361; 
967: 20.2 + n. 347. 

Suttavibhailga: see Vinayavibhailga. 
suvarcalii n. 511. 
svapa: see "sleep". 
sword n. 502. 
T 1464 n. 21 (etc.); cpo n. 55. 
tasa: see t(r)asa. 
tala-tarulJa 3; n. 519. 
tamarind 33.1; n. 517; cpo 32.2. 
Tarkajvala 31.2; (33-34); 36.1; 37.1; 

354b5ff: ns. 493, 511 (b7); 
355a3ff: n. 492; 
356b 1: n. 446; 
357a7ff: n. 502; 
358a4f: n. 492; 
358a6f: n. 490; 
358blff: ns. 506-508; 
360b4ff: ns. 573-577; 
360b8ff (verse quotation): 31.2; 36.1; ns. 

377, 511-513, 516, 522, 529. 
taru ns. 33, 443, 475, 477, 480, 483, 501, 

502, 504, 508, 523, 566. 
tasans. 51, 106; see "t(r)asa and (s)thiivara". 
thavara: see sthavara, "t(r)asa and (s)thava-

tiger 10.2; 36.3.2. 
ti(w: see tTlJa. 
tiryagyoni(gatar 6.2.2 + n. 100; see "ani-

mals". 
t(r)asa and (s)thavara 20.2-4.2; 21.3; 22.1.7; 

23.2(-3); 26.3; 26.4.2; cpo 24.2.2; ns. 409, 
553; cpo sthavara, tasa. 

tfee(s) 4.2.1; 5.3-4; 8; 10.1-2; 17.1; 19.1; 



20.3; 25.1; 26.2; 32.1-2; 33.1; 34,f; 36.3.2; 
39.1.2; ns. 14, 15, 31, 43, 45, 58, 187, 
189, 403, 459, 492, 493, 502, 512, 518, 
529, 584; cpo rukkha, taru, vanaspati, 
vrlqa, "caitya tree" .. 

tree deity 5.3-4; 26.2; 39.1.2; ns. 148, 149, 
583,584. 

tree soul 5.4; n. 584. 
tribal belief 36.3.1(-2); ns. 201, 279. 
trlJa, tilJa: 9.1; ns. 30, 32, 59, 171, 174, 176, 

179,204,311,320,386; cpo "grass". 
udaka, daga: 11.1-3; 16.3; ns. 19, 106,202, 

301,306,319; cpo "water". 
U(dana)v(arga)-[Viv(araI)a] 33.36: 20.3 + ns. 

357-359 and 366f. 
Udayana ns. 504, 514, 578. 
udbhijja 29.1.1 + ns. 444-447. 
uddesiya 25.1 
uddissa-kata 25.1 
ulcer 33.2 + ns. 505, 508; n. 494. 
unme:ra-nime:ra n. 516. 
Upani~adic doctrine of rebirth 36.3.3 
Upasenasiitra 20.3 + n. 364. 
uposatha 26.3; ns. 42, 430. 
urbanization 27 
urine: see" excrements" . 
u:rman see "heat". 
Uttara-Mlmarpsa n. 467. 
vanaspati ns. 32, 58. 
Vedic (religion, ritual, texts, etc.) 2.1; 4.3; 

19.2; 20.4.2; 22.1.5; 31.2; 36.3.1; 36.5.1; 
n.279. 

vegetable(s) 10.2; 11.3; 12.5; 14.2; 16.3; 
25.lf; 26.1; 36.4; 37.1f; ns. 202, 215, 220, 
231, 261, 476; cpo aparalJlJa. . 

vegetarianism 37.2. 
ve!u-tarur.za 8. 
vighasa 11.2; see "food remnants". 
vi-he{h 8; 9.1; 10.1; 15.2; n. 333; cpo 5.4. 
vikopana 7.1; n .. 46. 
Vin(aya): 

I 137: 9-9.2; 
I 157 (I 352; II 216): 11.1; 
I 189: 8; 
1225: 11.1; 
I 237f: ns. 400, 402; 
II 108f: 12.1-5; 
II 138: 17.1; 
II 140: 14.1; 14.3; 14.5 
II 169f: ns. 400, 402; 
III 151: 10.2; 

III 155f: 10.1; 
IV 32f: 15.2-4; 
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IV 34f: 5.3-5.5; ns. 403, 404; cpo 52 (Sa., 
Mii.); 39.1-1.2. 

IV 47: ns. 58, 190; 
IV 115: 17.1; 
IV 258f: VI.4; 
IV 266f: 11.3; 
IV 296: 9.1 + n. 128. 

Vinayamatrka 12.4 + n. 218; ns. 21, 126, 
148, 150, 189, 215. 

Vin(ayattha-)Mafij(iisa) 31.2 + n. 466; ns. 95, 
443, 488, 495, 508, 510, 511, 520, 523, 
528. 

Vinayavibhanga 5.5; see Vin(aya) III-IV. 
vinipatika 29.1.1 + n. 442. 
vi-ruh, viruhana: ns. 504, 518, 520, 521; see 

"growing again". 
visaya-gahar.za n. 493. 
Vise~avasyakabha~ya ns. 469, 472, 493. 497, 

etc. 
vrddhi, vwJl/hi: nS.504. 508; see "growing". 
vrlqa ns. 446, 483. 520, 567. 
Vrk~ayurveda 33.2; ns. 490; 492; 502. 
wandering about during the rainy season 9-9.2. 
water 1-2: 2.1-2; 11.1-4; 16.1-4; 20.4.2; 

22.1.4; 25.2-3; 27; 32.1; 36.3.1-2; 38.3; 
39.1.4; ns. 118, 504, 514; cpo udaka. 

water-splashing 16.2. 
wind 2.1-2; ns. 372, 504, 508, 514. 
wine n. 42. 
wither(ing), (un)withered 52; 8; 15.4; 32.1; 

ns. 65. 130, 477, 519. 
Yogacarabhiimi 31.2; (34); 36.1; 38.4; 

Yt zi 21laS-b6: 34 + ns. 511,518,522; 
36.1 + n. 529; 

yoni: four y.s 29.1.1-2. 
"zig-zag pattern" (in the doctrine of rebirth) 

36.3. Iff. 



Addenda: 

n.477: Cpo also DasavCii (= DasavaikaIika-ciiI1).i, Indore 1933) 139,7: sacetaniis taraval;., 
a.seo}a-tvag-apagame maral]opalambhad, devadattavat. 

n. 487: As for the sleeping and awaking of the tamarind (?; textdtii, for cil'[lcli?), cpo also 
DasavCii 139,8. 

n. 492: Just as in TJv and TRD, so also in DasavCii daurhrda (for dohada) is adduced as an 
argument for the sentience of plants b e sid e the reactions of the Asoka and Bakula 
trees (which are said to prove the presence of the senses of hearing and touch and of 
the sense of taste, respectively: DasavCii 139,7f and 8f). According to DasavCii 
139,9, melons, etc., manifest their animateness "by [the fact that they have certain] 
strange longings quenched by means of [repulsive things like] fumigation with manure 
and bones (cp. Das 1988, 258 and 310), just like a woman" (prli/Javatyo 
karkafikadayal;., pa.sukario}iisthidhUpagandhena daurhrdlipagamlin, nlirivat). 

n. 493: For examples proving that plants have sense-faculties see also DasavCii 139,7-9. 




